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PREFACE 

lt is a pleasure to note that this is already the eleventh annual 
meeting of researchers working in the field of Information Theory 
in the Benelux. It has proven to be an excellent opportunity to 
present recent results and to discuss the developments in our 
field. 

At present we see a multitude of applications of information 
theory, bath in the context of communication and in the context of 
information storage. In all these applications compression, error 
contra! and/or encryption play a role. Information theory remains 
to offer a fundamental scientific background for these 
developments and finds many interesting problems at which our 
research can be directed. A close contact with industry is of 
fundamental importance in this respect. lt is therefore 
encouraging that the participants of the symposium carne from all 
these different backgrounds and I express the hope that this will 
remain possible in the future, thus keeping information theory 
fresh and alive in the nineteen nineties. 

lt is a pleasure indeed to mention that an IEEE Chapter on 
Information Theory in the Benelux has been established, under the 
leadership of prof.dr. E.C. van der Meulen. The Working community 
on Information Theory (WIC) and the IEEE Chapter will cooperate 
closely in the future. One of the joint responsabilities will be 
the continuation of this series of annual symposia. During this 
year' s symposium a first meeting of the Chapter will be held. We 

fee! that the Chapter will enhance the important role of 
information theory in the Benelux. 

May I conclude by expressing my gratitude to mrs. A. Bosch, dr.ir. 
J.C.A. van der Lubbe. and A.C. de Ridder for their invaluable 
assistance in the organization of this symposium. 

Dick E. Boekee, October 1990. 
Delft University of Technology, 
Dept. of Electrical Engineering, 
Delft, The Netherlands. 
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Bandwidth Efficient Coding/Modulation with 
Low-Complexity Detection/Decoding 

P.G.M. de Bot and A.J. Vinck* 

August 4, 1990 

Abstract 

In thi, paper expan1ion1 to regular modulation ,cheme, are deacribed which add l in
formation bit, to a ,equence of m M-ary 1ymbol1. The,e additional bit, can be u,ed a, 
redundancy of codeword, of an error correcting code without decrea,ing the original bit rate. 
We have worked out an expanded modulation ,cheme with l = 1 and 4-PSK 1ymbol1, which 
wa, combined with Single Parity Check (SPC) code,. Thi, ,cheme wa, evaluated analyt
ically and by ,imulation on an Additive White Gaw,ian NoiJe channel and an infinitely 
interleaved Rayleigh Fading Channel. We further prepared the ,cheme for hardware im
plementation, uaing dif!erential encoding with coherent detection and maximum likelihood 
pha&e recovery. 

1 Expanded Modulation 

1.1 lntroduction 

Assurnc, bandwidth constraints requirc transmission of two-dimcnsiona.l symbols containing k informa
tion bits cach. Hencc, wc can usc somc rcgular M-ary modulation schemc with M = 2A:. Howcvcr, if wc 
want to protcct the information bits with an crror-corrccting code, somc redundant hits will have to be 
transmitted as wel!. Transmission of l extra bits per symbol can be achieved by expanding the M-ary 
signa! constellation from M = 2• to M = 2•+ 1• An major disadvantage of this expanding method is 
the fact that phase synchronization becomes slower and more diflicult for increasing Af. 

If application of small error-correcting codes is sufliciently good, or even demanded by complexity re
quirements, we can satisfy with creating l extra bits per block of m symbols. This method, which has 
the phase synchronization performances of M-ary modulation with M = 2•, is described in the next 

section. 

1.2 ( l, m )-expanded Modulation 

If we want to create l extra bits in a symbol sequence of length mand k information bits per symbol, we 
start with expanding our M-ary signa! constellation from M = 2• to M = 2•+ 1

• These constellations 
will respectively be referred to as 5(1) and 5( 0

). Now we practice coset partitioning as described by 

Ungerboeck [10] and Forncy [5,3,4] to partition our constellation 5(D) l times until we have 21 M-ary 

constellations sj 1> with M = 2• and i = 0, ... , 21 -1. Partitioning of 5(il into 2 smaller subsets sji+i) 
with i = 0, 1 and IS(jll = 21sti+ 1

>1 = 21s\ 1+1 >1 is done in such a way that the minimum Euclidean 
distancc betwccn different symbols in the same set is maxima!. 

"'Eindhoven Univcrsity of Tcchnology, Dcpartmcnt of Elcclrical Enginccring, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB 
Eindhoven 
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m = 1 m = 2 m = 4 m - 8 m - 16 Tn - J2 

s<•> {. 5(0) fo {, k 1 G G G G G G 
2-PSK 4.00 4-PSK 2.00 4.00 1 1 0.00 1.76 0.97 0.51 0.26 0.13 
2-PSK 4.00 8-PSK 0.59 4.00 1 2 -3.57 -2.32 -0.56 0.97 O.~l 0 .'.!6 
2-PSK 4.00 16-PSK 0.15 4.00 l 3 -8.17 -7.21 -5.74 -3.78 -1.41 0.39 
4-PSK 2.00 8-PSK 0.59 2.00 2 1 -3.57 -1.35 0.51 0.26 0 .13 0.07 
4-PSK 2.00 16-PSK 0.15 2.00 2 2 -8.17 -6.41 -4.20 -1.64 0.26 0.\3 
8-PSK 0.59 16-PSK 0.15 0.59 3 l -4.60 -2.17 0.35 0.18 0.09 0.05 
2-ASK 4.00 4-ASK 0.80 3.20 l 1 -3.98 -2.22 o.oo -0.46 -0.71 -0.84 
2-ASK 4 .00 8-ASK 0.19 3.05 l 2 -8.45 -7.20 -5.44 -3.22 -0.67 -0.92 
2-ASK 4.00 16-ASK 0.05 3.01 l 3 -13.27 -12.30 -10.84 -8.88 -6.51 -3.85 
4-ASK 0.80 8-ASK 0.19 0.76 2 1 -4.47 -2.25 0.30 0.05 -0.08 -0.14 
4-ASK 0.80 16-ASK 0.05 0.75 2 2 -9.29 -7.53 -5.31 -2.76 -0.00 -0.13 

2-QAM 4.00 8-QAM 0.80 3.20 1 2 -2.22 -0.97 0.79 0.00 -0.46 -0.71 
2-QAM 4.00 16-QAM 0.40 3.20 1 3 -3.98 -3.01 -1.55 0.41 -0.22 -0.58 
4-QAM 2.00 8-QAM 0.80 1.60 2 1 -2.22 0.00 -0.46 -0.71 -0.84 -0.90 
4-QAM 2.00 16-QAM 0.40 1.60 2 2 -3.98 -2.22 0.00 -0.46 -0.71 -0.84 
8-QAM 0.80 16-QAM 0.40 0.80 3 1 -1.76 0.67 0.35 0.18 0.09 0.05 
8-QAM 0.80 32-QAM 0.20 0.80 3 2 -3.80 -1.76 0.67 0.35 0.18 0.09 

16-QAM 0.40 32-QAM 0.20 0.40 4 1 -2 .04 0.51 0.26 0.13 0.07 0.03 
32-QAM 0 .20 64-QAM 0.10 0.19 5 1 -2.43 0.20 -0.00 -0.10 -0.16 -0.18 
64-QAM 0.10 128-QAM 0.05 0.10 6 1 -2.24 0.45 0.28 0.19 0.1~ 0.13 

128-QAM 0.05 256-QAM 0.02 0.05 7 1 -2.59 0.14 -0.00 -0.08 -0.12 -0.14 
256-QAM 0.02 512-QAM 0.01 0.02 8 1 -2.37 0.39 0.26 0.20 0.16 0.15 

Table 1: The asymptotic modulation gain G (in dB) for several (1, m)-expanded modulation 
schemes 

With the I additionally generated information bits, the transmitter is able to select one of the 21 symbol 
sets 5j') for each sequence of m symbols. The selected value of i wil! be called the orientation w of the 

symbol sequence. The original mk information bits select the m symbols from 5~1). The information 
contents of the sequence is mk + l bits. 

These kind of expanded modulation schemes wil! be called (1, m)-expanded 5(1). For example, the 
scheme for which 5!1) and 5(0) are respectively 4-QAM and 16-QAM and m = 4 is called (2,4)
expanded 4-QAM. Expanded modulation schemes with l = 1 were studied by Forney et al. [5] and 
Huber (6,7] before. Note that expanded 5(lJ with m = 1 is equal to the 5(0) scheme. 

Let dtmin = !E, be the minimum squared Euclidean distance between two different possible symbol 
sequences. The parameter ( is typical for a speci:fic rnodulation schcmc. If some modulation schcmc 
has parameter !a, while the corresponding (l, m)-cxpanded modulation scheme has the parameter tb, 
we can define the asymptotic modulation gain for this specific expanded modulation schemes to be 
C = 10log10 <•~:;',!') (dB). The asymptotic modulation gain fora number of expanded modulation 
schemcs is given in table 1. 

Using (l, m)-expanded modulation schemes, wc can distinguish two main error causes: 
P0 _ 1 The probability of bit error with correct orientation. 

P~ The pro ba bility that the orientation is determined erroneously. 

Asymptotically, the probabilities of both error causes are characterized by minimum Euclidcan dis
tances. Po-1 is related to the minimum squared Euclidean distancc d/ = !1E, between two symbols of 

the same symbol set 5j'>. P~ is related to m times the minimum squared Euclidean distancc d~ = !oE, 

between elements of sj'l and 5;'>, wherc i i' j. Note that ~ is also the minimum squared Euclidean 

distance in between two clcments of 5(o). Howcver, d: ia only cqual to the minimum squared Euclidcan 

distance d! = e.E, between elements of 5(1) if the signa! constellations 5j'l are balanced around 0. 
This is not the case for partitionings of M-ASK or some M-QAM schemcs. Both squared distances 
d~ and d: are expressed in terms of E, or Eb where E. = (k + ,;) E,,. Now the minimum squared 

Euclidean distance d; of the expanded mod ulation scheme is equal to 

min( md~, d)) 

min(mto,!1) ( k + ~) E,. ( 1) 
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éo and 6 are independent from m, so md~ is a continuously increa.aing and df is a con tinuous)y dccrea.a
ing function of m. Hcncc, d: is maximum in terms of E• for m~ = df, or meo = e,. For M-QAM, wc 
have e, = 2'eo and for M-ASK, e, = 4'e0 • Now wc sec for expanded M-QAM and expanded M-ASK 
that d: is maximum, so the schcmc is optima!, for rcspcctivcly m = 21 and m = 41

• 

1.3 Applications 

Demodulation of (1, m)-cxpanded 5(1) symbol scqucnces can take place in two ways: 

1. By first demodulating 21 times to check all possiblc orientations and secondly sclccting the most 
probablc orientation for each scqucncc of m symbols. Notc that if the normal dcmodulation of 
symbols from 5)') is maximum likclihood (ML) for all i = 0, ... , 21 

- 1, the dcmodulation of the 
expanded schcmc is maximum likclihood "" wcll. 

2. By first guessing the most probable oricntation and sccondly dcmodulating the symbol scqucncc 
given the corrcsponding symbol set. 

Wc furthcr mention that in genera!, phasc synchronization of (1, m)-cxpandcd 5(1) can be rcalizcd with 
the speed, accurance and complcxity of the synchronization of rcgular 5(1) modulation. 

By applying (1, m)-expandcd 5(1), we can transmit I more bits comparcd with normal s<IJ modulation 
per scqucncc of m symbols. These bits can be uscd as rcdundancy of crror-corrccting codes. In gcn
cral, wc can store the codcwords of [mk + l, mk, l + 1] lincar codes in a sequcncc of m symbols using 
(1,m)-cxpanded 5(1) modulation oflcngth m without ratc loss comparcd with s<ll. Wc even can benefit 
the small modulation gains of somc (1, m)-cxpandcd modulation schcmcs. For cxamplc an SPC-codc 
fits perfectly on expanded modulation schcmcs with 1 = 1 if N = mk + 1 or N = mk ( dcpcnding on 
the fact whcthcr the extra gencratcd bit is incorporatcd in the SPC-codcwords or not). SPC-codcd 
( 1, m )-expanded 4-PSK wil! be trcatcd cxtcnsivcly in chaptcr 2. 

Of course, one symbol sequcncc of a spccific expanded modulation schcmc does not ncccssarily have to 
corrcspond with one single codcword. For cxamplc, using an (2, m)-cxpandcd modulation schcmc, wc 
can store two SPC-codcwords of lcngth N = n;• + 1 within one scqucncc. 

The proposed SPC-codcd 4-PSK scheme can be extended with an outer convolutional code. Convolu
tional codes with constraint length K = 3 combincd with our SPC-codcd (1,m)-cxpandcd 4-PSK, can 
dclivcr the samc gain (up to 6dB) as Trcllis Codcd Modulation (TCM) [10] with K = 1 convolutional 
codes. Hcnce, the complexity is dccrcascd \rcmcndously rclatcd to the TCM schcmc. 

2 SPC-coded (1, m)-expanded 4-PSK 

2.1 Introduction 

A Single Parity Check (SPC) code is a lincar [N, N - 1, 2] code which can be dccodcd in a maximum 
likclihood way [9]. Now wc assumc that N = 2m and the 2m information bits are transmittcd using 
m 4-PSK symbols. One extra information bit dctcrmincs whcthcr all m symbols are rotatcd with 
f radians or not. This combined way of coding/modulation ( codulation) can be considcrcd aa an 
(1, m)-cxpandcd 4-PSK schcmc combincd with an [2m, 2m - 1, 2] SPC-codc and is ca!l,d SPC-codcd 
(1,m)-cxpandcd 4-PSK. The signa! constcllation of (1,m)-cxpandcd 4-PSK is shown in figurc 1. The 

oricntations i E {O, 1} of (1, m)-cxpandcd 4-PSK will be dcnotcd by A and B, and 5~ 1
) and s\ 11 rcspcc

tivcly by SA and 5B . Notc that s<•) and SA are rcspcctivcly the 8-PSK and the 4-PSK constcllationa. 

Maximum likclihood dccoding of a symbol scqucncc r = (ro, ... , '=-il, transmittcd with SPC-codcd 
(1, m)-cxpa.nded 4-PSK, whcrc ri is a. valuc in the comp]ex plane reprcscnting a. two-dimensional sym
bol, is quite simplc. First a normal SPC-dccodcr decades rand assigns it to the ncarcst symbol scqucncc 
SA= (iA,o, ... ,.!A,m-1) E (SA)<Tn) corrcsponding to the SPC-codcword CA = (cA,o, ... ,cA,l"'-1). Then 
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Figure 1: Signa! constellation of (1, m)-expanded 4-PSK. Symbols marked with • are in SA 
while symbols marked with o are in Ss. 

we rotate all symbols over -,r/4 radia.ls and decode the obtained word r' also with a.n SPC-decoder. 
The decoder will output the symbol sequence •s corresponding with SPC-codeword CB. The sym
bols of •s are now rotated over 1r/4 radia.ls so tha.t we obta.in s8 . Fina.lly we comparc i" and is 
with r and assign it to the nearest vector. If iA appears to be nearest tor , we decidc that the mes
sage IÎl = (cA,O, ... , CA ,JTR-2, ü) is transmitted, whilc othcrwise the messagc is supposed to be equal to 

IÎl = (cB,01 . . . ,CB,:hn-211). 

The two main error causes that can occur are: 
Pspc The probability that the SPC-decoder makes an error without a simultaneous 

orientation error . 
Pw The probability that the orientation of the sequence is erroneously determined . 

If such an oricntation error occurs, about ~ bits in the received word will 
be in error if E,/ No is large. 

The fina.l Bit Error Rate (EER) is upper bounded by: 

In this formula, 

and 

2m- l 
EERsPc"' ~Pspc 

EER 2m+l .p / _ 2m+I .p 
w ~ 

2 
w 2m -

4
m w. 

2.2 Evaluation on an AWGN Channel 

If the signal-lo-noise ratio is denoted as E,/No, Pspc is upper bounded by [9]: 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The probability that the orientation is erroneous can only be determined using the Union Bound, giving 
an asymptotica.lly close upper bound on the error probability: 

(6) 

bccausc the squared Euclidean distance betwccn two ncighbouring codcwords with different orientation 
is equal to 2E.m(2 - ,./2) and the number of such neighbouring codewords of different orientation is 
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Figure 2: BER-approximations as a function of Eb/No for different values of m on an Additive 
White Gaussian Noise channel 

equal to 2=- 1 • 

In figurc 2, wc sec the curves of the B ER-approximations as a function of the signal-to..noisc ratio 
E•/ No for different va.lues of m. As we sec in this figurc, m = 1 and m = 2 yicld worsc performances 
than the uncodcd case, while for achicving BER = 10-• (virtua.lly error-free transmission), m = 8 
and m = 16 require signa.l-to-noise ratios of 9.SdB. Hcncc, a coding gain of 2.7dB can be achicvcd at 
BE R = 10-•, w hilc asymptotically, the gain is 3dB . These analytica.! rcsults have been confirmcd by 
simulation. In genera.!, depending on the signal-to..noisc ratio, scqucncc lcngths of 10 up to 15 givc best 
performances . The larger the signal-to-noisc ratio, the smaller the optimum sequencc lcngth m. 

2.3 Evaluation on a Rayleigh Fading Channel with interleaving and 
use of Channel State Information 

On a Raylcigh Fading (RF) channel, 4-PSK symbols can casily be disturbcd cntircly, introducing up 
to 2 bit errors per symbol. Hcncc, the N bits of the SPC-codcwords have to be spread over N different 
symbols with mutually independent signal-to..noisc ratios -Y• • In practicc, wc take N 4-PSK symbols, 
mutually separated in time, on which wc store 2 SPC-codcwords of lcngth N such that all symbols 
contain 1 bit from each codeword. Now wc put phasc offscts off radians on the first J'f symbols and 
the last Jf- symbols, respectively depending on 2 extra information bits Wo and w,. 

The best decoding stratcgy is to consider all 22 = 4 possiblc oricntation pairs (wo, w,) and then select 
the most probably transmitted scqucnce of N symbols. This is a maximum likelihood decoding strategy. 

For an infinitcly interleaved Rayleigh Fading channcl with average signal-to-noise ratio '"l'b, Psrc is 
uppcr-bounded by (9,2]: 

p < ( 2m ) 2 - 3µ + µ
3 

SPC _ 
2 4 

(7) 

with the cross-correlation coefficient µ = ~ and Pw is uppcr-bounded by [l] 

(8) 
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Figure 3: BER as a function of 'rb for different values of m on an interleaved Rayleigh fading 
channel 

where 77 = 2·r.(2 - ../2). 

In figure 3 the final BER upper-bound curves are shown for different values of m. 

3 Hardware lmplementation of SPC-expanded 4-PSK 

3.1 Introduction 

In practice , it is often impossible to recover some zero-phase from the signal. Hence, wc will have to 
use differential encoding as described in [8]. To avoid a power loss of 3dB, we wil! use coherent de
tection while demodulating the differentially encoded PSK-signa.l . Because differentially encoded PSK 
introduces bit errors in two successivc symbols, whilc an SPC code can correct at most one bit error 
per codeword, symbols containing bits of SPC codewords have to be intcrleaved. Wc assume that the 
transmission takes place at an AWGN channcl. 

3.2 Transmitter 

At the transmitter side, two sequences of m 4-PSK symbols, leaving an ordinary SPC-cxpanded 4-PSK 
encoder/modulator, are processed simultaneously; First, these scquences Si = (-' i ,o, ... , .,i,,n-1) with 
i E { l , 2} are interleaved so that the symbol sequence s:l = (-'1 ,0 1 .!:z,o, .. . , .,1 ,m -1, .!2 ,n1-1) of length 2m 
arises. This seque-nce passes a differential shifter, which transforms the sequence s 4 =(si} = (.JE:eifi) 
into the sequence 82 = (:i-.) = (&i-tei,t,i ). This sequence i 2 is transmitted over the channel. 

3.3 Receiver 

Assuming correct block and symbol synchronization, the receiver receives the sequence il = (if} which 
is disturbed with AWGN noise. Because the scquence il is preceded by an infinite row of previous sc
quenccs, wc do not have some known refcrcnce phase tJ, = arg $_ 00 which wc can use for quantizing the 
received symbols. We estimate the phase reference </, by J. This can be done using an ML algorithm. 
Now the receiver has to correct the signa.! on J and to modify J dcpending on the newly considcrcd 
sequencc. To get the synchronization speed and complcxity of 4-PSK, we have to determine the orien
tation set (wo,w,) before. This means that estimating (wo,w 1 ) can only take place in a non-coherent 
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way. Thcreforc, the curve of Pw as a function of E,/No is shiftcd to the right with 3dB. Although the 
error component Pw can he ncglectcd for large E,/No, Pw rcmains important for small signal-to-noisc 
ratios. This receiver will be rcferred to as a non-ML receiver. 

Wc can improvc this non-ML receiver hy dcmodulating/dccoding cach symhol hlock 4 times for all 
possible pairs of ( Wo, W1 ) 

1
. So for all i with i E {O, 1, 2, 3 h wc gct IÎlo,i, IÎ11 ,i, Ji and e;, where e; is 

the rcliability of the considcrcd oricntation pair (w0 ,;,w1 ,;). Sincc wc are ablc both to rccovcr ,J, and to 
dccodc the signa! in a maximum likclihood (ML) way givcn the correct oricntation pair, this receiver 
is ML as wcll. 

4 Conclusions 

It appears that the performances of SPC-codcd (l,m)-cxpanded 4-PSK are comparablc to those of the 
SPC-code, while thcy approach the performances of simplc K = 3 trcllis codcd modulation (TCM) 
schemes (10] . Howevcr, compared to TCM, SPC-codcd (1, m)-cxpanded 4-PSK is lcss complex to im
plemcnt and it has the phase synchronization performances of 4-PSK instead of 8-PSK. 
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On the SNR Merits of Run-Length-Limited Codes in 
Feedback-Equalized Digital Recording Systems 

J.W.M. I3ergmans* 

ABSTRACT: For a high-density recording system with optimum mean
sguare decision feedback equalizer, it is argued and exemplified that run
length-limited codes lead to poorer predetection si_qnal-to-noise ratios than 
1incodcd stora_qe does. Losses are lower-bounded for a number of practical 
codes as wel/ as for maxcntropic ( cl, k) seguences. 

1 Introduction 

Binary run-length-limited (RLL) modulation codes are widely applied in digital record
ing systems (10]. Among other purposes, they serve to facilitate timing recovery, im
prove tolerance of the systern to parameter variations, and lower the harmful effects 
of nonlinearities. Last but not least, they are airned at signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
improvcments over uncoded storage. In this paper we show that the latter airn is 
often Utopian at high information densities when the system is cqualized appropri
ately. More specifically, we consider a system in which the most powerful receiver with 
bit-by-bit detection, viz. the decision feedback equalizer, operates on a high-density 
linear recording channel with additive noise. For this system, we upper bound the 
SNR merits that may be attributed to the applied RLL code, and we show that these 
merits often lag behind the SNR improvement that sterns from removal of the code 
via a reduction of the signalling rate. 

Attention is restricted to th e minimum mean-squa.re error (MMSE) criterion, which 
is mathematically tractable and is encountered in practice in adaptive equalizers [6]. 
For systems of the type considere<l, MYl:SE seems to correlate well with minimum 
probabilit.y of bit-error [3], a criterion that is in principle more meaningful but cannot 
be handled mathPrnat.ically. For maximum simplicity, we neglect such impe<liments as 
uonlinearities, overwrite noise and crosstalk. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we <lescribe the system model and 
introduce norncnclature. Basics of decision feedback equalization theory are recapit
ulated in section 3. The main result is presented in section 4 and in section 5 it is 
illustrated for a variety of modulation codes. Concluding remarks are collected in 
section 6. 

2 Preliminaries 

A binary source signa] dn E { -1, 1} at a data rate 1 /T., is transformed by means of 
a mod·ulation encodcr into ;rn cncodcd signa! that is writtcn on tape or disk. Upon 

.. Philips Reseaffh Lahoratories, 
P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The :\'et hcrlands. 
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replay, a signa! 
00 

r(t) = L akh(t - kT) + n(t) (1) 
k= - oo 

arises (fig. 1), where ak E { -1, 1} denotes the binary output signa! of the en co der, 
h(t) is the bit response of the channel, i.e. the response of the channel toa single bit 
ak, and n(t) is additive noise, assumcd to be zero-mean, wide-sense stationary and 
uncorrelated with ak. 

' 1- - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - ' 
:c anne n(t) : 

1 receiver 1 

dn modulation ak 
1/T, encoder 1/T: 

h(t) 1----,'_
1_· (_t )-i--+lequalizer / inverse dn >-~--

detector l/T, 
' ' L __ ____ ___ ___ ____ _ _ J 

Figure 1: Model of the recording and replay process. The receiver detects the output 
signa! ak of the encoder and reconstructs the source data dn on this basis. 

The receiver structure of fig. 1 is encountered in most recording systems in use 
today. Bit-by-bit decisions ak about ak are taken, and a subsequent inverse mapping 
yields decisions dn about dn. This 'staged' approach is computationally attractive, 
but, is suboptimum in that it does not exploit the structure of the modulation code 
in the detection process. Numerical studies for maximum-likelihood receivers that do 
exploit this structure lead to conclusions that largely parallel the ones reached here 
[8,9]. Traditionally, RLL codes do not serve an error correct.ion purpose, and any 
erroneous decision ak induces one or more erroneous decisions dn. 

Because the encoder introduces redundancy, the tempora) spacing T of bits ak 

satisfies T ::; T,. The ratio R~T /T, ::; 1 is referred to as the rate of the code. For 
uncoded storage , R = l and ak is uncorrelated when dn is uncorrelated, as we assume. 
Then the power spC'ctral dcnsity (PSD) A(O) of ak is flat, i.e. A(!1) = 1 for all !1. Here 
and in what follows, nis a normalized measure of frequency, with !1 = 1 corresponding 
t.o the symbol rate 1/T. 

RLL codes have R < l and a nonflat PSD A(!1). Here ak is aften cyclostationary 
rather than stationary, and A(!1) is defined relative to a phase-randomized version of 
ak (see e.g. [5]). 1 

The transfer function 

(2) 

of the channel and the PSD N(!1) of the noise n(t) together determ.ine the spectra/ 

1 Although it would be possible to exploit phase information about a, by means of matrix-valued 
code PSDs (see 141), we omit this mathematica! burden because in cases of practical interest it hardly 
affects optinmm mean-square receiver performances [3]. 
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signal-to-noise ratio 

(3) 

The Jatter definition does not make sense for frequencies O where both H(O) and N(O) 
are zero. Here we define SN(O) = 0. It should be noted that SN(O) does not account 
for the code, which is characterized by A(n). Centra! to the optimum mean-square 
performance of any equalizer is the folded signal-to-noise ratio 

FS.'.'J(rl)~ f SN(O + n). (4) 

Just as A(rl) , this function is rcal-valucd, strictly non-negativc and periodic in n with 
period 1. The average signal-to-noisc ratio SNR of the channel is defined as 

It can be noted that 

t:,1 00 

SNR= _
00 

SN(O)dO. 

SNR = 1°·5 
FSK(O)dO, 

- 0.5 

i.e. SNR may also be viewed as an average of FSN(rl). 

(5) 

(6) 

Both FSN(O) and SNR degrade when the signalling rate 1/T is increased, as ne
cessitated by coding. For high-density channels it bas been found that 

1. SNR dccreases in proportion to R2 or faster as R is decreased, and 

2. at the samc time FSN(rl) becomes less flat 

(see e.g. [1 ,8,9]). By contrast, for wideband and low-density channels SNR is no more 
than linearly proportional to R, and the shape of FSN(O) is essentially independent of 
R. This greatly facilitates the attainment of net performance improvements by means 
of coding. 

3 Decision feedback equalization 

Th(' dccision-feedhack equalizer (DFE) is the most powerful recPiver with bit-by-bit 
detect.ion. lt contains a continuous-tirne prefilter with transfer function W(O) that 
suppresscs out-of-band noise and pre-cursive ISI, i.e. ISI due to symbols that have 
not yet been detected (fig. 2). A causa! and discrete-time feedback filter (FBF) with 
irnpulse response Pk, k 2 1, is excited by the detected data àk and serves to cancel 
trailing ISI, i.e. ISI due to past symbols Gk-1, ak-2, .. .. IdC'ally decisions àk are all 
correct and cancellat.ion can be perfect. In practice , erroneous decisions °'k may cause 
error propagation via the FBF, bnt this is typically nota serious problem [6]. 

Mean-square optimization of the DFE becomes feasible if error propagat.ion is ne
glected. Subject to this assumption , it is shown in [2] that the mean-squarc error 

E~E[( ak - äk )2] het ween ak and the decision variable äk assumes a global minimum 

1
0.5 1 

êm;n=exp{- _
05

ln[FSN(O)+ A(O)]dO}. (ï) 
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t= kT 

~ ~ L r-----+t 

Figure 2: Decision feedback equalizer (DFE) operating on the received signa! r(t). 

The correspon<ling predetection signal-to-noise ratio e: ;}n may be recognized as the 
geometrie mean of FSN(O)+l/ A(O). The optimizing pre- and feedback filter responses 
may be identified by means of spectra! factorization techniques but are irrelevant to 
what follows. To a first-order approximation, the bit error rate of the DFE is governed 
by Emin, and smaller values of Emin lead to smaller bit error rates [3]. 

In effect, the factor 1/ A(O) in (7) acts as an extra portion of SNR that may be used 
to 'mask' the poorest folded SNRs for improved performance. This makes accurate the 
intuitive notion that the code should suppress those frequencies for which the channel 
has a poor transfer. Unfortunately, depressions of A(O) can be introduced only by 
lowering R, and this inevitably degrades FSN(O), as outlined above. We proceed to 
show that the degradation is often too severe for Emin to improve. 

4 Effect of code removal 

Theorem: Define the fiattened PSD A(O) of the modulation code according to 

and let 

if A(O) < 1 and 
if A(l1) ~ 1, 

Q~ exp{-1o.s ln A(O)dO} 
- 0.5 

(8) 

(9) 

( clearly Q ~ 1). Then for high-density channels in the sense of scction 2 with SNR ~ 1, 
removal of the modulation enco<ler leads to an MMSE e:;,,in for the DFE that is 
bounded by 

Proof: Since FSJ\"(11) and A(O) are both non-negative, 

l [FSN(O) _1_] < { ln[FSN(O) + 1] - lnA(n) 
n . + A(O) - ln[FSN(O) + 1] - In 1 

Togcther with (7) this implies that 

Ë(R) :S: QEmin , 

if A(O) < 1 and 
if A(n) ~ 1. 

(10) 

(11) 

( 12) 
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where 

È(R)~ exp{-l/
5 

ln[FSN(O) + l)dO} (13) 

may he recognized as the MMSE of the DFE for storage without shaping of A(O) (i.e. 
with A(O) = 1 for all 0) at 1/R times the nomina! signalling rate 1/T,. 

The predetection signal-to-noise ratio È-l (R) is the geometrie mean of FSN(O) + 1, 
which can never surpass the arithmetic mean SNR + 1. The difference between these 
two means decreasC's as FSN(O)+l hecomes flat.ter. ~ow omission of the code increases 
R to 1. According to the first high-density characteristic in section 2, this increases 
S:"JR hy a factor of at !rast R- 2 . For SNR ~ 1 (i.e. for all practical values of SNR) 
this will also apply to SNR + 1. At the same time FSN(O) hecomes flat.ter (second 
characteristic in scction 2) , and this brings È-l (R) closcr to SNR + 1. Hence È-I (R) 
grows at least as fast as SNR + 1, i.c. 

(14) 

Inscrtion of this ineqnality into (12) yields (10) upon identifying È( l) as € :,,in• D 

According to th<> t.hcorem, a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for coding to 
improvc predett>ction SNRs at high information densities is that the merit factor Q of 
the code should exceed R- 2 . The following examples, which cover the archetypes of 
most if not all RLL codes of practical interest, suggest that this is practically never 
the case. 

5 Examples 

5.1 MFM, Miller-Squared (M2), (1,7) and (2,7) 

The following table lists R2 and Q for these popular codes (sec e.g. [10] and [5] for a 
descript.ion and a PSD analysis). 

Code MFM Mi ( 1, 7) (2,7) 
R 1/2 1/2 2/3 1/2 

R2 (dB) -6.0 -6.0 -3.52 -6.0 
Q (dB) 3.55 3.30 2.69 3.90 

Table 2. Merit factors Q and R 2 of selectcd RLL codes. 

Invariably QR2 < l. 

5.2 Maxentropic run-length limited codes 

Classica! RLL codes are characterized by two parameters d and k, which determine the 
minimum and maximum lengths d + l and k + 1 of consecutivc runs of identical bits, 
respectivcly [10). Maxentropic RLL codes have the highest possible rate R = C(d,k) 
for any given pair (d,k). RLL codes like MFM, (2,7) and (1,7) may be vicwed as 
practical approximations to maxentropic codes at rates R slightly below C( d, k). Bath 
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C(d, k) and the PSD A(O) of maxentropic RLL codes are uniquely determined by d 
and k [5]. In figs 3 and 4 we show Q (as computed from A(O)) and QC2 (d,k) as a 
function of d and k. Potential SNR gains Q due to shaping of A(D) are restricted to 3-5 
uil for pairs (d, k) of practical interest , like (1, 3) , (1, 7) and (2, 7). This is insufficient 
for QC2 (d,k) to exceed unity (fig. 4). Hence , in conjunction with decision feedback 
equalization, ma.xentropic RLL codes are bound to yield poorer predetection SNRs at 
high information densities than uncoded storage. The only possible exception to this 
rule is the NRZ-like case d = 0, where a marginal gain cannot be ruled out for k 2". 2. 

10 

Q (d, k) d=4 
(dB) 8 - d=3 <l 

d=2 • 

î 
6 - * <l 

d=l • <l <l <l 0 

* • • • • 4 * * * * * d=0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 -

0 
0 0 r, 0 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

k 

Figure 3: DFE merit factor Q of maxentropic RLL codes for various values of d and 
k. 

0 
0 0 0 0 0 ' QC2(d,k) d=0 0 

0 

* -2 - 0 
* * (dB) * * • ' 0 • • 

î 
d=l * -4 - • <l 

<l 

* • <l 

d=2 <l 
-6 - • 

d=3 <l 

-8 - d=4 

-10 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

k 

Figure 4: Upper bound QC2(d, k) on SNR gain for maxentropic RLL codes for various 
values of d and k. 

6 Concluding remarks 

\Ve have argued that at high information densities in the sense of section 2, attainable 
predetection SNRs for a wide class of RLL codes are inferior to those for uncoded 
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storage when use is made of a decision feedback equalizer (DFE). This use is motivated 
by the superiority of the DFE among receivers with bit-by-bit detection. For the usual 
RLL codes without error correcting capabilities, inferior predetcction SNRs are bound 
to induce poorer overall system performances. These findings cast a shadow on the 
adjective 'high-density' that decorates popular RLL codes like (1,7) and (2,7). 

Although the focus in this paper has been on RLL codes, the theorem of section 
4 in fact applies to any code in which the encoded signa! ak is a strictly nonlinear 
function (relative to the field of real numbers) of the input signa! d,.. Conversely, codes 
like Bi-Phase, FM and Quad-Phase have a lincar portion that. can be accommodated 
within the channel of fig. l. This may lead to het.ter performances than for uncoded 
storage, even at high information densities [3]. A similar remark applics to linear write 
equalization schemes as in [7]. 
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CODE CONSTRUCTIONS FOR DETERMINISTIC RELAY CHANNELS 

P. Vanroose • 

In this paper, a first attempt is made to construct coding schemes for 

deterministic relay channe/s . 
When the relay terminal on/y has a limited amount of memory available, 

its optima/ coding strategy can be found by analyzing the deterministic 

finite-state channels induced by all possible relay strategies. The channel 

states are known by the channel encoder but in genera[ not by the decoder. 
The coding problem for any particular deterministic relay channel is then 
transformed into determining the possible output sequences of such a finite
state channel. This coding technique is illustrated for three deterministic 

relay channels. 
For the first channel, capacity is reached using a finite-memory relay strat
egy. This is not possible for the other two examples. It is still an open 
problem if the zero-error capacity of a deterministic interference channel 

can be strictly smaller than its classica/ average-error capacity. 

THE RELA Y CHANNEL 

Consider the multi-user communication situation of a relay channel, as de
picted in Fig. l. 

RELAY 
TERMINAL 

y: 

DECODER RECEIVER 

Fig. l. Relay channel with one sender and one relay. 

The channel itself has two inputs and two outputs, but the relay input 
and output are controlled by the same relay terminal. Consequently, there is 
only one information stream going through the channel. The difference with a 
one-way channel is that the relay terminal helps the communication between 
channel encoder and channel decoder, by sending an appropriate relay input, 

upon observing a relay output symbol. 

• The author is with the Department of Information Theory, University of Lund , 
Box 118, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden. 
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The symbols X and Y will be used to denote the channel input and output, 
and XR and YR to denote the relay input and output to the channel. 

The capacity of a relay channel is the supremum of the information rates at 
which transmission from X to Y is possible with an arbitrarily small probability 
of decoding error. 

The relay channel was introduced by van der Meulen [1], who also established 
a limiting expression for the capacity, and it was further studied in [2, 3, 4]. A 
genera! single-letter characterization for its capacity is still not known. The only 
relay channels for which capacity is known, belong to one of the following three 
classes: 

The degraded relay channel: Y is a degraded version of YR, i.e., 
X - (XR, YR)-Y is a Markov chain. The capacity is [2] 

where the maximnm is taken over all joint probability distributions on (X,XR)
The reversely degraded relay channel: YR is a degraded version of Y. The 

capacity is [1, 2] 

The semi-deterministic relay channel: YR is a deterministic function of 
(X , XR)- The capacity is [3] 

In particular, the capacity of the deterministic relay channel is 

( 1) 

In this paper, explicit code constructions will be given for three deterministic 
relay channels. The coding method presented can easily be adapted for any other 
deterministic relay channel a.nd any relay memory. 

GENERAL CODING SCHEME FORA DETERMINISTIC RELAY CHANNEL 

A deterministic relay channel is completely described by its channel Junc-

tions 
(X,XR) >-+ Y, and 

(x,xR) - Yn. 

Because the channel encoder only ha.s knowledge of its message, i.e., no 
feedback information from the relay terminal or the channel decoder is available, 
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we can assume that the channel encoder uses a block code C of block length n. 
Each of the znR messages is mapped onto one out of the znR possible codewords 
of C. 

At time instant t, t = 1, 2, ... , n, the relay terminal tries, based on the t - 1 
relay output symbols y~), ... , y~-l) that already were received, to send the relay 
input symbol that gives to the decoder the largest amount of information about 
the next input symbol(s). 

To this end, the relay terminal uses n relay mappings g1 , .. . , l?n, where 
/?t : yt;1 ----+ ÎR is used at time instant t, and is a function of the t - 1 previous 

relay output symbols y~l, ... , y~-I). (g1 is constant.) 

Definition: A uniquely decodable (UD) coding scheme ( C, g) of block length 
n and rate R for the deterministic relay channel with channel functions J and 
fR consists of a block code C, being a set of 2nR n-tuples from r, and of a set 
of n relay mappings 

'Jt-1 T /?t : 'ê:IR ----+ -LR (i=l,2, .. . ,n), 

such that the znR channel output sequences (f(v1,1?1),f(v2,1?2), .. . , f(vn,1?n)), 
one for each v = ( v1, v2, ... , Vn ) E C, are all different, where 1?2 = 1?2(/R( V1, 1?1) ), 

/?3 = /?3(/R(v1, 1?1), fR(V2, 1?2)),. • •, r!n = 1?n(/R(V1, 1?1), • • ·, fR(Vn-1, r!n-iJ). 

The supremum of the rates of all UD coding schemes for a relay channel is 
the zero-error capacity of that relay channel. 

THE BINARY RELA Y CHANNEL DEFINED BY Y = XR AND YR = X Ef; XR 

The capacity of this relay channel can be calculated using equation (1): 

This value is achieved for uniform channel and relay inputs X and XR. 
The coding scheme 

C = {O, l}n-l X {O}, 

reaches capacity. The channel encoder sends its message uncoded, as a binary 
string of length n - 1, and adds a O as the nth symbol. The relay encoder begins 
with sending a 0. After that first transmission, y~l = x EB O = x = the first 
information symbol, so the relay now knows the first symbol of the message. At 
the second channel use, the relay sends this symbol, and receives the modulo-two 
sum of the first t wo informat ion symbols. From this, the second information 
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symbol can be found by adding y~l, which is equal to the first information 
symbol. Continuing in this way, the relay terminal can determine all channel 
input symbols, and send them to the channel decoder, which consequently does 
not need to decade. Only two bits of information (namely the previous and the 
present relay input symbols) are to be rememben~d by the relay terminal at any 
time instant. 

THE BINARY IlELAY CHANNEL DEFINED BY Y = Xn AND Yn = X · Xn 

The capaci ty of this relay channel can be calculated using equation ( 1): 

This maxima! value is achieved for uniform channel input X and for PxR(l) = 
0.77291. (This number is the largest zero of the equation h(x) = x.) 

A coding scheme with rela.y memory l and with rate 0.69424 will naw be 
described. 

The relay stra.tegy e to be used is 

(t-1) 
{!t = Y R Efl 1, (!1 = 1. 

So, the channel output y = xn = {!t at time instant t will be the complement of 
the charme! input x, but one time instant later, becausc Yn = x. At any time 
instant t, the relay terminal has to rcmember the previous relay output symbol 

(t-1) 
Yn · 

With this relay strategy, the relay channcl acts as a finite-state channel with 
two states, determined by the bina.ry symbol y~-i)_ Jt is important to note that 
the channel en co der knows this state at any time instant, because the relay 
adion is complctely determined by the relay functions (which are known) and 
the sequence of channel input symbols. This is not only true for this particular 
relay strategy on this particular detcrministic relay channel, but for any (semi
)deterministic relay channel a.nd any (deterministic) relay strategy. 

Also the channel decoder knows the channcl state at each time instant, 
bccause this state y~-J) = xn (B 1 is equal to the complement of the observed 
channel output, y. For other deterministic relay channels however, this will not 
langer be truc. 

When the channel state is O at a certain time insta.nt l, i.e. , when y~-l) = 0, 

then at time instant t, x n = y~-I) EB l = 1 (because of the relay stratcgy), sa the 

channel state becomes YW = x · xn = x · l = :r, i.e., cqual to the new channel 
input symbol. When on the other hand the channel state is 1 at time instant 
t - l, i.e., when y~-l) = 1, then at time instant t, xn = y~-l) EB 1 = 0, sa the 
channel state bccomcs y~l = x • xn = x • 0 = 0, i.c., always 0. 
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So, the possible channel state transitions are given by Fig. 2, where the 
branches are labeled with the channel input symbol(s) causing that transition. 

~ 0,1 

Fig. 2. State transition diagram of the finite-state channel. 

By selecting the channel input sequence, the channel encoder can cause the 
channel states to follow any path through this diagram, starting in state 0. 

Because the channel output is the complement of the state of the channel, the 
channel decoder can reconstruct the path through the state transition diagram, 
as it was arranged by the channel encoder. 

It is seen from Fig. 2 that for example the input sequences 011 and 010 
cause the same state transitions, and hence the same channel output sequences. 
Consequently, a UD code cannot contain both 011 and 010. Two consecutive 
l's in an input sequence can always be replaced by 10, without changing the 
state transition path. This corresponds to replacing the double label 0,1 on the 
branch from state 1 to state 0 in Fig. 2 by the single label 0. Consequently, a 
possible maxima! UD code of block length n for this channel contains all binary 
sequences of length n without consecutive l's. For example, the following code 
of block length 4 with eight codewords is UD and maxima!, when used together 

with the given relay strategy (!: 

c = {oooo,0001,0010,0100,0101,1000,1001,1010}. 

The total number An of codewords in a maxima! UD code of block length 
n satisfies the recursion relation 

with A0 = 1 and A1 = 2 (i.e., the Fibonacci numbers), because the only restric
tion on extending a given codeword of length n - 1 is that we should not add a 
symbol 1 toa word ending in a 1. So, all (i.e., An-i) codewords can be extended 
with a 0, while only those ending in a 0 (i.e., An_ 2 ) can be extended with a 1. 

The asymptotic rate of this coding scheme is consequently 

. 1 l+VS 
R = hm - log2 An = log2 --- = 0.69424, 

n-oo n 2 

because ½(l + VS) is the largest root of the characteristic polynomial X 2 -X -1 

of the recursion relation An = An-1 + An-2· 
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Remark that X 2 -X -1 is also the characteristic polynomial of the transition 
matrix of the state diagram in Fig. 2. So, in genera!, it suffices to determine the 
largest eigenvalue of the transition matrix of the state diagram describing the 
possible output sequences (in genera! not the channel state diagram!). This is 
the simplest way to calculate the rate of a coding scheme. 

To find UD codes with higher rates, one can use other relay strategies (! and 
repeat the above calculations. No better relay strategies have yet been found, so 
it is even possible that 0.69424 is the zero-error capacity of this relay channel, 
i.e., the highest possible rate of UD codes, although 0.77291 is its average-error 
capacity. This should be cxamined further. 

A CODING SCHEME FORA TERNARY /BINARY RELAY CHANNEL 

Consider the relay channel with ternary channel input and output alphabets 
I and Y, and binary relay alphabets IR and YR' defined by the channel functions 

Y = max{X, l} · XR and 

The capacity of this relay channel can be calculated to be 1.38314. When 
the re lay input X R is constant, no rates above R = 1 can be achieved: when 
XR = 0, Y = 0, and when XR = 1, Y E {1,2}. So, the relay strategies (21 must 
at least depend on the previous relay output symbol y~-i)_ 

The following UD codiug scheme has rate R = 1.27155, which is 91.9% of 

capacity. 
With the relay strategy 

(t-1) 
[Ji = y R EB 1, (21 = 1, 

the relay channel can be considered as a finitc-state channel with two states, 
determined by the symbol y~- i)_ The channel encoder knows the channcl state 

at any time instant, while the charme! decoder doesn't. 
Denote with 0, 1 and 2 the input symbols that also are received by the 

channel decoder as 0, 1 and 2, and with 01 , 02 and 10 the input symbols 1, 2 
and O that are received as 0, 0 and 1 respectively. 

The state transition diagram of this finite-state channel is givcn in Fig. 3, 
where the branches are labelcd with the channel input/output symbol(s) causing 
that transition. 

Fig. 3. State transition diagram of the finite-state channcl. 
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The state diagram of Fig. 3 shows that a ternary output sequence can be 
generated, provided that it does not start with a 0 and no symbol 0 immediately 
follows a symbol 0 or 2. For example, to generate the output sequence 1021122, 
the channel encoder has to send the input sequence 1020022, i.e., the sequence 
10210 10 22. It is clear that the symbols 0 1 and 02 are not needed, because we 
can always use 0 instead. 

So, a maxima! UD code of a certain block length for this channel is obtained 
by taking all ternary sequences with no 0 following a 0 or a 2, and not starting 
with a 0, and then recursively replacing any string 11 by lol (i.e., 01), and any 
string 12 by 10 2 (i.e., 02). 

For example, the following code of block length 3 with twelve codewords is 
UD, when used together with the given relay strategy: 

C = {101,102,10 10,10 10 1,10 10 2,1 0 21,10 22,210,21 0 1,210 2,221,222}. 

(10 should be read as 0; it will be received as 1 by the channel decoder.) 
The transition matrix 

describes all possible ways to extend a given channel output word of length 
n - 1 to an allowed output word of length n. (The 0 in position (2,0) means for 
example that no 0 is allowed to follow a 2.) The characteristic polynomial of T 
is X(X 2 -2X -1), and its largest eigenvalue is Àmax = (1 + v0). Consequently, 
the rate of this coding scheme is 
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A CLASS OF RUNLENGTH-LIMITED 
ERROR DETECTING CODES 

J.H. Weber and K.A.S. Abdel-Ghaffar• 

Abstract 

Runlength-limited codes are useful for storing data in magnetic recording 

devices. Since most devices are noisy, these codes are often required to 

have some error control capability as wel/. In this context, codes which are 

able to detect asymmetrie errors are presented. 

1 Introduction 

In modern transmission and recording channels, it is often required to map the 
data to a sequence with special modulation properties. This may be realized 
by using (d,k) constrained sequences, i.e., binary sequences in which any two 
consecutive '1 's are separated by at least d and at most k 'O's. The minimum 
separation d and the maximum separation k are imposed in order to reduce 
intersymbol interference and extract clock control from the received bit stream, 
respectively (see e.g. !6]) . An excellent overview on runlength-limited sequences 
is offered in [S!. 

Since most channels are noisy, the transmitted data should have some error 
control capability as wel!. The binary symmetrie channel is the most widely 
used model to represent errors in transmission and storage systems. In this 
model, the probability of receiving a '1 ', given that a 'O' was sent (0 ---+ 1 error) 
equals the probability of receiving a 'O', given that a '1' was sent (1---+ 0 error). 
However , in some applications, as in magnetic recording channels where peak 
detection is used, it can be argued that the probability of failing to reveal a 
peak ( 1 ---+ 0 error) is much larger than the probability of erroneously revealing 
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was visiting the University of California at Davis. lt was supported by the National Science 
Foundation under Grant NSF NOR 89-08105. The second author was also supported by an 
IBM Faculty Development Award. 
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a peak (0 ---+ 1 error). In such cases, it may be more suitable to model the 
errors using the asymmetrie channel in which on]y 1---+ 0 errors may occur . 

Lee and Wolf [3] gave a characterization of runlength-limited block codes 
and presented a class of single symmetrie error detecting codes. Ytrehus [7] 
used computer search techniques to find runlength-limited error control block 
codes . In this paper, we present a class of runlength-limited codes that can 
detect up to a fixed number of asymmetrie errors. This class of codes also 
contains single symmetrie error detecting codes. The construction method is a 
refinement as wel! as a generalization of the one presented in [3] . 

First , in Section 2 we give some notations and definitions. The construction 
method itself is then presented in Section 3, including an example. Final]y, 
some properties of the codes are considered in Section 4. 

2 Preliminaries 

We will use the following notation. Let x = (x 1 , x2, ... ,xn) denote a binary 
vector of length n. The weight w(x) of x is defi.ned to be the number of coor
dinates in the vector equal to 1. The Hamming distance d(x ,y) between two 
binary vectors x and y of the same length is defined as the number of coordi
nates where the two vectors differ. We say that the vector x covers the vector 
y of the same length ( notation: x 2: y) if and only if there are no coordinates 
where x equals 0 and y equals 1. 

With each binary vector x of length n and weight w we associate two vee tors 
with integer-valued coordinates: the vector G(x) = (g 1 , g2, ... , gw) such that 

{ 

Xg, = 1 for all 1 :S i :S w 
1 = go :S gl < g2 < ... < gw < gw+l = n + 1 

which we call the one-locator of x , and the vector A(x) = ( a0 , a1 , •. • , aw) such 
that 

a; = g;+ 1 - g; for all 0 :S i :S w 

which we will call the integer representation of x . For example , the binary 
vector x = (0,0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1,0,0, 0, 1, 0) of length 12 and weight 4 has one-locator 
G(x) = (3, 6 , 7, 11) and integer representation A(x) = (2 , 3, 1, 4, 2) . 

Let d, k , and n be integers satisfying 0 :S d :S k < oo and 1 :S n < oo. A 
binary vector x of length n and weight w with 1 :S w :S n is said to be ( d, k) 
constrained if and only if its integer representation A(x) satisfies 

f d + l:S 
l 

0 :S 
for all 1 :S i :S w - 1 (1) 
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A binary vector x of length n and weight O is said to be ( d, k) constrained if 
and only if n :S k. 

A binary black code C of length n is a set of binary vectors of length n. lts 
elements are called codewords. The code is called ( d, k) constrained if and only 
if all codewords are ( d, k) constrained , and furthermore any binary vector of 
length n x h obtained by juxtaposition of h ( equal or different) codewords is 
also ( d, k) constrained , where h is an integer such that h 2'. 2. Since k < oo this 
implies that all codewords must have nonzero weight. A sufficient condition 
for a code to be ( d, k) constrained is to let the integer representations of its 
codewords satisfy 

:S L 
:S k + 1 
:Sk-L + l 

for all 1 :S i :S w - 1 

for some fixed integer L such that O :S L :S k - d. 

(2) 

The binary ( d, k) constrained code of length n containing all binary vee tors 
of length n satisfying (2) is denoted by .M(n,d, k , L ). In order to obtain a 
code with a certain error control capability, we can select a suitable subset 
of .M(n,d,k,L). Necessary and sufficient conditions fora code C to be able 
to detect up to t symmetrie errors (t-SyED ) or to detect up to t asymmetrie 
errors (t-AsED) are very wel! known (see e.g. [4] and [2]) : 

Cis t-SyED * d(x,y) 2'. t + 1 for all x,y E C,x f y (3) 

Cis t-AsED * d(x,y) 2'. t + 1 for all x,y E C,x f= y,x 2'. y (4) 

3 Construction 

A genera! way to select a t-AsED code from a set of binary vectors of fixed 
length is to take those vectors in the set wi t h weight equivalent to a fixed i 
modulo t + l. This simple approach turns out to be very powerful to construct 
unconstrained t-AsED codes , as shown by Borden [2]. In this section, we will 
obtain (d , k) constrained t-AsED codes of length n by applying the same ap
proach to .M(n,d,k , L) for some L, which in another context was done by Lee 
and Wolf [3] fort = l. We will also give a construction method which is a refine
ment of this technique , by first partitioning the set .M ( n , d, k, L) into clusters 
such that a vector in one cluster never covers a vector in another cluster, and 
then applying the genera] technique to each cluster rather than the whole set . 
This construction exploits some inherent asymmetrie error detecting capability 
that is already present in .M(n,d,k,L) due to the (d,k ) constraint. For some 
values of d and k , the refined technique yields codes which are remarkably 
larger than the codes obtained by the simple method . 
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In describing the construction methods, we consider n, d, k, and L to be 
constants. The set Jv!(n,d,k,L) wil! be simply denoted by Jv!. To prove the 
error detecting capability of the codes, we need the following result. 

Lemma 3.1 The subset S;(t) = {x E S lw(x) = i (mod t + l)} of a set S 
consisting of binary vectors of fixed length is t-AsED /or all OS i S t. 

Proof From ( 4) it is sufficient to show that the Hamming distance is at least 
t + l between any two different vectors in S;(t) such that one vector covers the 
other. Since a vector never covers another vector of the same weight, we have 
d(u,v) = w(u) - w(v) ~ t + l for all u,v E S;(t),u # v,u ~ v. D 

For the first construction method we define 

Q;(t) = {x E Jvt lw(x) = i (mod t + l)} 

for O S i S t S n. Further, let 

and finally, 

Theorem 3.2 The set Q(t) is a (d, k) constrained t-AsED code of length n for 
all O S t S n. 

Proof Since Q(t) is a subset of Jv!, the code is (d, k) constrained and of length 
n, while the error detecting capability is guaranteed by Lemma 3.1. :J 

To describe the refined construction method we start by defining the fol-
lowing sets of integers: 

B1 {al max{O, L - d} Sa S min{d, L} }, 

B2 { a J max { d + l, k - d + l} $ a S min { k + l, 2d + 1}}, 

83 {ai max{d + 1, k - d - L + 1} Sa S min{k - L + l, 2d + 1}}. 

Fora binary vector x of length n and weight w ~ l, with integer representation 
A(x) = (a0 ,a1 , .•• ,aw), we define the set J'(x) to consist of those j integers 
i w hich satisfy one of the following properties: (i) i = 0 and a; E 8 1 , (ii) 
1 S i S w - l and a, E 82, or (iii) i = w and a; E 83 . We name the elements 
of this set J'(x) as f m ( with 1 :S m :S j) in such a way that 

-1 = Jo < fi < fz < . • • < fi < f1+1 = w + l. 

Then we associate with x an integer-va]ued vector B(x) = (b0 , b1 , ... , b21 ) such 
that 

for OS m S j 
for 1 Sm S j 
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Next, define 

R;(V,t) = {x E .MjB(x) = V /\ w(x) = i (mod t -i-- l)} 

for 0 ~ i ~ t ~ n and V any vector with integer-valued coordinates. Further, 
define 

r(V,t) = min{ml0 ~ m ~ t /\ IRm(V, t) I 2: IR;(V, t)jvi} 

and finally, 

R(t) = LJ Rr(V,t )(V, t). 
V 

Theorem 3.3 The set R(t) is a (d,k) constrainedt-AsED code of length n /or 
all O ~ t ~ n. 

Proof Since R(t) is a subset of .M, the code is (d, k) constrained and of length 
n. Further, it holds that B(x) = B(x') for any two vectors x and x' in .M such 
that x 2: x' (see il ] for details). The final result then follows from (4) and 
applying Lemma 3.1 to each set R,(V,t)(V,t), where V runs through all possible 
realizations of B (x) with x E .M. □ 

As an example we taken = 7, d = 1, k = 3, L = 1, and t = 1. For these 
values we have B1 = {0,1} , 82 = {3}, and 33 = {2,3}. The set .M contains 
seven vectors. For each vector x; in this set, we first give w(x;), A(x;), J(x;), 
and B(x;): 

X ; w(x;) A(x;) J(x;) B(x;) 
1 (1, o, 1, o, 1, o, o) 3 (0, 2, 2, 3) {0,3} (0,0,4 , 3,0) 
2 (1,0.0 , o,1,o,o) 2 (0,4,3) {0,2} (0,0,4,3,0) 
3 (1 , 0, 1, o, o, 1, o) 3 (0, 2, 3, 2) {0,2,3} (0,0,2,3,0,2,0) 
4 (1, o, o, 1, o, 1, o) 3 (o, 3, 2. 2) {0,1,3} (o,o , o,3,2,2, 0) 
5 (o , 1, o, 1, o, 1, o) 3 (1,2 , 2,2) {0,3} (0,1,4,2,0) 
6 (o,1 ,0, 0,o,1,o) 2 (1, 4, 2) {0 , 2} (0,1,4,2,0) 
7 (0 , 1,0,0,l , 0,0) 2 (1 , 3, 3) {0,1,2} (0, 1, 0, 3, 0, 3, 0) 

For the first construction method we find the sets Q0(1) = {x2,x6,x1} of size 
three and Q1(1) = {x1,x3,x4, x5} of size four, which gives q(l) = 1 and thus 
the code Q(l) = Qi(l) = {x 1 ,x3 ,x4 , xs}. For the second (refined) construction 
method, notice that x, does not cover x, if B(x,) =p B(x,). We obtain the 
following R0 (V, 1). R1 (V, 1), and r(V, 1): 

V R0 (V,1) R1 (V, 1) r( V, 1) 
(0,0,4,3,0) {xi} {xi} 0 

(0,0,2 , 3,0,2,0) 0 {x3} 1 
(o , o,o,3, 2, 2,0) 0 {x4} 1 

(0,1,4,2,0) {xG} {xs} 0 
(0,l,0,3,0,3 , 0) {xd 0 0 
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Hence we get the code .R(l) = {x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,x6 ,x7 }, which is ofsize five and thus 
improves on .Q(l) in size. The code .R(l) can easily be checked to be optima! 
for the parameters chosen in this example, hut it is not unique, since x 2 and 
x6 can be replaced by x 1 and x5 , respectively. 

4 Properties 

The following theorem provides estimates for the sizes of the codes Q ( t) and 
R(t). 

Theorem 4.1 For all O S t S n we have 

IMl/(t + 1) s I.Q(t) I s IR(t) I s IM I. 

Proof From the construction of the codes, it follows directly that 

t 

IM I/(t + 1) = (L IQ;(t) l) / (t + 1) S ((t + 1)( max I.Q;(t) l)) / (t + 1) 
i=D i::::::0 ,1, ... ,t 

IQq(t)(t) I = I.Q(t) I = L IRq(t)(V,t) I 
V 

< L IRr(V,t)(V, t) I = IR(t)I S IMI. 
V 

□ 
When considering some pai-ticular values of t , note that .Q(ü) = .R(ü) = .M, 

as could be expected since we do not require any error detecting capability at 
all , and that .Q(l) and .R(l) are both single symmetrie error detecting, since 
any 1-AsED code is also 1-SyED as can be seen from (3) and (4). Further, 
observe that due to the ( d, k) constraint, the weight of a vector in .M is at least 
f n / (k + l)l and at most ln/ (d -r l)J. Hence the occurence of ln/ (d + l)J -
f n / ( k + 1) l + 1 or more asymmetrie errors always leads to a vector ou tside .M 
and can thus be detected. Therefore, Q(t) and R(t) are all asymmetrie error 
detecting if t 2: ln / (d + l) J - r n/ (k + 1)1. 

In [7] Ytrehus found (d, k) constrained codes with certain error control capa
bilities by computer search methods. Let his single symmetrie error detecting 
codes and all asymmetrie error detecting codes be denoted by Y(l) and Y(n), 
respectively. An advantage of the codes Q(t) and R(t) over the codes Y(t) is 
that they are constructed in an explicit way. In Table 1, we give the sizes of 
.M, Y(t), Q(t) and .R(t) fort= 1, n with d = 1, k = 3, L = 1, and 8 S n S 20. 
In genera!, it turns out that the sizes of the codes R(t) are close to or improve 
upon the sizes of the codes Y(t). Due to Theorem 4.1, Q(t) never exceeds R(t) 
in cardinality. Nevertheless, it must be mentioned that in some applications 
the codes .Q ( t) may turn out to be more practical due to their simp Ie structure. 
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Table 1: Sizes of .M, Y(t) , Q(t) and R(t) fort= l,n with d = 1, k = 3, L = 1, 
and 8 :::; n :::; 20. 

n I.M I IY(l) ' I.Q(l) I IR(l) 1 IY(n) , I.Q(n) I iR(n) ' 
8 10 8 8 8 8 8 8 
9 15 11 10 11 11 10 11 

10 22 15 13 15 15 13 15 
11 32 22 22 22 22 22 22 
12 47 30 27 30 30 26 30 
13 69 43 40 43 43 40 43 
14 101 63 62 63 62 61 62 
15 148 88 78 88 86 70 86 
16 217 127 122 127 125 120 125 
17 318 184 180 184 177 171 177 
18 466 260 235 262 249 211 249 
19 683 372 372 381 364 356 364 
20 1001 537 537 552 512 483 514 
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ON THE ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMALITY OF QUANTIZERS 

László Györfi*, Tamás Linder*, and Edward C. van der Meulen** 

The asymptotic mean-squ.are error of a qu.antized observation is 

calcu.lated for a sealing fu,nction, if the u.nderlying observation has a 

density. On the one hand, the asymptotics of this mean-squ.are error is 

independent of the smoothness properties of the density fu,nction. On the 

other hand, it tu.rns out that the uniform qu.antizer is asymptotically 

optimal in a certain sense. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider a real-valued random variable X, having a probability density f. 

Through quantizing X, the reproduction fidelity can be measured by the 

mean-square error. When the quantization levels are determined by means of a 

sealing function (or equivalently by a companding scheme), asymptotic results 

are known [l], [2] on the entropy of the quantizer with a given mean-square 

error. From this, Gish and Pierce [2] derived the result that the uniform 

quantizer is asymptotically (i.e. when its mean-square error is very small) 

optima!. This result assumes the condition that the density of X be suitably 

smooth. In the following we get rid of any conditions imposed on the density. 

We consider nonuniform quantizers with an infinite number of quantization 

levels. The quantizing intervals are determined via transforming the uniform 

sealing with interval length 6 by an invertible sealing function G (mapping onto 

the real line). Theorem 1 establishes the well-known 
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u.2, H-1111 Budapest, Hungary. 

** Department of Mathematics, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 
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asymptotics of the mean-square error for an arbitrary density f. For the 

asymptotics of the entropy of such quantizers we cite (Theorem 2) an 

overlooked result by Rényi [3] and Csiszár [4]. From these, we generalize in 

Theorem 3 the Gish and Pierce result on asymptotically optima! quantization, 

and it turns out that their result on the asymptotic difference between the 

entropy of the uniform quantizer with mean-square error E, and R(E), the 

rate-distortion function of X, is valid for an arbitrary density. 

Il. MAIN RESULTS 

We consider the infinite-level scalar quantizer Q6 G which is obtained via 
l 

transforrning the t5-step-size uniform quantizer by a sealing function G. 

Throughout the paper, the quantized random variable X is assumed to have an 

absolutely continuous distribution with density f. A function G : IR ..... IR is said 

to be a sealing function if it has the following two properties : 

(i) : G is monotone increasing and maps the real line onto itself; 

(ii) : G is absolutely continuous in every closed and bounded interval [a,b], i.e. 
b 

G has a derivative g, and G(b) - G(a) = f g(x)dx, -w < a < b < "'· 
a 

For t5 > 0, introducing the notations In(b) = [G(nt5),G((n+l)b)] and 

x ( t5) = the midpoint of the interval I ( t5), we define Q
5 

G by n n , 

if (n = 0,±1,±2, ... ). 

Quantizing X with Q5 G' we obtain the discrete random variable Q5 G(X) whose 
' ' 

entropy is 

Hé,G = - L IP{X E In(t5)}log IP{X E In(t5)} 

Il 

(log denotes logarithm to the base 2) . The mean-square error of the quantizer 

is given by 
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Our first theorem is concerned with the a.symptotics of E
6 

G as ó tends to zero, 
1 

and restates a result well-known for smooth densities [2]. 

Theorem 1. Let G(x) be a sealing function with derivative g(x), and let f(x) be 

the density of the quantized random variable X. 

Fort,. > 0, define the function gt,. by 

(1) 

and asswne that for some t,. > O 

00 -1 2 f f(x)[gt,. ( G (x))] < oo . (2) 
-oo 

Then, for the mean-square error of the quantizer Q6,G defined above, we have 

Eó G 1 00 -1 2 
lim -r = Il f f(x)[g(G (x))] dx. 
5-> 0 o -oo 

(3) 

Remarks. 

{ a) lt is clear that (2) implies the finiteness of the righthand side of (3). 

Unlike the case of uniform quantization, E ó,G can be infinite when the variance 

of X is not fini te. However, it becomes clear from the proof of the theorem that 

if (2) is satisfied, then E ó,G is fini te for ó small enough. 

{b) In general, assumption (2) may seem rather strong. However, if g is 

continuous, (2) is not too strong. Our conjecture, which we could not prove 

yet, is that the theorem holds whenever the righthand side of (3) is fini te. 

{c) In case of uniform quantization (i.e. when G(x) = x), (2) is 

automatically satisfied and the statement of the theorem becomes 
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which is a well-known formula fora smooth density [1], [2]. 

The following theorem is a generalization of a theorem by Rényi [3] and is 

also well-known when the density fis smooth [2]. 

Theorem 2 (Csiszá.r [..IJ, Theorem 1}. Let G(x) = U(x) = x, i.e. Qó,U is the 

uniform quantizer with step- size ó. Assume that H
6
,u < ai for some ó > 0, and 

the differential entropy of X, 

CD 

H(f) = - f f(x)log f(x)dx, 
-ai 

is well-defined and finite . Then 

lim (Hrn + log b) = H(f) . 
.5-+0 ' 

(4) 

From this theorem follows straightforwardly the sim.Har statement for a 

general sealing function. 

Corollary. Suppose that Hó,G < CD for some t5 > 0, 1 H(f) 1 < CD, and the integral 

fCD f(x)log(g(G-1(x)))dx 
-CD 

is well -defined and finite . Then 

CD -1 
l i m (H óG + log b) = H(f) - f f(x)log(g( G (x)))dx . (5) 
ó-;O ' - CD 

Before stating the main theorem we neecl a not.ation . Denote by HE,G the 

entropy of Q6 G(X) with mean-square error E, i.e. with E
6 

G = E. For E small 
1 1 

enough, the existence of such a t5 > 0 follows from the continuity of E ó,G in b, 

and from the fact that E ó G -+ 0 as ó -+ 0. Of course this t5 may not be unique. 
1 

However, by choosing suitable t5 for each E small enough, we can determine a 

function b(E) such that Eó(E),G = E. The following theorem holds no matter 

how we choose the function b(E) . 
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Theorem 3. Let G(x) be a sealing funetion and U(x) = x the uniform sealing. 

Assume that the eonditions of Theorem 1 and the Corollary of Theorem 2 are 

met. Then Q5,u is asymptotieally better than Q6,G(X), that is 

(6) 

Proof Introduee the following notations : 

CD -1 2 
C1(G) = (1/12) f f(x))[g(G (x))] dx, 

-m 

Theorem 1 and the Corollary of Theorem 2 imply that 

Sinee HE,G = H ó(E),G and E = E 6(E),G' we have 

HE,G + (1/2)log E = H6(E),G + (1/2)log E5(E),G . (8) 

lt is readily verified that 8(E) .... 0 as E .... 0, thus from (7) and (8) it follows that 

1 im (HEG+ (1/2)log E) = H(f) + CiG) + (1/2)log cl (G) . 
E..; 0 ' 

From this we eonclude that 

Sinee c 1 (U) = {
2 

and c 2(U) = 0, to prove (6) we need to show that CiG) + 
(1/2) log C1(G) ~ (1/2)log(l/12), that is 

1 a> -1 2 1 [ CD -1 2 ] 2" J_a> f(x)log((g(G (x))] )dx ~ 2" log J_a> f(x)[g(G (x))] dx 
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which is Jensen's inequality. ■ 

Theorem 3 was stated in (2] under the assumption that the density of X is 

uniformly continuous on its domain. In view of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, 

another Gish and Pierce result can be generalized to arbitrary densities : 

Supposing that the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, we have 

limsup (HE u - R(E)) $ (1/2)log(2.re/12) ~ 0.254, 
E...,O ' 

(9) 

where R(E) is the rate-distortion function of X, and HE,U is the entropy of the 

uniform quantizer with mean-square error E, defined as in Theorem 3. (9) is 

straightforwardly derived from Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Shannon's lower 

bound on the rate-distortion function (see (5], Chapter 4). This inequality 

shows that in the memoryless case the asymptotic performance of the uniform 

scalar quantizer is comparable with that of any other quantizer scheme, if the 

quantized random variable has an absolutely continuous distribution. 

ill. FINAL REMARKS 

The statements of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 can easily be extended to rth 

power absolute error distortion measures. 

If quantizers with a finite number of quantization levels are considered, 

then the number of quantization levels are of interest rather than the entropy of 

the quantizer. As for the asymptotic optimality of such quantizers we refer to 

[6], [7] and (8]. 
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The Redundancy of the Ziv-Lempel Algorithm for 
Memoryless Sources 

Yuri M. Shtarkov* Tjalling J. Tjalkensl 

Abstract 

We discuss the redundancy of the Ziv-Lempel universa! source coding algorithm. We 
consider this algorithm as a variable-to-fixed coding scheme and analyse its redundancy 
for mcmoryless sources as a function of the codeword length L. We show that, at least for 
some sources, the redundancy decreases not faster than 0(1/ log L ), whereu the optima! 
ratc of decrease is of O(log L/ L ). 

This gives a partial 1 and ncgativc, answcr to the qucstion for what classes of sourccs 
the Ziv-Lempel algorithm achieves an asymptotically optima! rate of decrease or the re
dundancy. 

1 Introduction 

Many different algorithms have been designed for data compression without distortion (noiseless 
coding) . All these algorithms transform a sequence of source letters which are elements of an 
"inputn alphabet A = {O, 1, • · •, m - 1}, m 2'. 2, into a sequence of channel symbols which are 
elements of an "outputn alphabet B = {O, 1, • • ·, d - 1}, d 2'. 2. The aim of noüeleH ,ource 
coding is to minimize the code rate R, or, in other words, the average number of symbols needed 
to describe one source letter under the condition that the original sequence of letters can be 
reproduced exactly (noiseless) from the sequence of channel symbols. Usually, the algorithm 
depends on the statistics of strings of letters (known ,ource ,tati,tic,) . If the lmowledge of 
statistics is not exact hut an algorithm exists that let the code rate converge to the minimal 
possible rate, which is the source entropy H(w), of the real (hut not exactly lmown) source w 
then this algorithm is called univer.al. 

There exists a large number of universa! algorithms, and during more than ten years the 
Ziv-Lempel algorithm (8] is one of the most popular choices. This algorithm is an universa! 
algorithm for arbitrary ergodic sources and, a priori, it only needs to lmow the number m of 
letters in the alphabet A. But until now, the convergence of the coding rate R to the source 
entropy has not been analysed analytically and simulations of the algorithm showed that the 
convergence is often slow. So the main aim of this paper is to give an analytica! estimate of 
this convergence for the simplest case, namely, for stationary memoryless sources. 

2 The Ma version of the Ziv-Lempel algorithm 

Many versions (implementations) of the Ziv-Lempel algorithm exist. We shall investigate the 
Ma version (2], see also (3), which seems to be the most natura! implementation. We shall now 
briefly describe this version. 

The basis of the Ziv-Lempel algorithm is a prefix tree of messages, or strings of source 
letters, which grows during the encoding. The algorithm starts with the simplest tree T(O) 

•101447, Moscow, GSP-4. Ermolovoy str., 19. lnstitulc for Prohlema of Information Tl-n.namiHion. U.S.S .R. 
tEindhovcn Un.ivcrsity of Tcchnology, P.O. Box 613, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Nethcrland.. 
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containing only the root node and m leaves branching from this root. For m = 2 this is shown 
in Figure 1. After the appearance of the first letter we extend the corresponding leaf one level 
and the resulting tree is the tree T(l) used in the second step of the encoding. In this step the 

T(O) T(l) T(2) T(3) T(4) 

Figure 1: The Ma version on 1101010 · · ·. 

next letters from the source string define a path from the root of T(l) to one of its leaves. Then 
this leaf is extended and so on. In Figure 1 this process is shown for the sequence 1101010 · · · 
which is divided into a sequence of par,ing, of varying length, namely 1, 10,101, 0, · · ·. 

This procedure uniquely defines a sequence of trees T(l ), T(2), . .. and a sequence of parsings 
for any source string. The description of the sequence of parsings by a sequence of d-ary symbols 
completes the encoding process. It is easy to check that, for an arbitrary string, T(i) contains 
v(i,m) = m + i(m - 1) leaves. All lmown versions of the Ziv-Lempel algorithm use v(i,m) 
codewords of the same length for the ( i + 1 )th parsing. Here log z = logd z and I z l is the 
smallest integer not less than z. So the description length of the first k parsings is given by 

k-1 {k-1 } 
L(k,m) ~ ~pog(m+i(m-l)]l 2: L0 (k,m) ~log g[m+i(m-1)] (1) 

Note that L(k, m) does not depend on the actual string. We shall use L0 (k, m) as an almost 
achievable lower bound to the description length. 

When we start to investigate the effectiveness of a source coding algorithm we must define to 
what class of algorithms it belongs: block-to-variable (BV), variable-to-block (VB), or variable
to-variable (VV) length coding schemes. To determine in what class the Ziv-Lempel algorithm 
belongs we have to take into account two considerations: 

• Although the coding of the i th parsing can be performed independently of the previous 
ones, the parsing itself depends on the previous parsings through the tree T( i- 1 ). So the 
steps of extracting and coding consecutive parsings cannot be considered independently. 
Now we cannot continue the process of encoding indefinitely, see the next item, so we must 
stop the algorithm at some time and then start all over again. It is clear that if we stop 
the algorithm in the middle of a parsing then this increases the coding rate unnecessary. 
So we must stop the algorithm just at the boundary between two parsings. 

• The number of computations per source letter needed in the encoding process is indepen
dent of the number of parsings, however, the, growing, parsing tree T(i) must be stored 
in memory. So if we consider the complexity of the algorithm we come to the conclusion 
that we must set a fixed limit to the number of parsings before starting the algori thm 
anew. 

According to (1) a fixed restriction on the number of parsings k results in a fixed codeword 
length and in this case the Ziv-Lempel algorithm becomes of the variable-to-block length type. 
So we shall discuss the Ma version of this algorithm from this point of view. But first we shall 
briefly describe the known results in variable-to-block: coding. 
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3 The redundancy of VB coding schemes 

Let ak = a 1 · · · °'k be a sequence of k letters from the alphabet A, and X a complete prefix 
set of M(X) messages z, over the alphabet A, of variable length n(z). The set X defines a 
variable-to-block coding scheme of letter strings. First the string is represented as a sequence 
of messages z E X, where the completeness of X guarantees that this representation is possible 
for every string. Then every message of the resulting sequence is replaced by a d-ary codeword 
oflength L(X) ~ logM(X). 

Let 9m = (9o, · · ·, 9m- i) be a stationary m-ary memoryless source, where 90 , a E A, is the 
probability of occurrence of the letter a in the string, which is independent of the past. Then 
the effectiveness of variable-to-block source coding is estimated with the redundancy 

( m X) L(X) H (9m) 
r 9 , = n(9m,X) - d , (2) 

where the first term in the right side is the average code rate and the second one is the d-ary 
entropy of the source. Also n(9m, X) is the average message length or, in other words, the 
average coding delay. 

N ow let Om be the set of all m-ary memoryless sources and all that is known about the 
source 9m to be encoded is that 9m E Om. Note that for every set X the redundancy (2) and 
the average delay n(9m, X) are functions of 9m E Om. Fitingof [1] was the first who discussed 
the universa! coding problem for variable-to-block coding. Let a coding method tp be a method 
ofconstructing a sequence of sets X 1 (tp),X2 ('P),· · · with L[X;('P)] = i,i = 1,2,· ·· (or at least 
for some su bsequence of i). Fitingof proved that an encoding method tp exists such that 

goes to zero when L(X('P)) goes to infinity, i.e. it is a universa! method . 
Trofimov [6,7] derived upper and lower bounds to the redundancy as a function of the 

minimal average coding delay and gave an actual construction achieving this bound . Thus we 
know that the best possible coding methods ,j, have a redundancy given by 

L--+ 00 1 (3) 

where c(m) only depends on m . Recent results by Shtarkov [4] and Tjalkens and Willems [5] 
show that c(m) = m 21 for almost all memoryless sources. 

4 Computing the average message length 

Denote by n(k,9m) the average (total) message length for the Ziv-Lempel algorithm after k 
parsings for a given source 9m. Then we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 1 The average (total) mesMge length ü given by the recursion 

m-1 k 

n(k,0m) = k + L I:;(~)0!(1- 0.t-'n(t - l,0m), k = 0, 1, · · · (4) 
a=O t = O 

where 
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We omit the proof of this lemma and will only list several properties of the encoding trees 
produced by the algorithm. 

Let T(t) denote the tree the algorithm formed after t parsings. As said before, the initia! 
tree T(O) consists of the root and m leaves. Denote by T(t, m) the set of all complete m-ary 
(planar) rooted trees with t intemal nodes, not counting the root. Now wc are ready to state 
some properties of the trees T(t), t = O, 1, ··· ,Ie, produced by the algorithm. Here Ie is the 
maximum number of parsings. We have 

• T(t) contains t + 1 intemal nodes, including the root, or equivalently, the number of 
parsings equal the number of intemal nodes minus one. 

• Every sequence of parsings which result in T(t) correspond one-to-one to the t intemal 
nodes of T(t), not counting the root. 

These properties are easily verified. Using this we can state the following facts: 

1) To every sequence of parsings :i,( 1 ) ,:i,(2), • • ·, :i,(t) there corresponds cxactly one tree T(t). 
So we shall sometimes use the term "the sequence (of parsings) which generate the tree 
T(t)" . 

2) To every tree T(t) E T(t, m) there corresponds M[T(t)] 2'. 1 parsing sequences. Specif
ically, assign to y<1l, y( 2 ), • • • , y(t) the strings over A that correspond to the t intemal 
nodes , not the root, of T(t) . Now every assignment such that the following condition is 
satisfied is a valid parsing sequence for T(t) . The condition is: 

'<115.i,j:',l ,i;t; : "y(il is a prefix of /i l• ⇒ i < j. (5) 

It is easy to verify that all valid parsings for T(t) are assignments to y(I), yPl, · · · , yC•) 
that satisfy this condition, so M[T(t)] equals the number of these valid assignments . It 
is easy to verify that M[T(t)] 2'. 1. 

3) According to fact 2) above all the parsing sequences which generale a specific tree T(t) 
have the same total length n[T(t)] : 

m - 1 

n[T(t)] = L ra[T(t)], 
a=:O 

where ra[T(t)], a E A, equals the total number of symbols a in the strings y(l), · · ·, y(• ) 

that correspond to the nodes, excluding the root, of T(t) . 

4) Consider the set S1 of all sequences x that can be split into exactly t parsings, so 

S, = { x = y<1l, · · · , y(t) 1 :IT(t )ET(t,m) : / 1), · · ·, y(t) is a valid parsing for T(t)} 

for fixed t. It is not hard to see that this set is prefix-free and complete. Now, if Pr{T(t)} 
is the sum of all probabilities of the parsing sequences that generate T(t) , then for cvery 
probability measure defined on the strings we have 

L Pr{T(t)} = L Pr{x} = 1. 
T ( t )ET(t ,m) rES, 

All these facts are independent of the statistica! properties of the source, hut for memoryless 
sources we can wri te another fact. 
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T(km-1 - 1) 

• • • 

O~m-1 

Figure 2: The recursive description of T(k) 

5) All parsing sequences that generate T(t) have the same probability, which we denote by 

m-1 

Pr{xllJffl,T(t)} ~ IT l!;•[T(t)]_ 

a=O 

The key to the recursion (4) are the facts 3) and 5). So, see Figure 2, a tree T(k) E T(k, m) 
can be seen as a sequence of smaller trees T(ko -1), T(k1 -1), · · ·, T(km-l -1) stemming from 
each possible branch out of the root of T(k). We have T(k. -1) E T(ka - 1, m), ka 2'. 0, for all 
a E A and LaEA k0 = k. T(-1) is the tree that consists of the root only. 

N ote that in order to pro duce T( k) we must produce, for all a E A, all k0 - l parsings 
for T(ka - 1), each prefixed by the letter a and in a correct order for T(k. - 1) and preceded 
by the parsing "a" itself. However we can freely intermix these, extended, parsings from the 
different subtrees T(ka - 1), since they start with a different letter and thus one cannot be a 
prefix of another and thus condition (5) is still satisfied. This finally results in the recursion 
(4) of Lemma 1. 

Also we have the initia! condition n(O, l!m) ~ 0 which follows from the fact that we have 
seen zero letters when we have zero parsings. hom this, with ( 4), it follows that n(-1, l!m) = 0 
thus completing the statement of the Lemma l. 

5 The behaviour of the redundancy 

Let c( l!m) and d( l!m) be functions ofl!m only. Suppose we can find a c( l!m) and d( l!m) such that 

(6) 

Then we find for the redundancy 

(k l!m) -c(lim) - l + ln(m - 1) H(lim) ( ( )) 
r ' 2': ln(k + ~) l + o l ' 

m-1 

k --, oo, (7) 

which is a useful bound if 
(8) 

Note that the parameter kis only meaningful for this algorithm. If we want to compare (7) 
with (3) then we must convert (7) toa suitable form. As we said in the introduction we consider 
the Ziv-Lempel algorithm as a VB scheme, so we fixa certain integer k0 , the number ofparsings, 
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before we restart the algorithm. So, Lo( k0 , m), the codeword length is constant and we can 
express ko in terms of Lo or 

Lo 
ko = k(Lo) = -

1 
L (1 + o(l)), 

og o 

Substituting (9) in (7) we have 

L0 -, oo. (9) 

L-, oo. (10) 

If we compare this with the bound (3) we see that the rate of convergence for an arbitrary 
memoryless source, (10), is almost exponentially worse than the optima! rate. 

Now we will outline the partial results we obtained in finding a good c(Bm) and d(Bm). 

• If a function g( k) is given as 

m-1 l: 

g(k} = L I:;(~)8!(1- Ba}k-tg(t - 1,8m) + D, 
a=O t=O 

where D is a constant and the initia! value g(-1) is given, then 

g(k) = {n + (m - l)g(-1)}(k + ---2:'.::_) - _!!___ 
m-1 m-1 

m-1 k 

f,(k, om)= L I;(;)B!(l - Bat-• J.(t - 1, om)+ 4',(k, om), i = 1, 2, 
a=O t=D 

with initia! conditions f;(-1,Bm) and f;(0,Bm), for i = 1, 2, and functions efi1(k,8m) and 
4'i(k,8m). Then, if fi(-1,Bm) ~ h(-1,Bm) and fi(0,Bm) ~ h(0,Bm) and efi1(k,8m) ~ 
4'2(k,8m) for all k 2'. -1 then fi(k,om) ~ h(k,om) for all k 2'. -1. 

• We can show that (6) holds for some nonempty subset of sources when we select 

'°' '°'(:)8!(1-Ba/-'(t+--)ln(t+--) + 
m-l { k 1 1 } 
L., L., m-1 m-1 
a=O t:0 

+k. H,(Bm) - (k + ---2:'.:_) ln(k + ---2:'.::_ ), 
m-1 m-1 

with initia! conditions 

f (
- nm)_ ln(m - l} 

1 l,u - ~--~, 
m-1 

We use the upperbound 

mA 1 (m-lBa•ko+m~l) 
ef, 2 (k0 , 8 ) = m - 1 + -----=--î In IT k + ~ , 

m a=O O m-1 

for some fixed value of k0 . 

We can show that there exists an non-ernpty subset of Om for which we can find a ko such 
that efl 1(k, Bm) ~ ef! 2 (k0 , 9m) for all k and satisfying the condition (8). 
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6 Conclusion 

We have not been able to prove the lowerbound (10) for all sources in Om yet. However, 
we have all confidence that the approximation to the average delay ( 6) is an a.symptotically 
good approximation. Thus we are led to the conclusion that the rate of convergence of the 
redundancy of the Ziv-Lempel algorithm for memoryless sources is very slow. 

Of course the Ziv-Lempel algorithm is a universa! coding algorithm for arbitrary ergodic 
sources, and our results give no indication what the rate of convergence of the redundancy wil) 
be for sources with memory. Nevertheless, we have the opinion that if one defines a rea.sonable 
mea.sure of complexity and one considers the behaviour of the redundancy as a function of this 
complexity, the Ziv-Lempel algorithm will not be optimum and we suggest that one should also 
consider the use of other universal algorithms. 

Finally, we would like to thank prof Rolf Johannesson from Lund University in Sweden and 
his group for their hospitality which made this worlc possible. 
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A Lower Bound on the Asymptotic Redundancy of 
Universal Variable-to-Fixed Length Codes for Dinary 

Memoryless Sources 

Tjalling J. Tjalkens Frans M.J. Willems • 

Abstract 

Considcr all (universa!) variablc-to-fixcd lcngth codes for binary mernorylcss sourccs 
with parameter O $ 9 $ 1, and corresponding entropy h(9). We show that for each 
variable-to-fixed length code with a large enough number M of segments, the redundancy 
cannot be smaller than h(9) • 1~~!;•~, for almost all O $ 9 $ 1. The volume of the set of 
0's for which the rcdundancy is smaller, tcnds to zero a.s M incrcascs. 

1 Introduction 

A binary memoryless information source generates a sequence of independent and identically 

distributed random variables {X,}t=l,oo, each of which assumes values in the finite set X ~ 
{O, 1}, called the source alphabet. Let 0 ~ Pr{X, = 1} = 1 - Pr{X, = O}, t = 1, 2, • • •. Then 

the entropy of the source in bits per symbol is equal to h(0) ~ -0log(0) - (I - 0) log(l - 0). 
We assume throughout this summary that log(· )'s have base 2. 

A (universa!) variable-to-fixed length code is a one-to-one mapping from a finite set S 
containing M variable length sequences into an index set {1, 2, • • •, M}. With such a code, the 
infinite-length source sequence is chopped up into sequences of variable length (segments). The 
set of segments must be complete, i.e. every infinite sequence must have a prefix in the segment 
set, since every sequence must be subdividable into segments. We also require that the set S 
is proper, i.e. no segment in the set is a prefix of an other segment in the set. In this way we 
guarantee a unique subdivision of every source sequence. 

Let L(x") = k be the length of segment x' = (x 1 , x2 , • • ·, x.). Then instead of sending the 
L( x•) binary source symbols to a receiver we can send the corresponding index using a binary 
codeword of (fixed) length log M. This codeword can be used by the receiver to reconstruct the 
source segment. If the code is properly chosen, for most values of 0, the average segment length 

L9" ~ I:x•es Pr{X* = x"}L(x*) can be considerably higher than log M. The compression 

rate Re of such a code, which is defined as Re~ l<l,~, can even be close to h(0), although a 
• universa! code is not designed using the statistics (i.e. the actual value of 0) of the source. 

A well-lmown constructive universa! variable-to-fixed length source coding algorithm for 
binary memoryless sources was described by Lawrence [2]. This code can be seen as the coun
terpart of Schalkwijk's [5) fixed-to-variable length 'Pascal triangle' algorithm. 

In [6] the authors introduced a 'modified' Lawrence algorithm which is optima! in the sense 
that its redundancy approaches zero as the complexity of the code increases. An important 
issue is the speed of convergence to zero of the redundancy. In this article we derive an upper 

•Department of Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven Univcrsity of Tcchnology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB 
Eindhoven. 
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bound on the speed of convergence of the redundancy for arbitrary variable-to-fixed length 
codes. 

2 Statement of Result 

In this section we state our lower bound to the compression rate achieved by any variable-to
fixed length code with M codewords for ( almost) all sources 6 E [0, 1] : 

Theorem 1 For all ó > 0 and any variable-to-fized /ength code with a larye enough number M 
of segments we have 

R.e 2:: (1 + (1 -6). log log M). h(6), 
2logM 

for all O ::S 6 ::S 1 ezcept for thooe 6 in a oet B6 whooe volume tends to zero as M increases. 

The proof of this converse theorem can be found in the next section. We use techniques 
that were introduced by Rissanen [4] to prove a similar result for fixed-to-variable length codes 
fora more genera! class of sources. In our variable-to-fixed length case a segment is defined to 
be typical when its prefix of a given length is typical. Difficulties that arise from the fact that 
segments may be too short, were circumvented by showing that for good codes this is unlikely. 

3 The proof of the theorem 

For the source parameter 6 we assume that 0 ::S 6 :-,; 1. Let , > 0. Fix a 'Y such that 0 < 'Y < 1. 
Consider a variable-to-fixed length code with a (proper and complete) segment set S with M 
segments. For such a code we define the probability 

( 1) 

where Lmin ~ r-rlog Ml Note that A 9 depends on 6 as is indicated by its subscript. For the 
entropy of the segments in terms of A 9 we find that 

H;' 9m ::S h(A0)+A0log2L=•~- 1 +(l-A0)logM 

::S l+(l-A0(l--y))logM. (2) 

From Massey's ' leaf-node' theorem [3] it follows that H;'gm =Le"• h(6). Combining this with 
our the upper bound for H;•gm, we find for the rate of our code for given 6 that 

2:: 

log M _ h(O) 
1 + (1 - A0(l - -y)) logM 

( 1 + A0(l--y)- -
1
-) · h(6). 

logM 
(3) 

Note that this lower bound for R0 holds also for h(6) = 0. Now we easily arrive at our first 
implication : 

A (1 ) loglogM R ( loglogM 1 ) h(6) 
9 --y >---- ⇒ 0> 1+------- · . 

- 2logM - 2logM logM 
(4) 

Next we introduce the set X 9 ofsegments that have a prefix oflength Lmin which is '6-lypiral', 
I.e. 

(5) 
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where c > 0 is to be specified later. Note that for P9 ~ Pr{ x• E Xe }, by the union-bound ànd 
Chebyshev's inequality, we may conclude that 

P9 2: 1- Pr{z" ES: L(z") < Lmin}- Pr {x• ES: 1-1-. • Lin z; - 01 > J c } 
Lm•n l=l Lmtn 

2: 
0(1 - 0) 1 

1 - A9 - -c-2- 2: 1 - A8 - 4cl. (6) 

Let Mo be the number of segments in Xo, then from the 'log-sum' inequality (Csiszár and 
Kömer [l]) we obtain that 

tl ~ Pr{z"} Pe 
T8 = ~ Pr{z"}log l/M 2: Po log Mo/M. 

z"'EXe 

(7) 

Fu.rthermore from Massey's leaf-node theorem, the log-sum inequality and the basic inequality 
Int < t - 1 it follows that 

Pr{z"} 
logM = Liî° -h(0) + ~ Pr{z"}log ~ 

ZES 

1- Po 
2: L 9" · h(0) +To+ (1- Po)log 

1 
_ Mo/M 2: L9" · h(0) + Te - loge. (8) 

This combined with Lo" • h(0) = H;•gm ~ log M, leads for M 2: 2exp 6, to our second 
implication : 

loglogM ( loglogM loge ) 
T8 > (1 - €) · ~~- ⇒ R 8 > 1 + (1 - €) · ~~- - -- · h(0). 

- 2 - 2logM logM 
(9) 

From the definition 

tl { loglogM loglogM} 
B, = 0: Ao(l--y) < ......CC.-"'-1\To < (1- €) · -"~~ . 

2logM 2 

and the implications (4) and (9) it follows that for M large enough 

0 (/_ B, ⇒ R8 2: 1 + (1 - 2f) · --- · h(0). ( 
loglogM) 
2logM 

(11) 

For 0 E B, and M large enough however, the rate of OUI code may not satisfy the inequality 
in (11). In this converse it is oUI objective to show that the 'volume' V of the set B" i.e. 
the set containing all B's for which our code has a 'small enough' redundancy, can be made 
arbitrarily small by increasing M. Therefore let N be the maximal number of disjoint intervals 

Io ~ [0- c/JLmin,IJ + c/JLm•n] that can be constructed with centerpoints 0 EB,. Let C be 
the set of all centerpoints. The corresponding intervals ma;y not cover B, completely, but they 
do if we double their sizes. To see this, suppose that some 0 E B, remained uncovered after the 
size of the intervals had been doubled. Then the distance between iJ and any centerpoint would 
be at least 2c/ J Lmin. But then the original number of intervals would not have been maxim al 
! We can therefore bound the volume V by 

V <4N• __ c __ 
- ✓Lmin 

( 12) 

To find an upper bound for N, consider a O E B,. Then from inequality (7) and the definition 
of B, in {10) we may conclude that 

_ log Mo < ( 1 - € _ 2 log P8 ) _ log log M' 
M P8 loglogM 2 

( 13) 
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while from (6) and definition (10) it follows that 

1 log log M 
P9 > 1 - -- · ---''--~- - -

1 - 1' 2 log M 4c2 
( 14) 

By choosing c = ( .j{)- 1 we can guarantee that P8 > 1 - t/2 for M large enough. Substituting 
this in (13) we obtain that for M large enough there must exist an a < 1 such that 

M9 > M • (IogM)- 012 . (15) 

The intervals I9 that correspond to all centerpoints in C are disjoint, therefore the sets X9 
corresponding to all these centerpoints must also be disjoint. Consequently 

M ~ LMB >NM· (logM)-a/ 2
• 

BEC 

Combining (15) and (16) yields 

( 16) 

(17) 

If we substitute this bound for N in (12), set c = (.j{)- 1 and note that Lmin ~ ")'iogM, we 
obtain that 

V < _4_. (logM)<a-1)/2_ 
-/ff 

(18) 

Since a < 1 we get that V l 0 for M -, oo. Taking f = Ei /2 finally proves the converse as stated 
in Theorem 1. 
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On the Construction of DeBruijn Sequences 

CEES J .A. J ANSEN1 

Abstract 

The construction problem of the DeBruijn sequences has received much 
attention in the past. A new algorithm to generate a subclass of all 22n-,_n 

different binary DeBruijn sequences of order n was given by Fraruc, Jansen 
and Boekee (2, 4). The method used there, is based on efficiently joining 
the cycles of a Feedback Shift Register (FSR), induced by specific linear 
feedback functions. In this paper we extend that algorithm by allowing 
also nonlinear feedback functions. Our main result is that for any nonlinear 
order of the (non-singular) feedback function there exists sorne boundary 
value on the order of DeBruijn sequences, above which all generated De
Bruijn sequences are unique. Hence, the class of DeBruijn sequences that 
can be constructed in this way is greatly enlarged. 

1 Introduction 

DeBruijn sequences are periodic sequences of period a" in which every n-tuple 
occurs exactly once, where a denotes the cardinality of the character alpbabet 
and n is the so-called order of the sequence. 

The construction problem of the DeBruijn sequences bas received mucb at
tention in the past; a good overview can be found in [l). In [2, 4] a new algoritbm 
to generate a subclass of all 22"-'-n different binary DeBruijn sequences of order 
n was given. The method used tbere, is based on efliciently joining the cycles of 
a Feedback Shift Register (FSR), induced by specific linear feedback functions. 
The drawbacks of this method are a relatively small class of sequences and the 
structurally bad linear complexity profile of the sequences ( although the lat ter 
can be overcome by a slight modification of the method). Moreover, no proof was 
given in that paper that all the DeBruijn sequences generated by the algorithm 
are unique. 

In tbis paper the uniqueness of the DeBruijn sequences is proven in Section 2 
and the described algorithm is extended by allowing also nonlinear feedback 

1C.J.A. Jansen is with Philips Crypto B.V., P.O. Box 218, 5600 MD Eindhoven, 
The N etherlands 
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functions in Section 3. We have shown that for any nonlinear order of the (non
singular) feedback function there exists some boundary value on the order of 
DeBruijn sequences, above which all generated DeBruijn sequences are unique. 
As the number of nonlinear feedback functions greatly exceed that of linear 
feedback functions, the class of DeBruijn sequences that can be constructed in 
this way is greatly enlarged. Moreover, due to the nonlinear functions used, the 
linear complexity profile is expected to be suprior to the original linear feedback 
situation. 

2 U niqueness property 

The cycle joining algorithm ('cja'), as described in [2, 4], is an extension to 
Fredricksen's method to generate binary DeBruijn sequences of any order n . 
The 'cja' joins the cycles of a linear feedback shift register by complementing 
the input bit to the shift register whenever the register contains as a state a so 
called cycle representative. The cja is most efficient if the feedback function gives 
rise to short cycles only, although it will make a complete cycle from any cycle 
structure. 

In order to obtain a cycle structure with short cycles only, specific linear 
feedback functions are proposed in [2, 4], i.e. such that the corresponding feed
back polynomial is reducible and in particular the product of many irreducible 
polynomials of low degree. For this particular class of feedback functions simple 
counting arguments are used to determine the cardinality of the class of De
Bruijn sequences that can be generated. The implicit assumption made there is 
that distinct feedback polynomials correspond one-to-one with distinct DeBruijn 
sequences. 

In order to prove that all the DeBruijn sequences, generated by the 'cja' in 
the way described, are unique, we prove the stronger result that each distinct 
/inear FSR gives rise to a unique DeBruijn sequence. 

Theorem 1 Let L1 and L2 denote two /inear FSR 's of length n , n ~ 4, with 
non-singular feedback Junctions F1 and F2 resp., F1 -:/= F2 • IJ the 'cja' is applied 
to [, 1 and L2 resp. the two resulting DeBruijn sequences are essentia//y different. 

Proof. First observe that the truth table of a linear feedback function is bal
anced, i.e. it bas exactly 2n-I ones and equally many zeroes. Therefore, the two 
functions F1 and A will differ in exactly 2n-I entries. Secondly, observe that 
the 'cja' has the effect of changing precisely 2( kF - l) truth table entries, where 
kF denotes the number of cycles in the cycle structure induced by F. Hence, 
requiring the two DeBruijn sequences to be unique is equivalent to requiring that 
after changing 2(kFi - 1) resp. 2(kF, - 1) truth table entries the two resulting 
truth tables are stil unique, i.e. : 

(1) 
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(2) 

However, it is well known [6] that for any feedback function F the number of 
cycles in the cycle structure is upperbounded by Z( n ), the so called cycle number 
[3, pg. 120], denoting the maximum number of cycles into which binary n-space 
is decomposed by a FSR of length n. Using this result in equation (2) we obtain: 

2Z(n) < 2n- 2 + 2 

Z(n) '.S 2n- 3 

(3) 
(4) 

It is easily verified that condition ( 4) is satisfied for all n 2: 9. For 4 '.S n < 9 
one can verify by hand that the resulting DeBruijn sequences are all unique. D 

The foregoing theorem implies that for a LFSR of length n one can always 
generate 2n-J different DeBruijn sequences by applying the 'cja' to it, however, 
the 'cja' will not be efficient for every feedback function. 

If one allows the linear feedback function to also include the constant term, 
it is easily seen that one can generate twice as many DeBruijn sequences for n 
satisfying (4). The total number of DeBruijn sequences then equals 2 log Gn +2n, 
where Gn denotes the total number of binary DeBruijn sequences of order n, i.e. 
Gn = 2r-•-n. 

3 Nonlinear feedback functions 

By using the analogy between truth table differences and the Hamming distance 
of Reed-Muller codewords it can easily be seen that Theorem 1 can be generalized 
for nonlinear feedback shift registers. 

Theorem 2 Let N1 and N2 denote two FSR 's of length n with non-singu/ar 
feedback functions F1 and F2 resp., F1 't= F2 , of maximum nonlinear order r and 
n 2: 2r+3. IJ the 'cja' is applied to N1 and N2 resp. the two resulting DeBruijn 
sequences are essential/y different. 

Proof. The truth tables of F1 and F2 can be seen as codewords from a binary 
Reed-Muller code of order r, which has minimum distance 2n-r, see e.g. [5). 
Therefore, the two functions F1 and F2 will differ in at least 2n-r truth table 
entries. Applying the second step from the proof of Theorem 1 results in the 
condition: 

(5) 

which results in: 

Z(n) S r-r-2 (6) 

By using the fact that Z ( n) < 2n+I / n i t can be seen that ( 6) is satisfied for all 
n 2: 2r+3_ □ 
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The cardinality of the class of distinct DeBruijn sequences that can be generated 
in this way can be seen to be equal to the number of codewords in RM-r, i.e.: 

(7) 

Equation (7) shows that with increasing n the fraction of all DeBruijn sequences 
of order n that can be generated also increases! 

It should be mentioned, however, that the 'cja' is not necessarily efficient 
when using nonlinear feedback functions. This is due to the fact that the cycle 
structure of a FSR induced by a nonlinear feedback function may contain almost 
arbitrarily long cycles. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper the uniqueness of the DeBruijn sequences, generated by the cycle 
joining algorithm in [2, 4], was proven. lt was also shown that this uniqueness 
property holds if nonlinear feedback functions are used. In the latter case an 
increasing fraction of the total number of DeBruijn sequences can be generated, 
as the order of the sequences increases. However, as the efficiency of the algorithm 
is lost in this case, there is a new research problem posed, viz. that of finding 
classes of nonlinear feedback functions which induce short cycles in the cycle 
structure of the FSR. 

The behaviour of the linear complexity profiles of DeBruijn sequences gener
ated with nonlinear feedback functions has not been investigated very well, hut 
there are some promising indications. 
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An Extension of Higher Order Propagation Criteria 

for Boolean Functions 

Bart Preneel!.\ Werner Van Leekwijck 1, Luc Van Linden 1 , 

René Govaerts 1 and Joos Vandewalle 1 

The relation between the Walsh-Hadamard transform and the autocorrela

tion function of Boolean functions is used to study propagation character

istics of these functwns. The Strict A valanche Criterion and the Perfect 

Nonlinearity Criterion are generalized in a Propagation Criterion of degree 

k. New properties of functions satisfying higher order SAC are derived. Fi

nally a genera/ framework is established to classify functions according to 

their propagation characteristics ij a number of bits is kept constant. 

1 Introduction 

The design and evaluation of cryptographic functions requires the definition of design 

criteria. It is known that the security of schemes based on a combination of permu

tations and substitutions strongly depends on the characteristics of the substitution 

tables or S-boxes. The relevance of the criteria can be based on information theoretic 

grounds or on specific attacks that are possible if certain conditions are not fulfilled. lt 

is possible to define characteristics for individual output bits of S-boxes as well as for 

the relation between the different functions. In this paper, only individual functions of 

n bits to 1 bit are studied, but it is certainly possible to extend the scope. 

In the past following criteria have been proposed: the function must have a high 

nonlinear order (no affine functions are allowed), must be 0/ 1 balanced, complete, 

satisfy a strict avalanche criterion or be perfect non-linear ( with respect to linear struc

tures ). These criteria can be extended by imposing the requirement that the functions 

created by fi:.r.ing a number of input bits of the original function still satisfy certain 

criteria. A second extension is possible by not only specifying the average values but 

also the extreme values. lt is clear that no function can satisfy all these criteria: a good 

function will be the golden mean. 

In this paper, we will generalize certain criteria and study the functions that satisfy 

them. In a first section, the importance of the autocorrelation function of a Boolean 

function will be stressed and a new propagation criterion will be defined. Next the 

functions satisfying higher order SAC will be discussed. Finally existing criteria are 

generalized and functions satisfying these criteria are studied. 

1 Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Laboratorium ESAT, Kardinaal Mercierlaan, 94, B-3030 Heverlee, 
Belgium. 
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2.1 Boolean functions 

A Boolean function J(-;;.) is a function whose domain is the vector space 'll.~ of binary 

n-tuples ( x 1, x2, ... , x,.) that takes the values O and 1. In some cases it will be more 

convenient to work with functions that take the values {-1, l}. The functions Î(1:.) is 

defined as Î(,;_) = 1 - 2 · /(,;_). 

The Hamming weight hwt of an element of 'll.~ is the number of components equal 

to 1. The Hamming distance d(J, g) between two Boolean functions f and g is the 

number of function values in which they differ: 

1~ . 
d(J,g) = hwt(J 6:) g) = 2"- 1 

- 2 L., J(,;_) · g(,;_). 
,;_ 

Here L,;_ denotes the summation over all ,;_ E: 'll.~. The correlation c(J, g) is closely 

related to the Hamming distance: c(f, g) = 1 - d(f, g) /2"- 1
• 

A Boolean function is said to be linear if there exists a w_ E 'll.~ such that it can be 

written as L112.(,;_) = ,;_ • 112. or Lw_(,;.) = ( - 1 f ·1!! . Here ~ • 112. denotes the dot product of 

~ and w_, defined as ~ • w_ = x I w 1 6:) x 2w2 6:) ... 6:) x"w,, . The set of affine functions is 

the union of the set of the linear functions and their complement. 

2.2 The Walsh-Hadamard transform 

Definition 1 Let f(,;_) be any real-valued function with domain the vector space 'Zl.2. 
The Walsh-Hadamard transform off(,;_) is the real-valued function over the vector 

space 'll.~ defined as 

F(w_) = Lf(~) · (- 1f1ll., 
,;_ 

The function /(~) can be recovered by the inverse Walsh-Hadamard transform: 

The relationship between the Walsh-Hadamard transform of/(,;_) and Î(,;_) is given by 

[For88] Ê'(w_) = - 2F(112.) + 2" 6(112.) and F(w_) = - ½ .F(112.) + 211
-

1 é(w_), where é(w_) 
denotes the Kronecker delta (é(ll) = 1, b(k) = 0 'tik f. Q). 

In case of the Fourier transform, the energy spectrum ( the square modulus of the 

Fourier transform) is used in a wide range of applications . A very important relation, 

known as the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, is that the inverse transform of the energy 

spectrum results in the autocorrelation function. A similar relation can be established 

in case of the Walsh-Hadamard transform. The autocorrelation function r(g;) is defined 
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as 

r(g) :..c. L Î(.;.) - Î(.;. Ell !1)-
;i; 

Note that r(l!.) equals 2". The Walsh-Hadarnard energy spectrum of any real-valued 

function is defined as Ê'2 (Y2.)- The Walsh-Hadarnard transforrn of r(g) will be denoted 

with Îl(Yl.)-
Theorem 1 The Walsh-Hadamard transform of the autocorrelation function of any 

real-valued function is equal to the Walsh-Hadamard energy spectrum of that function: 

R(Yl.) = Ê'2 (Yl.), V'!Q E ll.~. 
In case Î(.;_) is Boolean, the irnportance of the autocorrelation function can be seen as 

follows: 

( 
- - ) l r(gJ 

Pr f(.;_) cf. f(.;_ Ell !1) = 2 - 2
,,+ 1 -

For large values of n this theorern allows for an efficient cornputation of these proba

bilities, requiring O(n2") operations (in stead of 0(2 2") fora straightforward cornpu

tation). Surnming these probabilities for all g cf. .0. yields: 

If all probabilities are equal to 1, then J Ê'(O) J= 2~'. If f(.;_) is 0/1 balanced then 

F(O) = 0 and the average of the prohabilities is (2" -l )/(2" - 1) > ½-

2.3 The algebraic normal transform 

The Walsh-Hadarnard transforrn writes a Boolean function Î(.;.) as a surn of linear 

functions of the form ( -1 )"-·Yl._ It can also be of interest to write a Boolean function as 

the sum of all products of the variables: 

f(.;_) = au ffi La,x, é! L a,1 X,X1 (!l ... EIJa1L.nX1X2Xn-

l <i< 11 l 'S_,<j'5:_ n 

This form is called the algebraic nonna! form of a Boolean function f, denoted with :F 
and the correspond.ing transformation is called the algebraic norrnal transform. 

Deflnition 2 The nonlinear order of a Boolean Junction (notation: ord(J)) is de

fined as the degree of the highest order term in the algebraic normal form. 

The affine Boolean functions are thus the functions with nonlinear order < 2. 

2.4 Definition of propagation properties 

The definitions of strict avalanche criterion and of perfect non-linearity can be formu

lated with the help of the autororrelation fumti on. 

A Boolean function f (.;_) satisfies the strzct avalanche criterion (SA C) if and only 

if f (~) changes with a probability of one half whenever a single input bit of ~ is 
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r(g) = O for hwt(g) = 1. 

As a consequence, theorem 1 in [For88], stating that Î(,;.) fulfi.lls the SAC if and only if 

L F2 (w.) ·(-l)" ' = 0 1 -:; i -:; n 
W. 

is a special case of our theorem 1. 

A Boolean function f(,;_) is perfect non-linear (with respect to linear structures) or 

bent [MS89, Rot76] if f(,;_) changes with a probability ofone half whenever i (1 -:; i-:; n) 

bits of,;_ are complemented: 

r(g) = 0 for 1 -:; hwt(g) -:; n . 

These definitions can be generalized in a natura! way as follows. A Boolean function 

f(,;_) satisfies the propagation criterion of degree k ( PC of degree k} if f(.;_) changes with 

a probabili ty of one half whenever i (1 -:; i -:; k) bits of,;_ are complemented: 

r(g) = 0 for 1 S hwt(g) S k. 

Note that SAC is equivalent to PC of <legree 1 an<l perfect non-linear is PC of degree n. 

When we are interested in propagation properties, it is important to be able to 

construct different functions that satisfy the same property starting from one function . 

A trivia] example of such a construction is a complementation. The following theorem 

shows that other constructions are possible for functions satisfying PC of degree k by 

means of a dyadic shift in the Walsh-Hadamard domain. 

Theorem 2 Let f(,;_) be a Boolean function. Then the fun ction g(.;_) defined as G(w_) = 
F(JQ EB,'!) is also Boolean for all ,'l_ • Moreover, the autocorrelation function of g(.;_) has 

the same absolute values ( and thus the same zeroes) as the autocorrelation function of 

j(,;_) and for ,'l_ 1' .0 the distance d(f, g) equals 2" - 1
• 

Corollary 1 A dyadic shift and a complementation in the Walsh-Hadamard domain 

generate all 2"+ 1 possible changes of terms in the algebraic normal form with degree 

smaller than 2. 

Note that a dyadic shift in the original domain generates a Boolean function with 

the same autocorrelation function, inducing onlv changes of terms of degree < ord(J). 

However, the maxima! distance condition is only fulfilled if the original function is bent. 

3 Higher order SAC 

Higher order SAC is defined in [For88]. In [Llo89] the definition is simplified and it is 

shown that exactly 2" + 1 functions satisf_v the SAC of maxima! order n - 2. 
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Deflnition 3 A Boolean function f (_.:_) satisfies the strict avalanche criterion of 

order m (SAC of order m) if any function obtained from f(,:_) by keeping m of its 

input bits constant satisfies the SA C. 
A first theorem gives an upper bound on the non-linear order of functions satisfying 

SAC of order m. 

Theorem 3 Let f be a Boolean fun ction of n variables , n > 2. 

1. if f satisfies SAC of order n - 2, then ord(f) :.:., 2. 

2. if f satisfies SAC of order m (0 :S m < n - 2), then ord(f) :S n - m - l. 

The resulting upperbounds are illustrated in following table. 

m ( order of SAC) 0 n - 4 n - 3 n - 2 
non-linear order :S n-1 n - 2 3 2 2 

The next theorem gives a characteri zation of all second order functions satisfying 

SAC . 

Theorem 4 Let f be a Boolean function of n variables, with n > 2 and ord (!) = 2. 

f satisfies SAC of order m (0 :S m<::= n - 2), ij and only if every variable z; occurs in 

at least m + 1 second order terms of the algebraic normal form. 

Definition 4 The function Sri(_.:_) is defined as the function with the algebraic normal 

form containing all second order terms: s,,(_.:_) = L 1 <,< .1 '.S ri ;c,;c j , 

It is clear from theorem 3 and 4 that if abstract.ion is made of affine terms , this is the 

only function satisfying SAC of order n ·- 2. Hen('e the sum modulo 2 of 2 functions 

satisfying SAC of order n - 2 is always affine. 

Theorem 3 and 4 characterize all functions satisfying SAC of order n - 3 and enable 

to count th em. A different characterization and counting method is explained in (Llo90]. 

4 Propagation characteristics 

It seems plausible to study what happens if m bits are kept constant in functions that 

satisfy PC of degree k, as was clone for the strict avalanche criterion. This allows for 

a more genera! classification of propagation characteristics of Boolean functions. We 

impose the restriction k + m :S n: if m bits are kept constant at most n - m bits can 

be changed. 

Deflnition 5 .4 Boolean function f (_.:_) of n variables satisfies the propagation crite

rion of degree k and order m (PC of degree k and order m) if any function obtained 

from f (,:_) by keeping m input bits constant satisfies PC of degree k. 

Deflnition 6 The propagation matrix N" for all Boolean functi ons of n variables 

is the n x n matrix: N,, ( k, m) = # {f I f satisfies PC of degree k and order m} / 2"+ 1 • 

with f a Boolean function and k + m :S n. 

The division by 2" + ' implies that abstraction is made of linear and constant terms, 

that have no influence on propagation properties. lt is clear that N,,(k,m) :S N,.(k,l) 
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form 2'. 1, Nn(k,m)::; Nn(l,m) for k ;:: l, and N,,(1,n-1) = 0. The entry N 0 (n,0) 

contains the number of bent functions clivided by 2"+ t _ Note that theorem 3 also 

imposes restrictions on the nonlinear order of functions for values of k > 1. 

The functions satisfying PC of degree 1 (= higher order SAC) were stuclied in 

section 3. Theorems 4 can be generalized resulting in a classification of the functions 

sn('f.). 

Theorem 5 The functions s11 ('f.) satisfy PC of degree k and order m ijk+ m :S: n - 1 

and also ijk + m = n and k is even. The functions sn('f.) are the only functions 

satisfying PC of degree 2 and order n - 2. 
For n even the functions s,i('f.) are bent (see [MWS78], chapter 15), while for n odd 

these functions are an example of balanced functions that satisfy PC of degree n - 1. 

The matrices NJ(k,m), Nt(k,m) and N., (k,m) are given in Table 1. The entries 

N 1(2-4, 0) contain only the bent functions. The entry N.1(1, 0) contains 88 third order 

functions. The entries N.1(1, 2), N.1(2, 1) and N.1(2, 2) consist of the function s4 • 

m 0 1 2 m 0 1 2 3 m 0 1 2 3 4 
k k k 

1 4 1 0 1 129 10 1 0 1 430040 813 26 1 0 
2 1 1 - 2 28 1 1 ·- 2 3568 28 1 1 -
3 0 - - 3 28 0 - - 3 168 28 0 - -

4 28 - - - 4 28 28 - - -

5 0 - - - -

Table 1: The matrices N 1(k,m), N,(k,m) and Ns(k,m). 

5 Extended Propagation characteristics 

The concept of PC can be extended if the restriction k + m ::; nis removed. This means 

that a certain value is given to m bits and subsequently k bits are changed. However, 

the set of bits that are given a certain value and the set of those that are changed 

can have common elements. This leads to a definition based on information theoretic 

grounds. 

Definition 7 A Boolean function f (,;_) of n variables satisfies the extended propaga

tion criterion of degree k and order m ( EPC of degree k and order m) ij knowledge 

of m bits of 'f. gives no information on J('f.) EB f('f. EB g), V g with l ::; hwt(g) ::; k. 

Definition 8 The extended propagation matrix N,; for all Boolean functions of 

n variables is the n x n matrix: 

N~ ( k, m) = # {f I f satisfies EPC of degree kand order m} /2 11 + 1• 

The definition can be restated in terms of balancedness and correlation immunity 

[Sie84] of the directional derivative of a Boolean function. 
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Definition 9 The directional derivatîve of a Boolean function f in direction g,_ is 

defined as: 

The relation between the clirectional derivative and the autocorrelation function is given 

by: 

i(g) = L d,.g.(J;_) . 
.:_ 

This results in an equivalent forrnulation of the EP C. 

Theorem 6 Let f be a Boolean function of n varzables. 

1. f satisfies EPC of degree k and order O ij and only ij the directional derivative 

d.r .g.(;i;_) off is balanced 'ef g_: 1 <; hwt(g.) :S k. 

2. f satisfies EPC of degree k and order m > 0 if and only ij the directional derivative 

d1 ,g.( ;i;_ ) off is balanced and mth order correlation immune 'ef Q: 1 :S hwt(g) :S k. 

The relation between PC and EPC is given in following theorem: 

Theorem 7 Let f be a Boolean function of n variables. 

1. IJ f satisfies EPC of degree k and order m then f satisfies PC of degree k and 

order m. 

2. IJ f satisfies PC of degree k and order Il or 1 then f satisfies EPC of degree k 
and order O or 1. 

3. IJ f satisfies PC of degree 1 and order m then f satisfies EPC of degree l and 

order m. 

Following exarnple shows that this theorem is tight . Consider the function sn(;i;_). The 

directional derivative of this function fora vector g,_ with a 1 in position i and j is equal 

to x ; Ell x 1 EB 1. This function is balanced and correlation immune of order 1, hut not of 

order 2. Hence s,, (~) does not satisfy EPC of degree 2 and order 2. In this particular 

exarnple, it is clear that if x, = Xn then J (.:_ f:.J g,_) f- f(~), 'ef:;;_ and if x; f- Xj, then 

f (~ EB g.) = f (J;_), 't/J;_. For the ordinary PC the avcrage of both cases is considered: f (:;;_) 

changes on average with a probabili ty of 0.5. For n < 5, the functions Sn (J;_) are the 

only functions for which PC and EPC are not equivalent. 

6 Summary 

The importance of the relation between the autocorrelation function and the Walsh

Hadamard energy spectrum has been shown. Existing propagation criteria were gen

eralized to the propagation criterion P C of degree k and order m and an extended 

propagation criterion EP C. Functions satisfying these criteria were studied, especially 

the functions satisfying higher order SAC and the funrtions s" consisting of all second 

order terms. The results show that functions satisfying PC of highest order and de

gree are only second order functions that clearly ha,·e sorne other weaknesses. Further 

research is necessary to characterize and counl functi oas that satisfy the propagation 
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criteria, to construct functions that are a comprornise between different criteria and to 

extend the concepts to the design of S-boxes. 
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ON CRYPTOSYSTEMS FOR DIGITAL IMAGERY 

l 
J.C.A. van der Lubbe, J.J. Spaanderman, D.E. Boekee 

Image data are characterized by the fact 
highly redundant. In this paper methods for 
of digital imagery, recently reported in 
discussed. Special attention is paid to 
randomly changing the scanning line 
context attention is paid to two new 

that they are 
the encryption 

li terature, are 
methods based on 

order. Within this 
methods developed by 

the authors. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

Since some years there is a significant increase within digital 
communication networks of the use of video services Jike pay-tv, video 
conferencing, facsimile transmission, still picture transmission, 
videophone etc. At the same time there is an increasing need for the 
protection of the transmitted data e.g. against ea vesdroppers. When 
considering the type of transmitted data it may be concluded that to a 
large extent they consist of data which are related to digital imagery in 
some form or other. For that very reason, methods for the encryption of 
digital imagery (both still pictures and video) will be of increasing 
importance. 
However, it is a fundamental question whether the security of digital 
imagery requires specific encryption methods or that the methods used for 
the encryption of one-dimensional signals and data are sufficiently 
secure. Whatever the answer may be, the security of image data is 
undeniably a specific problem. Image data are characterized by the fact 
that they are highly redundant. Not only is there a strong correlation 
between the pixels within an image (compare an image of an object against 
a background), hut this holds even more for the pixels of successive 
images in an image sequence as is the case in video signals. Furthermore, 
in most applications where image data play an important role the required 
data rate is considerable and can amount up to 10-500 Mbit/s. 
It is clear that both aspects entail specific requirements on the 
encryption algorithms for image data in order to guarantee both real-time 
processing and an adequate security level. 

J.C.A. van der Lubbe and D.E. Boekee are with the Delft 
University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, 
P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, the Netherlands. 

J.J. Spaanderman is with PTT Research DNL, P.O. Box 421, 2260 AK 
Leidschendam, the Netherlands. 
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2. THE ENCRYPTION OF DIGITAL IMAGERY 

When considering the present methods which are developed especially for 
the encryption of image data, various important classes of algorithms can 
be distinguished. 

An important class is the class of methods where the image is divided 
into blocks and the pixels of each block are enciphered by means of e.g. 
DES-like algorithms or blurring techniques (Tan et al. [6]). 
A different approach is the generation of random grids which have the same 
size as the image to be enciphered and which are added to the original 
images, compare e.g. Kafri and Keren (4]. In fact this can be considered 
as a two-dimensional version of the well-known stream encipherment. 

A specific class of algorithms is related to methods where the pixels 
of the image are scanned along some path as defined by so-called space 
filling curves. The space filling curve defines a path within the image to 
be enciphered in such a way that all pixels are passed only once, compare 
e.g. Matias et al. [5). The encrypted image now represents the intensities 
of the successive pixels along the path defined by the space filling 
curve. As such this corresponds simply to a transposition cipher, where 
the original pixel positions are permuted in a specific way in order to 
obtain the encrypted image. 

In an interesting paper of Bertilsson et al. (IJ, presented at 
Eurocrypt'89, the vulnerability of methods based on space filling curves 
was shown irrefutably. They showed that it is possible to reconstruct 
parts of the original images on the basis of a sequence of about 25 
encrypted images. In particular those parts of the image can be found 
which are related to the higher frequencies in the image and which in 
genera! contain the most relevant information, such as contours, edges 
etc. The weakness of space filling curves is that although the number of 
potential curves (and thus the key space) is large, the number of 
successors of each pixel is limited; each pixel is always followed by one 
of its neighbouring pixels. 
As a matter of fact a better performance can be achieved by extending the 
algorithm to three dimensions. However, the principle weakness still is 
that by using space filling curves the enciphered data stream will always 
consist of neighbouring pixels. 

3 . TWO NEW ALGORITHMS FOR DIGITAL IMAGERY 

Considering the methods based on space filling curves and keeping in 
mind that essentially we are looking for permutations of the pixel 
positions, a substantial improvement of the performance can only be 
expected if the sequence of pixel positions in the enciphered data stream 
is more random. This means that one is interested in methods which 
generate a permuted data stream of gray levels of pixels, which do not per 
se have to be adjacent in the original image, as is the case with space 
filling curves . 
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The position of each pixel in the original image is uniquely determined 
by its co-ordinates. If the coordinates are represented in binary form by 
words of certain length and if we follow the common standard that the 
number of pixels in an image is a power of 2, it is clear that then the 
set of all possible positions is just identical to the set of all possible 
bit combinations of the same length. The problem of defining a random path 
through the image is now reduced to the generation of all possible bit 
combinations of that length. 

In this paper two algorithms are introduced and studied: the Cycle 
Joining (CJ)-algorithm and the so-called Table-algorithm. 

THE CYCLE JOINING ALGORITHM 
The Cycle Joining Algorithm, see Franx et al. [2) and Jansen [31, is a 

simple and fast algorithm in order to produce DeBruyn sequences of higher 
order. It is a well-known property of DeBruyn sequences that each state in 
the DeBruyn graph is passed exactly once. Each state in the DeBruyn graph 
now corresponds to a word representing the position of a pixel. 
Successive states thus define a random walk through the image according to 
which the gray levels of the pixels are read out. 

Without loss of generality assume that we have an image of 2m x 2m 
pixels. 
g,(T ) is an operation which generates the coordinates (x ,y ) of a pixel 

J J J 
of the image on the basis of number T , such that the concatenation of the 

J 
binary representations of x and y is equal to the binary representation 

J J 
of T . Notation: (x ,y) = g,(T ). 

J J J J 
Furthermore, let the value of pixel (x ,y ) be denoted by g(x ,Y ) or 

J J J J 
g[ g,(T )] . 

J 

The algorithm is as fellows: 

A. Select an initia! value T, 0 5 T 5 2 2 m-1 and determine 

(xo,yo) g,(To). 

Now put g(x
0

,y
0

) at position g,(o) = (0,0). 
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B. The following steps j, j = 1, ... ,2 2 m-1, are as fellows: 

Determine T = suc(T ), where T corresponds to the 
J J -1 J 

successor of state T according to the Cycle Joining 
J -1 

Algorithm [2]: 

a) If T = ( u
0

, 0, ... , 0 l 
J -1 

then T = suc(T ) = (O, ... ,O,u
0

©1) 
J J -1 

b) Otherwise: 

and T = (u , ... ,u ,u 01), 
J-1 1 2m-1 2m 

and f(.) is a nonsingular feedback 

function. 

If T and/or T are the smallest 
-J-1 J-1 

state(s) of a cycle, 

then T = suc(T ) = T 
J J-1 J-1 

else T = T 
J - J-1 

Now determine (x ,y) = ~(T ). 
J J J 

and put g(x ,Y ) at position ~(j). 
J J 

As a matter of fact for images of 2m x 2m pixels the function f(.) 
should be at least of degree 2m. However, the security of the algorithm 
will increase if functions of higher order k > 2m are used, where (k-2m) 
bits of each state determine which 2m bits are related to the coordinates. 

From a computational point of view implementation of the algorithm 
requires a modest memory. The speed of the algorithm mainly depends on the 
determination of the disjoint cycles and the time in order to find the 
smallest states within a cycle. 

THE TABLE ALGORITHM 
In the Table-algorithm the image is divided into an upper and lower 

part. By successive and repeated interchange of pixels of the upper part 
and those of the lower part by means of a pseudo-random sequence the 
original positions of the pixels are changed. 
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The algorithm is as follows : 

A. For each j = 0, ... , 2 2 m-l_l: 

Generale a random number R, O ~ R ~ 22 m- l_l, 
j J 

and determine T = R + 2 2 m-l. 
j J 

Interchange the pixels of the positions ~(j) and ~(T ): 
j 

g[~(j)] := g[~(T )] and 
J 

g[~(T )] := g[~(j)]. 
J 

B. For each j 

Generale a random number R, 0 ~ R ~ 2 2
m-

1 -1, 
J J 

Interchange the pixels of the positions ~(j) and ~(R ): 
J 

g[~(j)] 

g[~(R )] 
j 

:= g[~(R )] and 
J 

:= g[~(j)]. 

Part A of the algorithm guarantees that all pixels of the upper part 
are interchanged. However this does not hold per se with respect to the 
pixels of the lower part of the image. Due to the pseudo-random generator 
some positions at the lower part will not be indicated and otherones 
possibly two or more times. Therefore, step B guarantees that there are no 
pixels at the lower part which remain in the same place. 

With respect to the required computational effort it is clear that the 
present algorithm will be faster than the CJ-algorithm mentioned above. 
However, the Table-algorithm requires more memory capacity. 

4. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHMS 

In order to assess the performance of the algorithms in terms of the 
properties of the resulting enciphered images various tests were 
performed. 
With the help of the two algorithms mentioned before the pixels are moved 
to other positions in the image . In the case of an optima! algorithm it 
may be expected that each displacement is equally unpredictable. This 
means that there should be no clear predominant direction or distance of 
the various displacements. To this end we consider four parameters, i.e . 
the average displacement distance and its standard deviation and the 
number of pixels which are displaced within the same column, resp. the 
same row. These four parameters are computed in the case of an ideal 
algorithm. These results are compared with those achieved by the present 
algorithms. Table 1 gives some typical results for images of 256 x 256 
pixels. It may be concluded that both algorithms lead to outcomes which 
are close to the optima! ones. 
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Algorithm 2$. (J' column row 

X X 

CJ 133.2-133.7 63.4-63.7 .36-.41 .36-.41 

Table 133.3-133.5 63.5-63.9 .36-.44 .38-.41 

Ideal 133.5 63.5 .39 .39 

Table 1. Typical results for average ~ and standard deviation r; 
of displacement distance, and percentages of pixels displaced 
within same column or row. 

The tests mentioned before do not depend on the characteristics of the 
images to be enciphered. However, in view of practical applications it is 
also important to study the characteristics of the enciphered images. 
Various test images have been used, different with respect to redundancy, 
the presence of edges, texture etc. The enciphered images were tested on 
the possible presence of the underlying structure of the original image, 
which would point to potential weaknesses. The correlation between the 
original and the enciphered images was computed. Table 2 gives some 
results with respect to this correlation measurement. Image l concerns a 
gray level image which is representative for video signals. Images 2 and 3 
are related to gray level images where the number of gray levels was 
reduced to only two levels in order to generate highly redundant imagery. 

Finally, the autocorrelation between pixels of the enciphered image 
both on a global level and on a local level were measured. Whereas with 
respect to the other measurements there was no significant difference in 
performance between the two new algorithms, the autocorrelation in the 
case of the Table-algorithm is considerably lower than in the case of the 
CJ-algorithm. 

Test CJ- Table-

images algorithm algorithm 

imagel -.0044 -.00005 

image2 .0027 .00498 

image3 .0024 .00502 

Table 2. Correlations between original 
and enciphered image. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this contribution attention was paid to the specific problems 
concerning the encipherment of digital imagery. Since methods based on 
usual space filling curves have the disadvantage that one deals with 
neighbouring pixels, two other methods were considered: the Cycle Joining 
Algorithm and the Table Algorithm. Both algorithms are generalisations of 
methods based on space filling curves. With respect to their performance 
the introduced algorithms are compatible in genera!. However, the 
Table-Algorithm leads to a considerably lower autocorrelation. 
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Abstract 
The Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (BJSDN) based on lightwave technology is 
supposod to become the all purpose exchange area communications network of the future. All 
digital services are integrated with applications ranging from facsimile, videophone, teleconfer
encing to Extended Quality TV (EQTV, signals according to the CCJR rec. 601) and High 
Definition TV (HDTV) distribution. This paper evaluates two progressive hierarchical subband 
coding schemes for HDTV, the so-called Refinement system and the Selection system. These 
schemes code the HDTV signa! for the 195 Mb/ s channel of BJSDN, where the EQTV signa/ 
is coded for apart of this channel, for example 45 Mb/ s. The effect of progressive/y coding the 
HDTV signa/ is shown for various sequences by experimentally obtained rate distortion functions 
and by allocating different bandwidths to the EQTV signa/. Further, several system parameters 
are examined such as the optima! QMF filter and the struc ture of the optima! signa! decompo
sition. Also the performance of the subband decomposition is compared to the performance of a 
DOT decomposition of the HDTV signa/. 

1 Introduction 
During the last few years, there has been an increasing interest in bandwidth reduction of digital 
video sequences for the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (BISDN) [1,2 ,6,7,9,10]. 
This future network - based on lightwave technology, using ATM and intelligent networking -
will become the all purpose exchange area network. BISDN wil! integrate both interactive and 
distribution services. The first services wil! consist, for instance, of person to person communi
cations (i .e. voice, videophone and data) and person {or group) to group communications (i.e. 
videoconference) at bit rates below 2 Mb/s. The distribution services include digital TV {ac
cording to CCIR recommendation 601) - sometimes refered to as Extended Quality TV (EQTV) 
- and High Definition TV (HDTV) distribution at bit rates of respectively 45 and 135 Mb/s. 

Because the uncompressed bit rates of the forementioned video distribution services are 
approximately 216 Mb/ s and 1.2 Gb/ s, a datacompression/ reduction is necessary. One possible 
way to achieve this is to compress and transmit both signals separately on the BISDN network . 
However, additional bandwidth for the EQTV signa! is needed. This can be avoided by coding 
the EQTV signa! as a subset of the HDTV signa!, which is possible because the EQTV frequency 
band lies within the HDTV frequency band. As a result, the HDTV signal is coded in 135 Mb/s 
with the EQTV signa! coded in a subset of 45 Mb/ s. 

In such a hierarchicai coding scheme the HDTV signa! consists of the EQTV signa) along 
with high frequency HDTV information, called the HDTVcomp)ement (HDTVc) signa!. The 
EQTV signa! is obtained from the HDTV signa! by two dimensional lowpass filtering and a 2:1 
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subsampling together with an adjustment of the aspect ratio from 16:9 to 4:3 [1,2,9]. However , 
through the hierarchical relation between the signals , the compressed EQTV signa! at 45 Mb/ s 
causes severe coding artifacts in the reconstructed HDTV signa! at 135 Mb/ s. Therefore, 
the EQTV signa! needs to be coded progressively, which means that also some refinement 
information about the coded EQTV signa] is transmitted in the coded HDTV c signa!. 

Bellisio [1] reviews three papers on progressive hierarchical coding. The first scheme [7] 
uses a Laplacian pyramid to obtain the EQTV and HDTVc signals and is attractive because 
its implicit feedback of the EQTV coding errors. The second scheme [61 is based on a QMF 
subband decomposition into 4 subbands. The lowest subband defines the EQTV signa!. This 
scheme is not progressive hut the possibility of progressive coding is mentioned [ 1,2[. The 
HDTV c signa] consists of the remaining 3 high frequency sub bands together with some possible 
refinement information. Finally, the third scheme [2] uses a block-oriented n x n DCT. The 
EQTV signa! is defined in the frequency domain as the ,;- x ~ lower frequency coeflicients. 
The EQTV signa! is progressively coded by refining the EQTV coefficients. Together with the 
higher frequency coeflicients these are the components of the HDTV c signa!. 

Biemond et al. [9[ give an analysis of the concept of progressive coding based on the rate 
distortion theory. Further two intraframe progressive subband coding schemes are presented, 
called the Refinement system and the Selection system. Progressive coding is achieved in the 
Refinement system by using difference subbands, which contain the quantization errors of the 
EQTV subbands. These difference subbands are inserted into the HDTVc signal. The Selection 
system codes the EQTV signa! progressively by optimally selecting coded EQTV subbands. 

In this paper we evaluate the Refinement system and the Selection system for several bit 
rates and sequences. In Section 2 the two coding schemes are described. The (progressive) 
coding of the HDTV and the EQTV signa! for both systems is evaluated in more detail in 
Section 3. In Section 4, we investigate the various system parameters, such as the optima] SBC 
splitting filter and the optima] signa! decomposition. 

2 Two hierarchical coding schemes 

Refinement system 
The principle of the Refinement system is shown in Figure 1. The HDTV signa!, which has a 
16:9 aspect ratio, is divided into 28 subbands using a. tree-structured subband decomposition 
(SBD). Because the EQTV signa! is defined as the filtered 2: 1 decimated HDTV signa], the 
lower 16 subbands (upperleft corner) define the EQTV signa! (excluding side panels). The 
remaining 12 sub bands are the high-frequency subbands of the HDTV signa!. The Refinement 
system has a two-stage coding structure. First the 16 EQTV subbands are quantized (Q) 
under supervision of a bit allocation (BAl), that optimally distributes the available bits over 
the sub bands through selecting quantizers from a set of Max-Lloyd quantizers. These quantizers 
are optirnized for the Generalized Gaussian (GG) PDF with a shape parameter c=0.5, which 
reasonably describes the PDFs of the sub bands i4]. As described in [4 j the lowest subband of the 
EQTV signa! is DPCM coded, while the other subbands are PCM coded. Because the EQTV 
sub bands have an aspect ratio of 16:9 instead of 4:3, the bit allocation codes these subbands at 
a bit rate off% x 45 = 60 Mb/s. This results in homogeneously coded EQTV subbands which 
guarantees a homogeneous reconstruction of the HDTV signa!. The extra 15 Mb/s, necessary 
for coding the side panels , are stripped of the EQTV subbands before transmission. 

Subsequently the quantization errors of the EQTV signa! are inserted into the HDTV com
plement signa! by using difference subbands. Besides these difference subbands, the HDTVc 
signa! also contains the 12 high frequency HDTV subbands. New Max-Lloyd quantizers are 
derived for the difference subbands [8] and are used in the second coding stage. Next, the 
second bit allocation (BA2) distributes the available bits for the HDTVc signa! by optirnally 
se]ecting the quantizers for each of the subbands. The HDTVc signa! is now coded in 75 Mb/ s. 
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Together with the side panels (15 Mb/ s) and the EQTV signa! (45 Mb/ s), the entire HDTV 
signa! is coded in 135 Mb/ s. 

Selection system 
The second system proposed in [9] is the Selection system, which is designed with two goals. 
First, the HDTV signa! has to be coded optimally and secondly the system must have a low 
complexit.y. The basic idea of the Selection system is shown in Figure 2. The HDTV signa! 
is again divided into 28 subbands which are all quantized (Q) under supervision of one bit 
allocation (BA). This guarantees an optimally coded HDTV signa! that fits into the 135 Mb/s 
channel. The EQTV signa! has to be constructed from the 16 coded EQTV subbands, each 
ha ving an aspect ratio of 16:9. In gener al the bit. rate of these 16 sub bands exceeds 60 Mb/ s (i.e. 
45 Mb/s EQTV signa! plus 15 Mb/ s side panels). We therefore can transmit only a restricted 
number of EQTV subbands in the 45+15 Mb/s channel, while the remaining EQTV subbands 
are transmitted in the 75 Mb/ s HDTVc channel (SEL). 

The MSE distortion in the reconstructed EQTV signa! i.s the summation of all MSE dis
tortions in each subband [4,5 [. lf the i th subband is not selected, the MSE distortion in the 
reconstructed EQTV signa! equals the variance CTf of the subband. lf subband i is selected, 
using r; bits of the available bit rate , the distortion equals the quantization error variance CT;_; 
of the su bband. The relative decrease in MSE is thus given by measure m; [4] 

(1) 

We select successively those subbands with the largest values of m; until the sum of the bit 
rates of the selected subbands exceeds 60 Mb/ s. Before transmission of the EQTV signa!, the 
side panels are stripped off (15 Mb/s). As a result the EQTV signa! is coded in 45 Mb/s and 
the entire HDTV signa! in 135 Mb/s. 

Necessity of progressive coding 
Biemond et al. [9] make use of the rate distortion theory to show that the two-stage coding 
structure of the Refinement system always provides an optimally coded EQTV signa!. For 
certain bit rates also an optimally coded HDTV signa! can be obtained. Figure 3 shows the bit 
rates of the two signals and is divided into two parts through bound (b). Below bound (b) the 
HDTV signa! is coded optimally, if and only if the quantization errors of the EQTV signa! are 
requantized (progressive coding). Above bound (b) the coding of the HDTV signa! is always 
suboptimal because relatively too many bits are used to code the EQTV signa!. As a result 
the EQTV quantization errors are not requantized anymore. We observe that the available bit 
rates for the EQTV and HDTV signals in BISDN, i.e. point (a) , are beneath the bound and 
thus both signals can be coded optimally with the Refinement system. For the Selection system 
the same figure applies, hut in this case the HDTV signa! is always coded optimally. It i.s the 
EQTV signa! which is only coded optimally at point (d). Here the bandwidth, allocated to 
the EQTV subbands through the HDTV coding stage, just equals the EQTV channel capacity. 
At lower bit rates the HDTV bit allocation allocates more bits to the EQTV signa! than the 
EQTV channel capacity while at higher bit rates the opposite holds. In the next section we 
will take a closer look at these coding effects. 

3 Signal coding 
In this section we evaluate the (progressive) coding of the EQTV and HDTV signa! using 
experimentally retrieved rate distortion functions. The rate distortion functions are obtain by 
coding a cut out of 288 x 480 pixels of the following three YUV sequences; 'Teeny', 'Costgirls' 
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and 'Car'. The coding is intrafield, except for the non-interlaced 'Teeny' sequence where the 
coding is intraframe. Unless stated otherwise , all experiments are clone using a 28 subband 
signa! decomposition and a QMF splitting filter of 32 taps. 

Progressively coding HDTV 

From Section 2 it follows that there are three possible ways of coding HDTV, namely HDTV 
coding with a) the Selection system, b) the progressive Refinement system and c) the non
progressive Refinement system, i.e. no feedback of the EQTV quantization errors. For the 
three test images, each rate distortion function is plotted in Figure 4, resulting in three trios of 
RDCs. The most left trio of RDCs is obtained from 'Teeny'. As can be seen, the performance 
of the HDTV coding of the Selection system (a) is superior to the other two RDCs. A moderate 
reduction in distortion (approx. 2.3 dB) is achieved by the RDC of the progressive Refinement 
system (b) with respect to the RDC of the non-progressive Refinement system (c), especially 
at low bit rates. At high bit rates, all curves closely approach each other, which confirms 
the theory that at higher bit rates the EQTV quantization errors are no Jonger requantized. 
The trios of RDCs of 'Costgirls' and 'Car' have larger distortions than the RDCs of 'Teeny' 
for identical bit ra.tes. The above described effects, however , are also present in these trios 
but they are very modest. The maximum difference in distortion between the RDCs of the 
progressive and non-progressive Refinement. system is about 0.6 dB. This results from the fact 
that the autocorrelation is smaller than the autocorrelation of Teeny (Ph, Pv = 0.98 , 0.99 versus 
0.90, 0. 74), which implies that the bits are distributed more uniformly over the sub bands. Hence, 
less bits need to be allocated to the EQTV subbands, making the necessity for progressive coding 
decrease. For the 'Teeny' sequence the progressive Refinement system actually outperforms the 
HDTV coding of the Selection system because the performance of the Jatter is restricted through 
a maximum number of quantizers levels (128). 

For the 'Car' image, we evaluated the effects of allocating different bandwidths to the 
EQTV signa! on the reconstruction quality of the HDTV signa!. Since the performance of the 
progressive Refinement system is independent of the EQTV bandwidth , only the performance 
of the non-progressive Refinement system is shown. In Figure 5 the EQTV signa! is coded 
for respectively 15 / 2.5/35 and 55 Mb/s while the HDTV signa! is coded at 135 Mb/ s. The 

RDCs are obtained by varying the bit rates, keeping the bit rate ratio r = ;,,qn fixed at. 
respectively 0.58/0.98 / 1.37 and 2.16. For comparison purposes also the optimai'ÎIDTV coding 
by the Select.ion system (a) is shown. By allocating smaller bandwidths to the EQTV signa!, 
i.e. we walk across the RDCs, the distortion in the non-progressively coded HDTV signa! 
increases. The behaviour of each RDC separately, can be explained with Figure 3 where line 
(b) has an r=l.77. The non-progressive RDC resulting from this line , as shown in Figure 4(c), 
is suboptimal at low bit rates , equals the optima! HDTV curve at point (d) and becomes again 
suboptimal at higher bit rates. The rate distortion curve in Figure 5, obtained with r=2.16, 
shows this behaviour more explicitly, while the RDC, obtained with r= 1.37, intends to touch 
the optima! RDC (a). The RDCs, obtained with r < 1, clearly do not intend to intersect the 
optima! curve, which is affirmed in Figure 3 where in this case the bound and the r-lines diverge. 

EQTV coding 
The Refinement system always codes the EQTV signa] optimally, i.e. with one bit allocation and 
one coding stage. The coded EQTV signa) of the Selection system, however , is coded suboptimal 
because only a restricted number of subbands is used in the reconstruction. Therefore, the RDC 
of tl,e Selection syst.em must have larger distortions at identical bit, rates than the RDC of the 
Refinement system. This is shown in Figure 6 where the RDC of the Selection system (b) is 
situated at the right. hand side of the RDC of the Refinement system ( a). At high bit rates the 
RDCs equal each other because all sub bands are selected. However, the coding of the Selection 
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system is still suboptimal because not all available bits are used. As opposed to the HDTV 
RDCs in Figure 4, the difference in distortion between the EQTV RDCs ( a) and (b) are nearly 
independent of the ACF of the test images. This is due to the fact that the quantization errors 
of the selected sub bands in the EQTV reconstruction of the Selection system are dominated by 
the distortion due to the non-selected subbands. 

4 System parameters 

Optimal splitting filter 
The following experiment investigates the optima] number of taps of the splitting filter. The 
splitting filters used are proposed in [3] and vary from 8 to 32 taps. Due to space Jimitations 
only the RDCs of the coded HDTV signa! of the Refinement system obtained from 'Teeny' are 
plotted in Figure 7. The RDCs of the filters 08A and 16C are clipped at a certain distortion, 
which is the result. of their large QMF error as defined in [4]. The RDCs of the other QMF 
filters are all within a distortion range of 1 dB, with the best performance for the 32C filter. 
Also shown are the RDCs of two DCT decompositions with block sizes 4 and 8. After grouping 
the similar frequency coefficients of all blocks, these decompositions lead to a 16 and 64 band 
splitted signa! respectively, which is treated similarly as the subband splitted signa!. The DCT 
decomposition with block size 8 ha.s the best performance of the two DCT RDCs, but is still 
worse than the RDCs of the QMF filters. To reach the same distortion as the best subband 
splitted signa!, approximately 10% additional bits are needed. Further, the resulting blocking 
artifacts in the reconstructed signals of the DCT coded signals are more annoying than the low 
pass artifacts of the subband coded signals. For the other test images all subband RDCs are 
within a range of 1 dB. 

Signal decomposition 
In the final experiment we investigate the optima! signa! decomposition, which involves both 
the coding of the HDTV signa! and the coding of the EQTV signa!. Figure 8 shows the RDCs of 
the EQTV and HDTV signals obtained by the Selection system on 'Teeny' for several subband 
decompositions, which are also shown in Figure 8 ( a), (b) ,( c). Also the 64 band decomposition 
of the 8 x 8 block DCT decomposition is shown (d). These decompositions have respectively 
7 / 19/28 and 64 (sub)bands for the HDTV signa! and 4/7 /16 and 16 (sub)bands for the EQTV 
signa!. The performance of the HDTV RDCs of the su bband decompositions increases if the 
number of subbands becomes larger. This is due to the high ACF of 'Teeny' because for the 
other test images this performance gain is very modest. The RDC of the HDTV signa!, obtained 
with the DCT decomposition, is inferior to the subband RDCs at low bit rates, hut for higher 
bit rates the distance between the RDCs is reduced (1.4dB-0.6dB). The RDCs of the coding 
of the EQTV signa! of the Selection system show the performance of the selection mechanism. 
The 7 subband decomposition result in a jumpy RDC which is very bit rate critica!. This is due 
to the fact that only 4 subbands can be selected. More continuous RDCs are obtained with the 
19 and 28 subband decompositions. The 64 band DCT decomposition provides a continuous 
RDC , hut has larger distortions at identical bit rates than the subband RDCs. 
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Abstract 

In this paper a recently proposed Kalman-based estimator for the unknown 
motion field between two images from an image sequence is improved concerning 
the estimator stability. The concept of the reduction of the estimation rate is used 
to reduce the sensitivity of the original algorithm with respect to local linearization 
errors. The use of this concept is valid, since the observed data is redundant in the 
sense of Fisher due to the smoothness of the motion field within moving objects. 
Initia! experimental results show promising results with respect to the estimator 
stability. An additional advantage of the new algorithm is the reduction of the 
computational cornplexity compared with the original estirnator. 

1 Introduction 

A motion field is the projection of 3-D object motion onto the image plane and it repre
sents local displacements in the image plane. The motion field is essential information 
in motion compensated image sequence processing since it relates intensities in con
secutive frames along the so-called motion traJectories. Prior to this processing, the 
unknown motion field has to be estimated from the consecutive frames, which unfortu
nately is a difficult problem for two main reasons. Differently moving objects cause the 
motion field to exhibit discontinuities at object boundaries and even regions in which 
the motion field is undefined due to uncovered object parts. Moreover, even within a 
moving object, the local estimation of the motion field is an ill-posed problem since only 
one intensity value variation is observed for two unknown motion vector components. 
A solution to tb.e Jatter problem is provided by the assumption of smoothness of the 
motion field within a moving object. 

Pel-recursive displacement estimators constitute one class of smoothness-based al
gorithms [1,2]. In [3], a 2-D Kalman-based approach to motion field estimation was 
shown to be a generalization of the Wiener-based algorithm of Biemond et al. [2] for 
an observation window consisting of one single point only; the Wiener-based algorithm 
was shown already to be a generalization of a number of existing pel-recursive esti
mators. Such local estimators aften suffer from errors due to a local linearization. In 

• T his research is supported by the Netherlands Technology Foundation (S TW). 
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the Kalman-based motion field estimator this appears as a calculated error covariance 
matrix that is much smaller than the true one and special care has to be taken to avoid 
these effects. Since the use of a window of observations in stead of one single observation 
has been shown [1,2] to drastically improve the performance of existing pel-recursive 
techniques, the scope of this paper is the extension of the single observation Kalman
based estimator along the same lines. For this purpose, the more or less heuristic use of 
observation windows is formulated in a more forma! context using the principle of the 
reduction of the estimation rate [4]. This principle leads to an estimator that extracts 
an initia] estimate of a motion field vector from a black of intensities and that uses 
the initia! estimate as observation in a Kalman filter running at a reduced rate. An 
additional advantage is the reduction of the computational complexity compared with 
the single observation Kalman filter. 

2 ROMKF-based Motion Field Estimation 

2.1 Modeling Assumptions 

The motion field is assumed to be generated by the following causa! 2-D AR vector 
process: 

d(x,y)= L A;jd(x-i,y-i)+vd(x,y) , 
(i.i)ES 

with d(x , y) a motion field vector at location (x , y), with A.;j 2 x 2 matrices representing 
the AR-model parameters, with Sa causa] support region and with vd(x ,y) the driving 
noise which is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian random process with covariance 
matrix Pvd. A convenient and elegant choice for the model matrices arises if it is assumed 
that the motion field has a decoupled separable autocorrelation function for each vector 
field component, where the variances and the horizontal and vertical correlations are 
equal for bath vector field components: 

E [d(x,y)dT(x - r,y - s)] 
a2 pl•l+l•I I. (2) 

This correlation model together with the assumption of Quarter Plane (QP) causality 
leads to the following specific motion field model: 

d(x, y) = pd(x - l ,y) + pd(x,y- 1) - /d(x - l , y - 1) + vd(x,y) , (3) 

with: 
( 4) 

The motion field is observed as displaced intensities in consecutive images according to 
the following observation model that is non-linear in the unknown motion field vectors: 

f (x , t) = f(x - d(x, y) , t - dt) + w(x, t), ( 5) 

w here x = ( x, y), f ( x, t) is the observed intensity at time t at spatial location ( x , y), dt is 
the tempora] distance between consecutive frames and where w(x, t) is the observation 
noise which is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian random process with variance a~. 
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The assumption underlying model equation (5) is that the intensities along the motion 
trajectories are constant; w(x, t) accounts for small violations of this assumption. Notice 
that this observation equation represents the original ill-posedness of the estimation 
problem without a priori assumptions about the unknown motion field, since at each 
pixel Eq. (5) provides one observation for two unknown vector components only. 

2.2 The ROM State-Space Formulation 

To formulate the 2-D estimation problem, outlined above , as a recursive state estimation 
problem, the choice of the state needs to be specified. Analogously to [5], where the 
problem of image restoration by 2-D Kalman filtering was being considered , in [3) a 
ROM state for the vector field case bas been defined. Fora first order AR-model of the 
vector field the state turned out to be: 

where L is a number that more or less controls the validity of the reduced order mod el 
with respect to the true 2-D model [5]. The state-space equations are given by: 

s(x + 1, y) 

f (x , t) 

As(x , y) +- Bu(x,y) + C11(x , y), 

= f(x-Hs(x , y),t - dt)+w(x , t). (7) 

The vector u(x , y) represents the most recent estimate of the displacement vector at 
spatial location (x , 3, y - 1): 

u(x,y) = d(x + 3, y- 1). (8) 

The noise term 11(x, y) includes both the AR-process noise 11d(x, y) and the uncertainty 
in the input u(x, y) in the following way: 

(9) 

where it is assumed that both components in the noise term are independent. The 
system matrices A, Band Care given by (L = 1) [3]: 

( 

A10 0 A-11 A01 
I O O 0 

A= 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 I 

(10) 

witb I the 2 x 2 identity matrix and O the 2 x 2 zero matrix. The matrix H performs 
the extraction of the first two e]ements from the state s(x, y) such that: 

d(x , y) = Hs(x , y), with H = ( I O O O O). 
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2.3 The Extended Kalman Filter Equations 

A solution to the non-linear recursive state estimation problem, formulated above , is 
provided by the Extended Kalman filter (EKF) which consists of the well-known pre
dictor / update form. The state before updating , denoted by sb(x , y) and the associated 
prediction error covariance matrix are given by: 

Asa(x -1 , y) + Bu(x - 1, y) , 

= APa(X - 1, y)AT + CP0 CT , 

where sa(x - 1, y) denotes the state after updating. 

(12) 

The state at position (x , y) after updating and the associated estimation error co
variance matrix are given by: 

sb(x , y) + K(x,y)(f(z , t) - f(z - Hsb(x , y) ,t- dt) ], 

(I - K(x, y)F)h(x, y) , 

with K(x , y) the so-called Kalman gain matrix given by: 

K(x,y) = A(x,y)FT [FPb(x , y)FT + Pu )- 1
, 

(13) 

(14) 

Here , 'v; f represents the first order partial derivatives of the intensity function with 
respect to the spatial coordinates at a disp]aced location in the previous frame. 

3 Reduction of the Estimation Rate 

3.1 The Underlying Philosophy: Redundancy in the Data 

The principle question in reducing the estimation rate in a recursive estimator is the 
following (4]: given a certain data rate of incoming measurements , is it necessary that 
the recursive estimator runs at the same rate? For the purpose of illustrating the 
underlying ideas in the reduction of the estimat ion rate, consider the following state 
space equations: 

s(i + l) 

z( i) 
ps(i) + v(i), 

== s(i) + w(i) , (15) 

with s(i) the state at time i, p the correlation between consecutive states, v(i) a zero 
mean normally distributed driving noise with variance er; , z(i) the observation and w(i) 
a zero mean normally distributed observation noise with variance er!. Let naw p = 1 
and er; = 0. If the information in the sense of Fisher about s(i) contained in z(i) is 
denoted by I,; z ( i) = er~ 2 and if the information about s( i) contained in the observations 
up to time i is denoted by I,(i/i), then as a resu]t of the assumptions about pand er; 
the following recursion for I, ( i/ i) holds: 

I,(i / i) = I,(i - 1/ i - 1) + I,;z(i). (16) 

This recursion can be rewritten in the form: 
k-1 

I,(i / i) = I,(i - k/i - k) + L l,;2 (i -j) , 
j=O 

I,(i - k/ i - k) + ker;;,2. (17) 
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The interpretation of the modified recursion is that the estimation rate can be reduced 
a factor k if the amount of information extracted from a batch of k measurements is k 
times the information contained in a single measurement. 

For the specific choice of p and o-;, the principle of reducing the estimation rate does 
not introduce errors in the estimated state. However, for absolute correlations smaller 
than one and a driving noise variance not equal to zero ( which off course is a very 
genera! situation) the reduction of the estimation rate will introduce artifacts, where 
the artifacts will become more severe the smaller the absolute correlation , the larger the 
noise variance and the larger k. These artifacts will also become more severe for smaller 
observation noise variances. In !4] it is argued that the reduction of the estimation rate 
is based on the principle of redundancy in the observed data. This redundancy may be 
reduced, however , at the cost of a decrease in estimator performance depending on the 
specific reduction factor and the amount of redundancy in the data. 

3.2 The Observation Preprocessor 

The extension of the 1-D example to the 2-D motion field estimation problem is straight
forward: in stead of a batch of k consecutive observations, a 2-D black of observations 
is used. A preprocessor extracts a maximum likelihood estimate of the displacement 
vector associated with the center of the black of observations and, next , the estimated 
vector and its estimation error covariance is used as observation in the reduced resolu
tion Kalman filter. The derivation of the preprocessor is based on solving Eq. (5) for 
a black of pixels around the reduced resolution coordinates (x, , y,). An estimate of the 
displacement vector dis obtained via linearization of this set of equations similar to [2] 
and ML-solution of the resulting system of equations: 

( 18) 

with do(xr, y,) = H sb (xr, y, ), G a matrix containing the gradient information at each 
pixel in the black B and with z the displaced frame differences within the black. The 
new observation equation now can be formulated as: 

dMi{Xr,Yr) = Hs(xr,y,) + e(xr,y,), ( 19) 

where e(xr, y,) is assumed to be a zero mean Gaussian distributed stochastic process. 

3.3 The Estimator Equations 

The new Kalman-based estimator equations now mainly differ in the updating of the 
state, since the prediction part is based on the AR-model which has not been changed. 
The update part of the new Kalman-based estimator is as follows: 

Sa ( Xr, Yr) 

Pa(Xr,Yr) 

K,(x" y,) 

sb(Xr,Yr) + K,(dMi{Xr,Yr) - Hsa(Xr,y,)), 

[J - K,(x" y,))A(xr, Yr), 

A(xr, Yr )HT[H Pb(xr, Yr )HT + P,(xr, Yr w1
. 

(20) 

We now will show the similarity between the state update equation for the first displace
ment vector component of the state and the update of the pel-recursive Wiener-based 
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Figure 1: The texture image used in the experiments. 

algorithm. For this purpose, the first equation in (20) is premultiplied by H to obtain: 

da(x" y,) = db(x" y,) + u(x" y,), (21) 

with: 
(22) 

If now the expressions for K,(x"y,) and dML(x"y,) are substituted in (22), u(x"y,) 
can be written as: 

u = -HPi,HT[HPbHT + (GT p,;;-lG)-lJ-l(GT p,;;-lG)-lGT p;;lz, 

= -(Pi 1 +GTP,;;-1G)-lGTP,;;-1z, (23) 

where Pd = H PbHT represents the prediction error covariance of the displacement 
vector db(x" y,) and where the coordinates (x" y,) are ommited for convenience. If 
these covariance matrices are assumed to have the same structure as was assumed in 
[2], i.e. Pd = o-~I and Pw = o-!I, an expression very similar to the Wiener-based update 
is obtained: 

o-2 
µ= -f. 

o-,,, 
(24) 

4 Initia! Experimental Results 

To show an initia! estimation result obtained with the estimator presented in this paper, 
the texture image shown in Fig. 1 has been translated uniformly with a vertical transla
tion vector of size 1. Although the motion model used in the derivation of the estimator 
is intended to capture more complex motions, the uniform translation is used to analyze 
the robustness of the new Kalman-based estimator with respect to linearization errors. 
In Fig. 2 the estimated vector field is shown, where a blocksize of 3*3 has been used 
(p = 0.9, o-; = 0.5, o-! = 1.0 and L = 4): the estimation result is seen to be robust. 
Additionally the computational complexity is reduced approximately by a factor 9 with 
respect to the original Kalman-based estimator. 
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Figure 2: Estimation result at a reduction factor 3. 
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Fuzzy OCR. 

R.P. Kleihorstt, W.L.M. Hoeks:t 

Parts of characters can be detected with template matching. lf sufficient parts of 
a character are detected, the character is detected. A detection of a part may be 
indicated by a connected cluster of pixels which we call blobs. Not all detection 
blobs can be used for reasons of reliability and time. An automatic learning system 
constructs a list of the "best" blobs, which were detected when the templates 
were applied to the example character images. The quality measure for blobs is 
based on techniques trom Fuzzy Set Theory. lt involves reliability, support and 
fuzziness (fuzzy entropy) of the detection blob and the discriminative power of 
the template. 
In the test using the Helvetica font the described system discriminated between 
21 of 26 characters without post processing or the use of context information. 
Segmentation was not used in the recognition process. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

Optical character recognition is the identification of printed or written characters in the 
electronic representation of an image, acquired by a camera or a scanner. We restrict our 
inputs to machine printed characters in known fonts. Mantas [4] gives an overview of 
this field of pattern recognition. 

Usually, the input image is segmented into subimages containing only a single character 
prior to recognition. This is no longer trivia! if touching characters occur in the image. 
Therefore, we want to work without prior segmentation. This wil! also enable the recogni
tion of characters in an arbitrary environment, i.e. outside the scope of formatted text, 
such as character codes on industrial products. 

Under these conditions a character can occur at an arbitrary position in the image. In 
order to detect a character we search tor prominent features or parts of characters first 
and combine these to build up evidence on the presence of the character at a given posi
tion. For the recognition of the prominent features we wil! use binary template matching 
[5]. lf the font, the size and the orientation of the characters are known prior to recogni
tion, each character can be described as a set of features in a given spatial relationship. 
We present a system to produce such character descriptions trom a set of examples. 
Since outstanding printing quality can not be guaranteed, we are not sure of occurrence 
of all features of a character in the input data. The positions of the features may vary 
slightly. Therefore, the reliability of the features and their positions must be evaluated. A 
quantitative measure tor the reliability of feature detections is derived trom fuzzy set the
ory [6]. 

t R.P. Kleihorst is with Technica! University Delft, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft 

:j: W.L.M. Hoeks is with Philips Research Labs Eindhoven, P.O. Box 80000, 
5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
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2. CHARACTER RECOGNITION USING TEMPLATE MATCHING. 

Template matching is a technique lor the detection of known patterns in images. This 
can be done at high speed using appropriate hardware [5). The patterns to be detected 
are described by stored templates. The templates are ternary, i.e. the pixels of a template 
can assume one out of three values : black, white or don't care. The application of a tem
plate to an image results in a new image, where each pixel value is match or no match at 
the pixel position. A match occurs at a position in an image il and only il the number of 
pixels in the template, that are equal to the corresponding pixels in the image, is above a 
preset threshold. The don't care pixels are not included in the pixel count mentioned 
above. A threshold lower than the number of do care pixels and properly positioned 
don 't care pixels make a template tolerant to noise and low quality input data. However, 
the use of don't care pixels and a non maximum threshold may result in more than one 
match lor a single feature. Connected clusters of matches will be called "blobs". The posi
tion of a detected feature is therefore indicated by a bieb and is not a unique location in 
the result image. The position of the feature has to be estimated lor further use. 

A template is designed to represent a character feature. Examples of features that we 
want to detect are straight or diagonal bars, "T" points, endpoints, etc. The absence of 
such features is also useful to discriminate between characters. We describe characters 
as sets of present and absent features (figure 1 ). A description specifies which features 
should occur where with respect to a reference point. In the example the reference point 
is the centre of the character. 

The description list of a character is used to detect that character in an image containing 
several characters. Il the magnification in the image acquisition of the font size is not 
known beforehand it is necessary to estimate the font size !rom the image. All shifts in 
the descriptions will be scaled according to the font size. 

For every character to be detected, the templates in the description list are applied to 
the image. The (scaled) shifts are performed and the result images are added pixelwise. Il 
the description list contained absent features, these match images are inverted prior to 
addition. In the sum image !here will be several dots or local maxima with an intensity 
close to or equal to the number of templates applied. At these dots the shape of the 
character we intended to detect has occurred. The position of the dots with respect to 
the underlying character will be similar to the point of reference used in the description. 

6 t-t--+--t-t-+-+-t-t--+-+-1 

4 

2 

0 

-2 

-4 

-6 

-4 -2 0 2 4 

Template A: detection of horizontal bars. 
Template B: detection of vertical bars. 

Description for the "H" : 

Feature 1: Template A at (0,0) => shift(0 ,0) ; 
Feature 2: Template B at (-4,0) => shift(4,0) ; 
Feature 3: Template B at (4,0) => shift(-4,0); 

Figure 1. Example of the description of a digitized 'H'. 
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Using the description of the capital "H" on an image containing this capital leads to 
intensity 3 at the positions where "H" occurred in the image. Applying the same actions 
to an image containing only the capital "C", lor instance, will not lead to a recognition, 
because the resultant image will have only values lower than 3. 

Alter pertorming all the operations in the description lists lor all character to be detect
ed in the input image, the characters will be classified. The entire text can be reconstruct
ed !rom the positions of the detection dots. 

3. AUTOMATIC DESCRIPTION GENERATION PHASE. 

A feature will not always be recognized due to non optima! printing quality. Il il is recog
nized the position may vary lor different samples of the same character. This makes man
ual design of the descriptions an error prone process. Also the fonts may vary !rom 
application to application. Therefore we investigated the automatic generation of descrip
tions. The goal in automatic description generation is to get a short, reliable and discrimi
nating description tor each character, based on a given library of templates and a set of 
examples (figure 2). The automatic description generation is split into two stages. The 
first stage collects all candidate blobs, while the second decides which blobs are used in 
the final description. 

In the first stage, all templates are applied to a large set of example images of a charac
ter. For each character and each template a set of result images will be produced. One 
image may contain none, one or several blobs lor each example. The detected blobs will 
have to be classified lor several reasons: some of the detections may be missing in a 
number of examples or do not provide much information. In order to combine the match 
results tor a given template/character pair, all the match results are added on a pixel 
basis yielding a gray-level image. For normalization, the intensities in the gray-level 
images are divided by the number of examples (figure 3) . Regions in this normalized 
image having a value close or equal to one indicate reliable features of the character. In 
order to remove random or unreliable detections only the pixels having an intensity high
er than a threshold are retained. We will reler to this result as the normalized occurrence 

- 1 T Collection of all feature .,, 
' 1-

detection blobs. u n -1 
character template 
examples library 

description compiler 

Description 

Figure 2. The automatic description generating process. 
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Figure 3. Normalized occurrence image fora template/character pair. 

The template matched at two features of the character. 

image. The value of the above threshold is not very critica!. We set il to 0.7. 

After inversion the normalized image represents the absence of features. Absence of fea
tures also discriminates between characters and is therefore useful. 

After thresholding there may be none, one or more connected regions in the normalized 
occurrence image, each representing a feature of the character. The regions are inaccu
rate feature positions. The spatial distribution as well as the pixel values may vary widely. 
lt is appropriate to use fuzzy set theory, since this provides a way to handle inaccurate 
data in decision processes (6, 8]. Relevant definitions of this theory are presented in the 
appendix. The values of the pixels in the norrnalized image indicate the possibility that 
the feature occurred at that position. Together, these possibilities create a membership 
function corresponding to the fuzzy position of that particular feature. Such a member
ship function can properly be defined using the resolution principle [3], bul this is outside 
the scope of this paper. 

From the above normalized occurrence Images we construct a list of features having 
fuzzy positions. This is an immense list of actions (matches and shifts) for recognizing 
one character. Il also contains many unreliable features. For the character recognition 
phase we want a list containing only reliable features. Therefore, the description list must 
be compiled to keep only those blobs that are valid for recognition. This is only possible 
if the list can be ordered. A quality measure is necessary to rank features according to 
!heir usefulness for recognition. We are using three fuzzy position properties and one 
template property for classification. 

1. Height. 
This is the maximum value in the membership function and is a direct measure of the pos
sibility of a detection in the recognition phase. 

2. Support. 
Large detection blobs have low discriminative power, because they provide almost no 
position information. To formalize, this notion we define Ratio to be equal to the cardi
nality of the support divided by the charactersize (in number of pixels) . When this Ratio 
is large the discriminative power of such blob is low. A low Ratio indicates a high discrimi
native power. 
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3. Fuzziness. 
The fuzziness is also referred to as the entropy of a fuzzy set (Appendix). A fuzzy posi
tion with elements having a membership value close to O or 1 will have a lower fuzziness 

than a fuzzy position whose elements have intermediate membership values. A position 
with a low tuzziness will be valuable. 

4. Discriminative power of the template. 
The discriminative power of a template is related to the distance [Appendix) between the 
corresponding normalized occurrence images lor two characters. For any pair of charac
ters the template that produces the maximum distance between the normalized occur
rence images is considered to be the most discriminative template. Alter evaluation of 
this criterion for all pairs of characters we can idenlify for each character a set of tem
plates, that highlight the differences between this character and all others. We construct 
a function Discrim(template,character) !hal assumes the value 1, il the template is in the 
set and a lower number if the template is not present in the set of discriminative tem
plates. The lower number can be chosen depending on the discriminative power we want 
our descriptions to have. We used 0.8. 

Alter combination of these four quality measures, we are able to order the blobs accord
ing to their quality. The final quality of feature F detected with a template T in a character 
C is a function mapping a fuzzy position onto a number between zero and one. 

Quality(F) = (1-Fuzziness(F))*Height(F)*(1-Ratio(F))*Discrim(T,C) 

The description compiler was designed using this quality measure. The compiler takes the 
connected regions in the normalized occurrence images as inputs and treats !hem as 
fuzzy positions. lt calculates the quality as defined above and keeps the best for the final 
description list. 

In the description list we need a shift for shilling the match result to a reference point, 
e.g. the center of the character. The value of the shift is the vector from estimated posi
tion of the feature to the reference point. During the learning phase the position of the 
feature is eslimated to be the position of the maximum of the orthogonal shadows 
[Appendix] of the fuzzy position on the horizontal and vertical axis. 

4. EVALUATION. 

The above learning and detection scheme was applied to all capitals set in the Helvelica 
font. The description lists were learned from a sheet presented to the camera with about 
60 .. 90 examples of the same capital. The average font size was 22 pixels. Absent fea
tures were also incorporated in the description lists. We are still lacking a criterion to 
decide when a description list should be lengthened or shortened. Therefore, we used a 
fixed size feature list. A list size of 12 features was used for the presented results. 

Segmentation was not used during the recognition phase. This accounts lor a fair 
amount of 'recognitions' in between characters. Additional postprocessing could remove 
these false detections. The final results are presented in the form of a ·confusion matrix' 
(table 1 ). On the 'A-row', we presented a sheet with A's to the system and !ried the 
description for the 'A' as well as the descriptions lor the other characters. All numbers 
in columns other than 'A' represent false recognitions. In perfect recognition the confu-
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sion matrix is a diagonal matrix, with the number of presented characters on its diagonal. 

The undetected character rate is zero lor every character, this means that none of the 
examples were missed. However, there are some detections of characters in between 
the examples. These can be attributed to insuflicient descriptions or templates lacking 
discriminative power. Though the character recognition performed rather well , there are 
problems with the character 'I'. lt is also recognized in other characters having a vertical 
bar, which is due to the lack of discriminating features il the 'I' . Also characters in the 
set {C,O,O,G} are mixed up often. Note however that a ·c· is always properly recog

nized, while ·o· is never recognized as 'O'. Il 'G' is recognized , the recognition of a 'C' 
at that position will be invalid. These properties can be used in postprocessing to 
remove the false recognition. The problem might also be solved by adding discriminative 

templates to the library. The false recognitions of 2 'V's in a 'W' can be corrected in a 
similar manner. Alter exclusion of the above noted false recognitions the false recogni
tion rate still is 3.5%. This might improve with better (longer) description, though such 
modification may cause some missed characters. 

For a limited set of input characters, as in product codes, the proposed system can rec
ognize characters at high speed. The learning mechanism presented here could also be 
applied to other fixed shapes, such as industrial products . 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix we give definitions of some relevant aspects from fuzzy set theory. The 
interested reader is however advised to read some basic articles or books. [5, 7]. In the 
following [a,b] represents a closed interval in IR, while <a,b> represents an open interval. 

Membership: 

Height. 

Let A be a subset of the universe X and let MA be a mapping: 

MA:X----;[0,1] 

determined by: MA(x);1 

MA(x);Q 

MA(x) E <Û,1> 

il X E A 

il x e A 

il x is somewhat element of A. 

MA is called the membership function of the set A 

This is the maximum membership value over all elements: 

Heigh~A); SUP x {MA(x)} 

Support: 

The nonfuzzy support SA of a fuzzy set Ais defined as: 

SA;{x: MA(x) te 0) 

Fuzziness or entropy of a fuzzy set [1]: 

This is given by: 

-1 • I, h(MA(x) /ISAI 
XESA 

where h(x) ; x • 21og(x) + (1-x) • 2109(1-x) and IXI is the cardinality of the set X 

Distance between two fuzzy sets [2): 

Distance(A,B); SUPX { 1 MA(x)-Ms(x) 1 l 

Orthogonat shadow[7]: 

Let F be a fuzzy set. Let H be a nonfuzzy axis and h E H. The shadow of F on 

H in h is defined as the maximum membershipvalue in F on the line through h 

and orthogonal to H. 



A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 p Q R s T u V w X y z 

A 72 72 

B 72 72 

C 66 66 

D 66 2 3 12 1 66 

E 78 10 6 78 

F 84 62 84 

G 72 66 66 

H 66 189 66 

I 90 90 

J 90 90 

K 72 72 

L 13 84 2 84 

M 54 54 54 
00 

N 65 66 66 00 

0 66 66 66 
p 61 72 72 

Q 16 63 66 66 

R 72 72 

s 2 72 72 

T 42 54 54 

u 100 29 2 66 2 66 

V 72 72 

w 101 54 54 

X 72 72 

y 72 1 72 

z 78 78 

Table 1. Con fusion matrix.The row position indicates the character in the input image, while the column 

indicates the description used. t: number of examples in the input image. 
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Motion compensation for multi resolution video coding 

* R. ter Horst 

ABSTRACT 

Conditional replenishrnent and simple interframe DPCM coding 
have shown to be efficient to exploit the tempora! redundancy in 
a video signa!. The pixels of the previously decoded picture 
form the prediction for the pixels of the actual picture. 

The prediction can be improved if the movements of the picture 
content are taken into account. Motion compensated prediction of 
blocks of the actual picture provides a considerable improvement 
of this prediction. 'Ihe applied blocksize is a compromise between 
the amount of motion information to be transmitted and the 
resulting prediction error. Blocksizes of 4 x 4 to 16 x 16 pixels 
are generally applied. 

For good coding efficiency and possible reconstruction of the 
pictures at several resolution levels, the input signa! is split 
in signa! components which can be classified in several 
resolution levels. Each signa! component is subsampled, keeping 
the total amount of samples equal to the amount in the input 
signa!. 

When no motion compensated block prediction is applied, the 
prediction of a specific signa! component is based only on this 
specific signa! component in the previous picture. With motion 
compensated prediction all signa! components may contribute to 
the prediction of a signa! component. 'Ihis is due to subsampling 
of each signa! component, where aliasing components are added to 
the signa! component. As the subsampling phase is never shifted, 
different aliasing components result when the signa! component is 
shifted. 

Using only a reduced number of signa! components, a motion 
compensated prediction for a signa! component can still be 
obtained. The loss of prediction quality largely depends on the 
type of filters in the filterbank. To some extent, the aliasing 
components can be compensated for. 

* PTI'-Research, P.O. Box 421, 2260 AK Leidschendam, 
The Netherlands 
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Bit assignment method and its application to Adaptive 
Dynamic Range Coding. 

Gertjan Keesman 1 

Bit assignment can been seen as an constrained optimization problem. In 
this paper a related unconstrained optimization problem is used in order 
to find an efficient bit assignment method. The use of this method is 
shown for an image coding technique Adaptive Dynamic Range Coding 
( ADRC). For this coding technique we obtained a sound and efficient bit 
assignment. 

1 Introduction. 

Most systems for image data compression have the demand that the number of 
produced bits per image is fixed. Therefore a module that controls the bit rate 
has to be incorporated in the image data compression system. There are two basic 
solutions for controlling the bit rate: bit assignment and buner control. The first is 
a feed-forward contra! and the second is a feed-back control (See Figure 1) 

delay Q coder buffer 

assign 1----~ ________ _ 

1. Bit assignment 

2. Buffer con trol 

Figure 1: Basic solutions for controlling the bit rate. 

This paper is about bit assignment. The figure of bit assignment shows a signa! 
delay during which some signa! characteristic is measured. This measurement is 
done in the black "assign". That black also controls the quantizer "Q" and the 
"co der" such that the wanted bit rate is achieved. 

The paper presents a systematic method for the bit assignment and its use for 
an image coding technique. Section 2 describes the problem of bit assignment in 
genera! terms. Then in Section 3 a method that sterns from [1] and is developed in 

1 Gertjan Keesman is with Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000, Eindhoven. 
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[2] is shown . We use the method for a data compression technique called Adaptive 
Dynamic Range Coding (ADRC) [4] . This particular coding technique is described 
in Section 4 and the resulting bit assignment method for ADRC is described in 
Section 5. 

2 Problem of bit assignment. 

Most image source coders have several quantizers which have to be set such that the 
image quality after decoding is best. The needed amount of bits usually depends on 
the setting of the quantizers and has to remain within the allowed amount of bits. 

Assume a coding system that has M quantizers. Each quantizer i E [O, M - l ] 
will be assigned b; bits. A vector notation is used; the assignments b; are elements of 
the assignment vector Q. Often, the b; have integer values. The allowed assignments 
are Q E B where Bis a finite countable set . If !!. is assigned, then the distortion after 
encoding and decoding will be D(f!.). Also if !!. is assigned we need R(!!.) bits . R(!!.) 
can be at most the number of available bits B . 

The problem is to find an assignment /3 E B which gives least distortion D(!!.) 
fulfilling the constraint R(!!.) S B. Hence w-; have to solve: find [}__ with 

D(/3)= min D(b). 
- {l!EBIR(l!)~B} -

This is a constrained optimization problem (COP) . In the next section it is shown 
that this COP can be related to an unconstrained optimization problem (UOP). An 
efficient solution of the COP can be found using this UOP. 

3 Finding an efficient bit assignment. 

Any solution of the COP from the previous section is the optimal bit assignment . 
In this section a method is described that gives an efficient bit assignment, i.e . the 
solution is not always optima!, but this holds also for other methods, e.g. the one 
in [5]. 

The method will be derived through Lagrange multipliers. First we define the 
Lagrange-function L(!!., >.) as 

L(!!. , >.) = D(!!.) + >. · R(!!_). (1) 

Solutions for the COP can be related to solutions of the optimization of ( 1). This 
is described in the main theorem. A proof of the theorem can be found in [1,2]. 

Theorem 1 Main Theorem 
Let >. ~ 0 and let [i be a solution of: find [i with 

L(/3 ,>.) = minL(!!., >.). 
- !!EB 

(This is the UOP) Then [i is also the solution to the COP: find [i with 

D(/3) = min D(b). 
- {l!EBIR(l!) ~ R(~)} -
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This theorem says that for every positive .À the solution of an UOP is identical 
to the solution of a COP. There is a mapping of .À on the set of constraints. This 
mapping is not necessarily onto, i.e. there may be gaps or inaccessible regions. 

The next lemma shows that the mapping of .À on the set of constraints is not 
random. There is an ascending property. 

Lemma 1 Ascending property 
Let >. 1 > .À0 2' 0 and let~ be the solution of the UOP for .À = >.0 and {!_

1 
for .À = >. 1 . 

Then 

Hence increasing values of .À give non-decreasing rates. This enables structured 
search of the required .À. Actually, linear search will be used . The proposed method 
starts with a large .À which corresponds to the least bit rate. Then .À is gradually 
decreased until the wanted bit rate is achieved . It will be shown that only so called 
singular values of .À are of interest . 

î 
L(l!., >. 

' 
.À,' - .À 

Figure 2: Example of singular values . 

The idea of singular values can be explained by Figure 2. Suppose B contains 2 
elements {l!.1 ,l!.2}. It is seen from the figure that the Lagrange functions for l!.1 and 
b equal for one value of .À. We call this value the singular value >.., with 

D(l!.1) - D(l!.2) 
>., = R(l!.2) - R(l!.1)" 

The constraint value changes at the singular value. Therefore only these singular 
values have to be checked when searching for the value of .À which fits best to the 
constraints. 
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Naw, an important assumption is made on the functions. The optimization is 
much eased by the assumption that the distortion function and the cost function 
are separable, i.e. 

and 

D(k) = "f:,, D,(b,) 
R(k) = "f:,, R,(b;) 

Naw, we have to solve the unconstrained problem for each term separably. Tb.is 
means that we can compute the singular values for each term independently. These 
values can be sorted and then searched in this order. Figure 3 illustrates tb.is. In 
Section 5 this idea is applied. 

4 Adaptive Dynamic Range Coding (ADRC). 

ADRC segments an image in blocks of e.g. 4 x 4 pixels. In each black we measure the 
minimum and maximum pixel value. The difference between maximum (8 bits) and 
minimum (8 bits) is called the dynamic range (DR). Naw we subtract the according 
minimum value from all pixel values in a black. All resulting residue values are 
quantized with bk bits, where k is the value of the DR. Hence the name Adaptive 
Dynamic Range Coding (ADRC). A more detailed description of ADRC can be 
found in [4]. 

We need to transmit the quantized values of the residue values. This is a variable 
amount of bits controlled by the bit assignment. We further need to transmit for 
each black the value of the minimum and the DR. Tb.is is a fixed amount of 1 bit per 
pixel. Usually this bitstream is refered to as the side information. In the receiver 
the bit assignment can be computed from the received DR values. 

The bit assignment calculates the number of bits bk to be used for each black 
with DR = k. Originally [4] the bit assignment is characterized by three levels. 
These three levels define regions where 0,1,2 or 3 bits must be used. This original 
bit assignment method is derived in an ad hoc manner. 

5 Bit assignment for ADRC. 

In tb.is section we construct a bit assignment procedure for ADRC based on the 
Lagrange multiplier method described in Section 3. 

At this stage some variables concerning ADRC are introduced: M the number 
of occuring DR's (M = 255), A the number of pixels in a black (A = 16), /1, the 
number of blocks with DR equal to k, i.e. histogram values, Wk a (perceptual) 
weighting factor in the distortion function, b1, the number of assigned bits to pixels 
in blocks with DR equal to k. 
For the distortion function we choose the quantization noise power 

M 

D(k) = L AJ,.w1,k22-2b,. 
k=I 
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Figure 3: Sorted singular values with separable functions. 
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The bit rate is 
M 

R(l!) = L AJ"b" 
k=I 

Thus the Lagrange-function is 

M M 

L(k,>.) = L, L(b,.,>.) = L, [Af1,w1,k22- 2
b• + >.AJ"b,.]. 

k=I k=I 

Note that b0 = 0 and hence k = 0 is skipped in all the formulas. The singular values 
of ,\ are easily computed from 

with b" E {O, 1, 2, 3}, which gives 

(2) 

A remarkable point is that the singular values in (2) are independent of the image 
contents, i.e. there is no J" in the formula. The singular values are fixed. Next, we 
choose the weighting function w" as 

This means that errors made for high DR's are less senous than error made at 
low DR's. Masking effects could cause this kind of error sensitivity. Therefore this 
weighting function encourages the bit assignment to spend more bits for the low 
DR's. The weighting results in a worse signal-to-noise ratio, but the images look 
better. 

In summary we have the following procedure. Start with a large value for >., 
i.e. assign least bits. Than decrease À from one singular value to the next lo'h'.er 
one. Each time passing a singulare value increase the corresponding b" with one 
bit. Thus only the order of the >., 's is of importance. We could take any increasing 
function on the values of À. 

For each DR = k there are three modified singular values. We denote these by 
A0(k), A1(k) and A2(k). The values of the modified singular values are 

16 · k 

4 k 

k. 

(3) 

Note that one bit is assigned to black with DR = n, then all blocks with a 
DR > n will also be assigned at least one bit. The shape of the assignment curve 
is thus the same as in the original [ 4] heuristic assignment. Hence it is sufficient to 
compute the singular values for the levels 10 , 11 and 12 only. The definition of the 
levels is as in the original assignment. 

Finally, the following procedure is an efficient bit assignment procedure for 
ADRC. 
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Procedure 1 [Bit assignment] 

Step 1: Measure the histogram J,. ,k E [1,255] 

Step 2: Set N = 0 (N is the number of already assigned bits) 

Step 3: Set bk = O,k E [1,255] 

Step 4: Set lo = 11 = 12 = 255 

Step 5: Compute the singular values for the levels according to Eq. 3 

Step 6: Find the maximum level lmax which has maximum A 

Step 7: IF N + Afi,nor <= B 
THEN b1m., := b1mor + 1 

N := N + Afimor 
lmax := lmax - 1 
continue at Step 5 

ELSE STOP 

end procedure The procedure is about as complex as computing the bit rate once. 

6 Conclusion. 

The resulting bit assignment method is very much like the original assignment pro
cedure. Of course it is now a wel! founded one, instead of the original heuristic 
procedure. Hence we know that the bit assignment is close to optima!. 
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Advances in the Identification of Noisy Blurred Images 

Reginald L. Lagendijk and Jan Biemond1 

In this paper we discuss the use of maximum likelihood estimation procedures /or the 
identification of unknown blurs /rom noisy blurred images . The main focus will be on 
the problem of estimating the coefficients of relatively large point-spread functions, and 
the estimation of the support size of point-spread functions in general. Two improved 
blur identification techniques are proposed which are both based on the expectation
maximization algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

Image restoration is an important means in recovering information from distorted one 
of a kind photographs, video recordings or unique images in genera!. Over the last years 
the emphasis in the area of image restoration has been gradually shifting towards the 
sol ving of the blur identification problem. 1-5 The reason for this increasing interest is 
that the practical applicability of (sometimes very advanced) restoration techniques is 
often hampered by the Jack of accurate knowledge about the image formation system. 
Blur identification concentrates on estimating all the information that is required to 
restore an image from the noisy blurred image itself, incorporating as much as possible 
a priori knowledge about the actual image formation process. 

The basic premises in image restoration usually made, are that (i) the blurred 
image can be represented by a convolution of the original image with the point-spread 
function (PSF) of the image formation system, (ii) the effect of all noise processes 
appearing during the image formation process can be modeled as an additive process 
that is uncorrelated with the original image , and (iii) the original image can be modeled 
sufficiently accurately by a 2-D auto-regressive (AR) process of low order. As a result 
the image formation model is given by 

g(i , j) = L d(m, n)f(i - m ,j - n) + w(i,j), (1) 
m1nESd 

where f(i,j) is the original image of size M x N, g(i,J.) the observed noisy blurred 
image , d(m , n) the PSF of the image formation system which has the (fini te) support 
Sd , and where w(i,j) is the additive noise term. The model for the original image is 
given by 

f(i,J') = L a(k , l)f(i - k,j - 1) + v(i,j), (2) 
k.lESa 

where a(k,l) are the image model coefficients, S0 is the (causa!) image model support, 
and v(i,j) the driving noise or modeling error of the AR process. Amore compact 
notation is given by 

f 
g 

Af+ v, 

Df +w, 

(3) 
(4) 

1 The authors are with the Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrica.l Engineering, 
Informat ion Theory Group , P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands. 
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where A and D denote matrices containing the AR image model coefficients a(k, l) and 
the PSF coefficients d( m, n) , respectively. 

2 Maximum Likelihood Estimator 

Based on the above modeling assumptions several maximum likelihood (ML) blur iden
tification methods have been developed which try to estimate the parameter vector 
0 = {d(m , n),a(k,l),u;,u;} from g. Assuming that v and ware independent Gaussian 
processes, the ML estimator of 0 is defined by2,7 

iim1=arg{min.C(0)} =argmin{tog(detlP!) + gtp- 1g}, 
8E0 BES 

(5) 

where P is given by 

(6) 

It is well known that ML estimation using Gaussian distributed data does not lead to 
unique solutions. This fact does not constitute a problem for the uniqueness of the 
estimates of a(k, 1) since a stable image model having a causa! support must have all 
its zeros inside the unit bi-ei rele. The estimates of d( m, n) are not uni que in the ab
sence of any additional constraints, mainly because blurs may have any kind of phase. 
Non-uniqueness of the estimates of d( m , n) can in gener al be avoided by enforcing the 
solution to be symmetrie, in this way enforcing the phase of the PSF to be either zero 
or ±11'. The resulting sign-ambiguity does not constitute a serious problem, because (i) 
the PSF coefficients must be nonnegative, and (ii) the support of the PSF, Sd, must be 
fini te. 

The optimization of the likelihood function (5) is very hard because of the dimensions 
of the matrices involved and because of its non-linear behavior due to log( det IPI). One 
of the most recent developments is the use of the iterative expectation-maximization 
(EM) algorithm6 to optimize the likelihood function. 3,4,7 Essentially, this iterative pro
cedure performs the optimization via a quasi-linearization of the likelihood function, 
and consists of two stages, called the E-step and the M-step. 

In the E-step the current estimate /i(k) of 0 is used to compute a new restoration 
'(k) 3 7 

result f according to: ' 

f(k) = E(f /g; /i(kl) 

V(k) = Cov(f / g; /j(k)) 

= V(k) DtQ-;;/g, 

= [(I-Aj!Q-;; 1(I- A) + D1Q;;;1Dr1, 

where D , A, Qv and Qw are based on /i(k)_ 

(7) 

(8) 

In the M-step this restoration result is used to compute a new estimate of 0. The 
updated image model follows from the maximization of 3,7 
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where Îl~1 is the autocorrelation matrix of ik) computed by (7). The solution to 
the above quadratic problem is immediately found by the well-known Yule- Walker 
equations. 

The PSF coefficients and the observation noise variance follow from the maximiza
tion of 3,7 

( 2) 2 1 t 2 { • (k)} 1 { • (k) t} JD,uw =-MNloguw- 2 gg+ 2 tr DR19 - 2 tr DRffD, 
0-w qw qw 

(10) 

where Îl~~) is the crosscorrelation matrix of ik) and g. Again, the above problem 
is quadratic in the unknown parameters, hence this optimization problem results in 
solving a set of linear equations. In conclusion, the application of the genera] EM
algorithm to the blur identification problem yields an iterative procedure, where each 
of the iterations stages involves solving linear equations only. 

Although the above identification method works well for relatively small PSFs (i.e. 
when B is of low dimensions) even at low signal-to-noise ratios, 2,3,4 a number of re
strictions are encountered in identifying PSFs having a relatively large support size 
Sd.7 

In the first place, the likelihood function becomes insensitive to variations in B if the 
number of unknowns increases. As a result the global optimum of the likelihood function 
becomes less pronounced and the results obtained become increasingly sensitive to 
numerical inaccuracies. Secondly the likelihood function often contains local optima. 
The identification methods are therefore likely to converge to an erroneous solution if 
the initia! parameters ê( □ l are chosen incorrectly. For this reason many initia! guesses 
are required in order to obtain the globally optima! solution. Finally, in the development 
of nearly all blur identification schemes the support size of the PSF is assumed to 
be known. Since this size is hardly ever known a priori, it needs to be estimated 
simultaneously with B. 

3 Parametric Blur Identification 

In many practical situations of interest, there is more information available about 
the image model and PSF than has been used in the ML blur identification methods 
described so far. More specifically, a certain image model and PSF structure can often 
be assumed. One way to capture structural knowledge is by the use of parametric 
models, which describe the image model and PSF coefficients as a function of one or 
two parameters. lnstead of estimating the values of the individual coefficients, the 
parameters of the selected parametric models are estimated. If appropriate models are 
used of low order, the dimension of the solution space (i.e. the number of unknowns) 
is reduced significantly, and is independent of the support size Sd as wel!. 

The structure of an original image is aften such that its autocorrelation function 
resembles a 2-D separable exponentially decaying function: 

rJJ(p,q) = u}p~lpt1. (11) 

Here Pv and Ph denote the vertical and horizontal correlation coefficients, respectively. 
In order to reduce the number of unknown parameters and to enforce an image model 
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structure prior to the identification process, we assume that the image model coefficients 
fit the autocorrelation function (11) exactly. For an image model with quarter plane 
support , this requirement leads to the following parametric description: 

a(l, 0) = Pv, a(O, 1) = Ph, and a(l , 1) = -PvPh, u~ = u}(l - p~)(l - p~). (12) 

In the identification process the image model coefficients are forced to satisfy the above 
relations. Therefore, instead of identifying the coefficients a(k, l), the horizon tal and 
vertical correlation coefficients, Ph and Pv, are identified. Substitution of (12) into (9) 
yields a nonlinear optimization problem in Ph and Pv, which needs to be solved itera
tively in each M-step. In Reference 3, 7 an efficient iteration is given which converges 
in only a few cycles. 

It is not very realistic to model a PSF as a set of independent coefficients d(m, n), 
because only a restricted subset of all possible d( m, n) combinations will be accepted as 
representing realistic PSFs. For instance, d(m, n) should represent a low-pass filtering 
action, should be "smooth", and d(m, n) 2: O.O. For these reasons it is appropriate 
to consider a class of continuous parametric functions d(s, t ; 1/J) which model realistic 
point-spread functions, and are indexed by 1/;. Here 1/; denotes the vector consisting of 
only a few parameters characterizing the PSF. Relevant PSFs which can be mode led by 
such low-order parametric functions , are, for example, linear motion and out-of-focus 
blur. The discrete PSF coefficients d(m, n) are computed from the continuous PSF by 
integrating d(s, t; 1/;) over the pixel area d(m, n) covers. Once a parametric blur model 
has been selected, the PSF coefficients and the size of the support Sd are immediately 
determined by the value of 1/;. In the M-step we now need to optimize J(D, u!) in (10) 
with respect to 1/J. Since an explicit solution to this nonlinear problem can rarely be 
found , numerical methods need to be employed. This, however, can be clone efficiently 
since 1/J is of low dimensionality. It goes without saying that for practical images more 
than one parametric PSF can be used. On the basis of the value of the likelihood 
function the PSF model which fits the image data best can be selected. 

4 Hierarchical Blur Identi:fication 

Blur is a resolution dependent phenomenon, because the severity of the blur in a discrete 
image depends on how the continuous blurred image is sampled. Images sampled at a 
very high resolution are more likely to be "blurred" than the same image at a coarser 
resolution. Hence, if we need to identify a discrete image blurred by a PSF with a large 
support, the dimensionality of the problem can (initially) be reduced by considering 
the identification of a subsampled version of the image. In this way the effective PSF 
support size is reduced, and fewer PSF coefficients have to be identified. In addition to 
this, the likelihood function becomes 'smoother', contains fewer local optima, and the 
identification process is computationally less expensive because it operates on less data. 
Once the PSF and the image model of the subsampled image have been identified, 
an interpolated version of the parameters and/or the restoration result using these 
parameters can be used to initialize the identification or restoration algorithm operating 
on the full resolution blurred image originally considered. Extending this procedure to 
multiple subsampled versions of the blurred image available ( using a subsample factor 
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of 2P for the p-th subsampled image), we obtain a hierarchical identification method 
that "builds up" a possibly very large PSF by gradually increasing its resolution. 7 In 
Figure 1 the principle of a hierarchical identification scheme is outlined in which the 
EM-algorithm is used. 

The filtered and downsampled blurred images 9p are related to the full resolution 
image gas: 

(13) 

where lp(i,J) is the low-pass filter which restricts the bandwidth of g(i,J) before down
sampling it in order to prevent aliasing effects. We require that lp(i,J) satisfies the 
following three conditions: (i) lf the image g is downsampled by a factor 2P to get the 
reduced resolution image gp , the size of the PSF support Sd needs to be reduced by a 
factor 2P as well, (ii) In order for dp(m ,n) 2 0, we need to have gp(i,J) 2 0. Hence, 
the filter coefficients lp(i,J) must be positive, (iii) The low-pass filter must have a cut
off frequency of approximately Wc = ir2-P. A reasonable low-pass filter that satisfies 
the above constraints, is a separable truncated sinc-function, windowed by a Hamming 
function: 

The parameters identified at the resolution level p + 1 are used to initialize the 
EM-algorithm at the resolution level p. Since the EM-algorithm can start with either 
an E-step or an M-step, we have the following two options: 

• Initialize êt0 ) at level p using the image model, PSF and o-! identified at level 
p+ 1. To this end the identified PSF has to be interpolated. The identified image 
model does not need to be interpolated because we assume a first order (NSHP) 

p=O g 
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Figure 1: Identification of blurred images using a hierarchical structure. 
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Figure 2: Decision tree for 1-D horizontal PSFs. 

image model at all resolution levels . In running the EM-algorithm, we start with 
an E-step based on the interpolated parameters , 

• Use the identified parameters at level p + 1 to compute a restoration result Î p.LJ 

from Yp+l · Next , this result is interpolated in order to initialize Î:o ) at level 

p, from which the auto- and crosscorrelation coeffi.cients r;1 (p, q) and r;~) (p, q) , 
respectively, can be computed. In this case t he EM-algorithm starts essentially 
with an M-step using an interpolated restoration result. 

In interpolating the PSF we can take advantage of the a priori knowledge that 
dp(m , n) 2 0, and that dp(m, n) has a fini te support. This implies that the PSF cannot 
be interpolated using sine functions. A similar reasoning holds for the interpolation of 
the restored image. However, the amount of data in an image is much larger than the 
number of PSF coeffi.cients. Therefore the interpolation of the restored image is less 
critica] and less sensitive to errors than the interpolation of the PSF. In our hierarchical 
identification approach the EM-algorithm is initialized at a certain resolution level by 
the interpolated restoration result obtained at the previous level using a simple pixel 
repeating method. 

As stated before, the PSF support Sd needs to be estimated simultaneously with 
0. We can include a strategy for estimating this size in to the hierarchical identification 
method described here . Consider the identification of the class of 1-D horizontal PSFs 
which have a maxima! support size of 1 x 17 ( this is a reasonable value for images 
of size 256 x 256). If we use the low-pass filter described by (14), then the decision 
tree in Figure 2 is obtained, which shows how the PSF support size can propagate 
as we perform the hierarchical identification.7 Starting at level 4 we always identify 
a 1 x 3 PSF. At the resolution level 3 again a PSF with support 1 x 3 is identified. 
Next, at level 2 we have to choose between either a 1 X 3 or a 1 x 5 PSF. Therefore 
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the EM-algorithm needs to be run for bath these cases. We can decide upon the best 
support size by considering (i) the value of the likelihood function, (ii) the value of the 
outermost PSF coefficients, or any combination of these two measures. Here we base 
our decision on the value of the likelihood function . Observe that if the PSF support 
size has been chosen too large at a certain resolution level, there is always a correction 
possibility on the next level ( dashed lines). 

The above way of simultaneously identifying the PSF support and its coefficients 
requires running the EM-algorithm 8 times in total, with image sizes varying from 
16 x 16 to 256 x 256. On the whole this takes significantly less time than running 
the EM-algorithm 8 times ( 1 x 3 to 1 x 17 PSFs) on the full resolution image of size 
256 x 256. This method for estimating the PSF support can also be extended to two
dimensional PSFs.7 
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Hierarchical subband and entropy coding 

L. Vandendorpe and B. Macq • 

Abstract 

This paper presents a new algorithm for the coding of moving video information. lt is based on 
the PCM coding of subband signals fol/owed by an entropy coder. Each band is encoded separately 
from the others, even when motion compen.ation is considered. Such a scheme is compatible for 
it allows for the progressive decoding of spatial information (subbands of increasing order}. On 
the other hand, the entropy coder is universa/ since its design is not dependant on th, statistics 
of the source. 

1 Introduction 

Since many yeare, coding algorithme dedicated to one moving video format have been developped. 
M08t of the schemee considered for standardization are based on the well-known hybrid structure 
combining spatial transform coding (DCT), and tempora! predictive coding associated to motion 
compensation. One of the main feature of these coding schemes is that they are highly non com
patible, in the sense that they do not make achievable lower or higher resolution levels of the 
transmitted source. With the future transmiseion of HDTV signals, the problem of compatible 
coding arises. It is of course neceesary that receivers associated to a lower reeolution signa! remain 
able to decode only some part of the HDTV source, without needing to decode the complete HDTV 
signa!. This can be called a downward compatibility problem. But the problem of upward com
patibility can aleo be pointed out. The future coding techniques should aleo allow for the decoding 
of formats of lower resolution than the one 11.BSOciated to eome receiver. This paper Introducee 
an hierarchical coding echeme that takes profit of the analysis intrinsically associated to subband 
schemes [l) and even to transform coding schemes, which area particular case of subband coding. 

2 Hierarchy description 

The problem of compatible coding of moving video signals wilt be studied in the field of an evolu
tionary family of standards that can be found in [2). It is the family of standards considered in the 
Eureka 95 project. It contains as well progressive sources as interlaced ones. The idea of this study 
is to consider only the coding of progressive formats. This means that before coding, the interlaced 
sources have to be converted to some sequentia! equivalent, and that the reverse operation has to 
be performed at the receiving end. It is out of the scope of this paper to discuss which is the best 
progressive format for representing an interlaced source and how to get it. 

"The following text present• re•earch reoulte realised in the framework of the Actio n, of the Department of Science 
Policy Programming, Prime Minioter'e Office, Belgium. The ,cientific reepon,ability is a.ssumed by its authors. L. 
Vandendorpe io with the Laboraloire de Telecommunicatione, Université Catholique de Louvain, Bfttiment Maxwell, 
B-1348 Louvain-La-Neuve, B. Macq ie with the Philip• Reoearch Laboratory of Belgium, avenue Albert Einstein, ◄, 
B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve , Belgium. 
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The first part of table 1 gives the definition of progressive HDTV, progressive TV and progressive 
High Quality Videophony format. The second part defines the interlaced HDTV and TV. It is 
obvious to see that additional formats can easily be added to this family. ln particular, the as
sumption that the interlaced formats can be optimally converted to some progressive format doe11 
not mean that the optimum is one of HDP, EDP or HQVT. lt can be something in between. 

scanning aspect sampling parameters bit rate 
parameters ratio luminance Y colour difference C (Mbits/sec) 

HDP 1250/50/1 16:9 144MHz/O/1920 36MHz/ O/960 1728 
EDP 625/50/ 1 16:9 36MHz/O/960 9MHz/O/480 432 

HQVT 312/ 50/1 16:9 9MHz/O/ 480 2.25Mllz/ O /240 108 

HDI 1250/50/ 2 16:9 72MHz/O/1920 36MHz/O/960 1152 
EDI 625/ 50/2 16:9 18MHz/O/960 9MHz/O/480 288 

Ree 601 625/50/2 / 4:3 j 13.5MHz/O/720 j 6.75MHz/O/360 216 

Table 1 : Full progressive broadcast hierarchy 

For the compatibility requirements, it is important to note that the progressive formats are just 
related by a factor of 2 in both spatial directions. The corresponding basebands are shown at the 
left of figure 1. 

3 Format conversion 

This section is devoted to the description of the different formats production. Both hierarchical 
and parallel structures can be considered. 

3.1 Hierarchical splitting 

The well-known idea of hierarchical splitting [l] is to use a basic cell which is repeatecl. The basic 
cell is a simpte 2-bands systems which produces, in two-dimensional problems, 4 bands. lteratively, 
each band or only some of the ones obtained at the previous step, can be futher splitted. For the 
formats belonging to the family, it is just necessary to further split the baseband. The minimum 
bandwith splitting is shown at the central part of figure 1. 

If coding efficiency is considered, it is obvious that this minimum bandwith splitting is not sufficient. 
The baseband corresponds to HQVT information and contains still a lot of correlation. Classica! 
techniques process this baseband with DPCM or transform coding techniques, which is nothing else 
than further band splitting. Subband coding can be seen as a stand alone technique. Therefore, 
further subband splitting can be applied. A receiver associated to some format will decode the 
bands it needs and reconstruct the wanted signa! by an hierarchical synthesis stage. 

3.2 Direct splitting 

Direct splitting consists in using a filter bank that directly produces the different subbands (right 
side of figure 1). Transform coding is a particular case of direct splitting. With such a splitting , 
at the receiving end, synthesis filters for the intermediate formats have to be defined . Transform 
coding offers an easy way to do it. If half the resolution has to be obtained in some direction, an 
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Figure 1: Hierarchy basebands, and hierarchical and parallel splitting 

inverse transformation of half the initia! size will be applied on the first transform coefficients of 
this direction. In a generalized situation, the reduction by 2" of the initia! resolution is defined 
by taking an inverse transformation of size N /2" on the sub vector containing the first transform 
coefficients . N is the size of the original transformation. 

Similarly, synthesis filters for intermediate levels can be defined with more genera! subband filter 
banks. 

4 Compatible coding 

The previous section has shown how the different resolution levels could be produced by using the 
subbands or the transform coefficients. Some attention has now to be paid to the encoding of the 
successive resolution levels. The main constraint on the system is that the decoding of any level 
below the one associated to a transmitted format should not need the complete decoding of the 
transmitted source. AB an example, an EDP decoder should not need to decode a complete HDP 
source for having access to the EDP part. 

4.1 Motion compensated hybrid coding 

Even with motion compensation, no mismatch between the coder and the decoder should be intro
duced. This means that the prediction has to be made by information also available at the decoder 
side. The method which is proposed in this paragraph is to use for motion compensated prediction 
only information belonging to the same band as the one which has to be encoded. So the situation 
is similar to what should be done in a hybrid scheme without motion compensation : one band of 
a new picture is predicted by the same band in the previous picture. But in the case of motion 
analysis , a new problem arises, which is related to the sampling density. Due to the decimators in 
the analysis stage, the sampling densities in the original frame and the subbands are not the same. 
Therefore, if the motion compensation in the subbands has to be performed with the accuracy of 
one pel of the original picture, the subbands have to be interpolated. Figure 2 shows the problem 
of sampling density in a one-dimensional situation, fora subband decimated by 8" 

Let us consider this problem of interpolation, and therefore, let us come back to the genera! 
subband coder scheme. In the analysis stage, as the analysis filters are obviously invariant systems, 
the motion in the original picture is still present in the filtered pictures. Thus, for predicting the 
subbands of the previous image, it is really the information at the output of the analysis filters 
which should be the most convenient. But as only downsampled versions of these full size filtered 
pictures have been computed and transmitted (the subband samples, or the transform coefficients), 

• 
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Figure 2: Sampling densitiee in the original image and in the subbands 
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figure 3: General 1trudure for compatible encoding 

these filtered pictures can just be estimated : this operation is done by the synthesis stage. The 
synthesis filter outputs are "estimated" ver11ions of the analysis filters outputs. Moreover - and this 
is also very important of course - the sum of the synthesi!I filter outputs allow for the reconstruction 
of the genuine signal. But what is actually important for our problem, is that the filtel'II ueed for 
the interpolation of the subbands should respect the spectra! content . The synthesis filters are not 
common interpolators but are matched to the position of the subband on the frequency axis. 

With such a system, all bands are coded independently of the others. Anyone or them could be 
decoded alone, even high frequency bands. Figure 3 shows a genera! structure for the compatible 
encoding or the levels belonging to the hierarchy, but by adding analysis and synthesis stages of 
appropriate sizes, this structure could be extended . 

5 Entropy Coding for Subbands 

Classica) entropy coding is based on Huffman coding. Huffman codes are built from the know)edge 
of the statistica of the coefficients to be coded. For a given source, Huffman codes have a very good 
efficiency. However, they are not satisfactory for an integrated approach to picture coding in the 
following aspects : 

1. they are not universa), since they are optimum for only a given source; 

2. they do not allow compatibility: the same code can not be used for informations modulated 
in various levels of quality or format; 

3. they cause problems for their implementation when the number of states to encode increases. 

We have designed a new entropy coding scheme avoiding these drawbacks. This scheme is denoted 
in this paper as the UVLC (Universa) Variable Length Coding) scheme . lt is universa) in the sense 
that its efficiency is close to one whatever the statistics of the sources are. 
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5.1 The Universa! Variable Length Coding (UVLC) 

The efficiency of the UVLC is based on some elementary observations, which may be considered 
valid in a first approximation, namely : 

l. the probability distribution function of subband coefficients is decreasing about zero, with 
standard deviations decreasing with the coefficient order ; 

2. subband coefficients of a given order are uncorrelated. Indeed if it were not so, the subband 
scheme would be inefficient. Thus it is possible to use adaptive codes, which calculate the 
coded data after some on line estimation of the statistics of a sequence of uncorrelated coef
ficients having the same probability distribution. Such codes are called universa! when their 
coding efficiency tends to unity when the length of the sequence increases indefinitely. They 
are called quasi-universa! when the efficiency tends to a value close to unity. 

3. when the amplitude of a coefficient is analyzed from the MSB to the LSB, the probability for 
the next bit being zero remains very high as long a no bit equal to one is met. However, when 
the first non-zero bit (MSNZB: most significant non zero bit) has been met, the probabilities 
of following bits to be zero or one are roughly equal. Therefore, the entropy of these bits is 
close to one and little is gained by coding them. 

The UVLC uses these properties by coding the positions of the MSNZB bits with a quasi-universal 
code and by transmitting the remaining bits uncoded. Some further refinements have been added 
to increase the coding efficiency. The VLC words are generated in two steps : 

1. storing all the subband coefficients of a stripe of the picture into a two-dimensional table 
(N (number of sub bands) x M( number of coefficients inside a sub band) coefficients of 12 bits) : 
this is the reorganization step; 

2. encoding sequences of M subband coefficients of the same order taken in this table by a run
length coding of their MSNZB and by sending the less significant bits uncoded : this is the 
skip step. 

5.1.1 The reorganization step 

The UVLC processes groups of blocks of subband coefficients belonging to a stripe. At the reor
ganization step, the blocks of a stripe are grouped into a stack. The binary representation of the 
subband coefficients in this stack is the sign and magnitude representation. The figure 4 shows the 
three-dimensional array of bits corresponding to such a stack of blocks. The array consists of : 

l. N rows, corresponding to subband samples; 

2. 12 columns corresponding to bit levels from the MSB to the LSB + the sign bit; 

3. 12 x N lines, made of the M bits of the same level, belonging to bits of the same level, belonging 
to the coefficients of the same order. 
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Figure 4: Information reorganization 
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Figure 5: Skip coding 

5.1.2 The skip step 

In the skip step, sequences of coefficients of the same order are proccesed at the bit level. Such 
sequences correspond to horizontal slices in the tridimensional table illustrated on figure 4. Figure 5 
illustrates such a slice considered at the bit level 88 well 88 the analysis process. The coefficients 
of a given order are encoded by a run-length coding of their lines of bits from the MSB to the LSB 
(the sign bit is placed after the LSB) : when a non-zero bit is encountered, the other less significant 
bits are sent uncoded and the whole non-zero coefficient is removed from the stack. Therefore, 
the non-zero coefficients are encoded by giving the position of their most significant non-zero bit 
(MSNZB), and by sending the less significant bits uncoded. As the encoded coefficients are removed 
from the table, the lines to encode become progressively shorter when the process runs from the 
MSB line to the LSB line. Obviously the MSNZB is never met for zero coefficients and very few 
MSNZB's will be met for high-order subband coefficients. 

5.1.3 Principle of the MSNZB coding 

The adaptive truncated run-length coding (ATRL) [3] has been used for encoding the positions of 
the MSNZB. This scheme is robust with respect to the statistica! fluctuations of the pictures and 
allows a very simple implementation. For a sub band coefficient of a given order, the ATRL code 
is applied successively to the lines of the table shown on figure 5, from the MSB to the LSB. Each 
time a MSNZB is met, the corresponding coefficient is removed from the table, which makes the 
Jatter progressively narrower. 

The zero run length encoding is limited to a length M = 2m (truncation). The truncated run 
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Figure 6: Truncated run-lengths 

length code encodes two types of patterns : 

1. runs of length O to M - 1 consecutive zeroes terminated by a one; 

2. M consecutive zeros. 

The M consecutive zeros are coded by one bit set to 0. The run length terminated by a one are 
coded by one bit set to 1 followed by the position of the one coded on m = log2 (M) bits (see 
figure 6). The TRL is made adaptive by changing the value of m in function of the probability of 
a bit to be a one and of the length L of the line to encode. Thus the encoder operates in the two 
steps : 

1. first, count the number of ones in the line to code in order to determine the corresponding 
optimum value of m 

2. secondly, send a prefix value giving the number of ones into the line and generate the code 
words. 

The decoding algorithm consists in simply writing ones sequentially as the run-lengths are arriving. 
The prefix indicating the number of ones has to be used in order to know which m value has to be 
used and to determine when the black transmission is achieved. 

6 Simulations 

Simulations will be presented for the encoding of HDP at 140Mb, both with a DCT an a subband 
scheme. 
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Abstract 

In this contribution an experiment with 9 video sources which are coded with 9 H.261 [l ] encoders 
in paralltd is described. A comparison is made between Constant Bit Rate (CBR) coding per channcl 
and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) coding. 
The ex periment shows the effect of statis tica! multiplex.ing of multiple sources. 

1 Coding of video for ATM networks 

The asynchronous transfer mode (ATM ) is the target transfer mode for the future public broadband isdn 
(B-lSDN). lt is expected to provide an efficient utilization of network resources by integrating a variety of 
communication services. The services in B-ISDN may be divided into four classes (ref [4]).For video the 
most relevant classes are class A(CBR, Connection Oriented) and class B (VBR, Connection oriented). 
In these two classes a time relation exists between source and destination. 
An important question is whether or not variable bit rate (class B) is useful in coding of video in an ATM 
environment for a sufficient constant picture quality. 
In the case of constant picture quality the bitrate fluctuates. The first question to answer is: 
How variable can this bitrate be? 
CCITT SG XVIII [5, 6] gives a number of parameters for characterization of the traffic. These parameters 
are average rate , peak rate, burstiness and peak duration hut these have not been defined strictly yet. 
Other questions to cope with are: 

• Several channel models may exist; in these models the peak bit rate and the peak duration have to 
be limited. Given a certain channel model, how can the encoder be regulated to have an optima! 
and constant picture quality at the receiver side? 

• If additional intra information is transmitted, e.g. for protection against cel] loss, what wil] be the 
resulting bitrate in comparison with a hybrid inter/intra frame coding scheme? 

• What gain can typically be obtained from statistica! multiplexing? 

2 Experiments 

For the experiment 9 sequences with a length of 30 seconds were recorded and converted to QCIF format 
with a framerate of 12.5 Hz. T he choice of this format and rate was made because of the limited storage 
capacity.The QCIF format has the advantage that all sequences can be displayed at once in a "Matrix" 
for subjective assessment (without the up conversion). The sequences are typical broadcast television 
sequences (news, sport, entertainment) and were recorded from european television stations. 
Simultaneous coding of the nine sequences is simulated. Transmission in an ATM network is simulated 
by summation of the number of produced cells for each macro block. A constant quantizer step si1e and 
no transmission buffer leads to a variable bit rate (VBR). These VBR coding results and statislics are 
compared to CBR coding using Reference Model 8 (RM8), with a bit rate equal to the average bit rate 
per channel over the nine sequences in case of VBR. 
For comparison the sequences were coded in intra-mode as well, with a fixed step size (VBR). 
The produced bits are packed in cells with a net information load of 45 octets (360 bits/cel!, ref [3], 
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"Guidelines for simulation 11
). 

The following parameters have been assessed for each sequence and for all sequences together: 

• Signa! to Noise Ratio and mean step size (VBR and CBR) 

• Bit rate per frame (VBR and CBR) 

• The average and peak cel! rate per l\!B, GOB and frame (VBR) 

3 results 

When the quantizer is fixed to g=6 the produced bitrate per frame fluctuates. Figure 1 gives the bi
trat e per fame for the sequence George 1 for both VBR with quantizer fixed to g=6 and RM8 set to a 
bitrate of 390 bit / s. A signa! to ratio (SNR) plot for these coded sequences shows that the objective qual
i ty is constant for the VBR solution , the CBR coding rcsults in significant drops in the SNR at scene cuts. 

CBR versus VBR 

GEORGE Bitrate frame VBR g=6 

S/N 50 [ 
CBR 390 kBIT/s 
VBR G:6 

{1/Bl 

30 '--~----------- ------~ 0 100 200 300 400 50 100 150 200 250 300 

Figure 1: Signa! to noise ratio and bitrate plots for sequence George 

When all sequences are coded with a fixed quantizer stepsize g=6 the average number of bits produced 
per frame shows significant differences for the sequences (see figure 2). In this case the average SNR 
varies from 38.8 dB to 41.55 dB. 
When the sequences are CBR coded with a bitrate set to 390 kbit/s (the total bitrate for the nine se
quences for VBR and g=6 divided by nine) the average SNR varies from 32.2 dB to 43.75. 
When the coded sequences are assessed the subjectivc quality shows that the VBR coded sequences are 
of a constant quality whereas the sequences coded with CBR on 390 kbit / s show significant differences 
in qualit_v. 

The coding of intra frame information is important in the case that cel! loss can occur. Protection 
against cel! loss can be accomplished trough various coding schemes (see ref. [3]). In this experiment the 
scquences were coded with bath a intra frame coding scheme (RM8 with the macro black type set to 
intra) and a hybrid inter/intra mode coding scheme (RM8). 
Bitrate plots show that the peak bitrate for both conditions is the same. Due to loss in efficiency the 
average bitrate is higher for intra frame coding 

1 George i, n scqucncc that atarta with a hcad nnd •houldcn scene followcd by two scene• with zoom.ing and panning 

350 400 
Frame 
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4 Conclusions 

• The VBR mode for the coding of the nine sequences shows: 

significant differences in the average number of cells produced for each sequence. 

- a lower overall burstiness 2 than the summed averages of the separate sequences. 

• Adaptation of the allocated cell rate to the sequence leads to an overall better subjective and 
objective result. 

• Intra frame coding and inter/ intra frame coding give a comparable peak bit rate. 
The peaks with inter/intra occur at intra frames (scene cuts). 
The average bitrate is a factor 2 to -1 lower for inter / intra frame coding. 

Bitrate per frame VBR g=6 

-Intra 

IThoussandsl 90 1 

80 I 

70 1 

60 1 

50 1 
40 

30 ' 

20 1 

10 

~ Inter/Intra 

Figure 2: Average bitrate per frame for the nine encoded scquences 
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ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE SELF -SYNCHRONIZING 

CODES 

P. H.N. de With" 

Spatial transform coding has been widely applied for image 
compression because of its high coding efficiency. The proposed 
bit-assignment techniques for such systems are mostly based upon 
applying one or more coding tables with codewords of variable 
length. 

In the paper, the design and benefits of self-synchronizing 
codes for the abovementioned coding tables will be highlighted. This 
class of codes can be of particular interest for digital video 
recording because special recorder modes require fast 
synchronization of the variable-length decoder. 

A systematic design procedure for the construction of 
self-synchronizing codes has been given by Montgomery and Abrahams 
in [ 1]. In the paper it wil! be explained that for certain types of 
sources, the procedure can be extended so that codes with better 
synchronizing properties are obtained. Especially in picture coding, 
sources tend to have a large repertoire of codewords, while it 
appears that coding efficiency is mainly governed by a subset of the 
repertoire. This phenomenon has been exploited in the construction 
procedure. 

As an example, a selfs-synchronizing code will be described for a 
single-table bit-assignment technique which was recently proposed 
for transform coding [2]. In this system, code construction has been 
greatly simplified due to single-table word mapping, so that 
multiplexing of codewords originating from various coding tables can 
be avoided. 
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APPROXIMATE REASONJNG IN EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSJS 

E. Backer• 

ABSTRACT 

Exploratory data analysis is characterized by multiple 

statistica] testing, validation and complex reasoning. Usually, 

quite a number of different statistica! procedures has to be applied 

in order to understand the pecularities of the data at hand. 

lnterpretation of intermediate and final results, choosing the 

appropriate procedure, and validating the ultimate findings are part 

of a complex reasoning process. Today it is felt natura! to 

associate such a reasoning process with knowledge-based systems. 

Jndeed, the need for more intelligence in statistica! software 

packages has long been recognized and is a topic of interest among 

bath statisticians and artificial intelligence researchers. As such, 

EDAPLUS has been designed as a knowledge-based software package for 

cluster analysis being the major tool in exploratory data analysis. 

Appropriate parameter settings and supporting experimentation are 

controlled by three levels of operation; low-level basic statistics, 

intermediate level experimentation, and high-level tendency and 

validation evaluation. 

This paper presents an overview of the design principles and 

some of the features of EDAPLUS. We describe the decision network on 

clustering 

high-level 

tendency based 

rules. Finally, 

domain of signa! analysis. 

upon low-level, intermediate level, and 

we conclude with an applicatîon in the 
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PC-Protocol: 
a system for collecting and correcting 

ethological data 

M.J. van der Vlugt 
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The Netherlands 

PC-Protocol is a system that allows for very accurate 
registering of behaviour that previously has been recorded on 
a video tape. The researcher registers behaviour by means of 
pushing keys of a keyboard that goes with the registration 
system. Afterwards the video tape can be replayed in which 
mode labels of the registered behaviour appear on the video 
monitor on corresponding points of time of the registration 
phase. This allows for precise inspection of the registration 
and, if necessary, careful correct ion. PC-Protocol has been 
developed by the department of Ethopharmacology of the 
university of Leiden, the department of Experimental Clinical 
Psychology of the university of Groningen and the 
interuniversity expertise centre ProGAMMA. 

2. Hardware and software 

The PC-Protocol system consists of hardware and software. The 
hardware is connected to a PC and a video recorder and 
includes a board to be put in one of the free slots of the PC, 
a keyboard for registering the behaviour of interest and, a 
unit for writing and decoding the time code on the video tape 
and superimposing labels of the registered behaviour 
categories on the image on the video monitor. In the software 
the researcher will find facilities for defining the keys to 
register the distinguished types of behaviour, inspecting and 
correcting previous registrations, and managing the collected 
data sets. The system also offers provisions for statistical 
analysis of the registration e.g., means, and standard errors 
of duration and frequency of each behaviourial item, as well 
as boutsequence plots, survivor plots and cumulative duration 
plots. Software for advanced analysis on data that are 
collected with PC-Protocol is in preparation. 

3. Time code 

While video recording a scene, a time code can be put on the 
video tape by only using the unit without any connection to 
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the PC. It is also possible to copy a video recording to 
another video recording with a time code. The researcher can 
only register behaviour with the PC-Protocol system if the 
time code is available on the video tape. This time code 
warrants a reliable matching of the behaviours that have been 
recorded on the video tape and the events that were triggered 
by the researcher independently of the actual course of the 
registration session. With these features the researcher can 
register an almost infinite number of behaviour types in 
successive registration sessions of the same video recording. 
The time code allows also for registering behaviour and 
inspecting the registration when the video recording is slow
motioned or speeded up. 

4. An aid for training student observers 

Apart from collecting behaviourial data, PC-Protocol is 
especially useful for training behaviourial researchers in 
registering accurately behaviour. For example, it is possible 
to prepare a master tape for training purposes. This master 
tape consists of a video recording with time code and labels 
of the behaviour types that were previously recorded by an 
experienced observer. The student observer registers the same 
behaviour categories and afterwards checks his registration 
against the registration of the expert. The student continues 
these steps until his registration skills have reached an 
acceptable level of accuracy. PC-Protocol offers the 
possibility in its statistical module to quantify the measure 
of agreement between the expert and the student. The resul ts 
of this analysis reveal the differences in the registration 
strategies between the student and the expert and can as such 
serve as hints for improving the skills of the student. 
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SAMPLING AND LINEAR ALGEBRA 

R. Moddemeijer • 

Shannon, in his landmark publication {5}, mentions the geometrical repre
sentation of continuous time signals. In more recent literature linear al
gebra is hardly used to interpret the sampling of signals. We show that 
sampling and the reconstruction of signals with a minimum mean square 
error corresponds with: the computation of the inner products of basis func
tions with a time-signa/, an orthogonalisation and the reconstruction by 
a coefficient weighted sum of basis functions. The reconstruction error is 
caused by the projection of the signa/ onto a space determined by the basis 
functions . Shannon's sampling theorem corresponds with the special case of 
exact reconstruction using orthogonal equally shaped basis functions which 
are shifted in time. Sampling, orthogonalisation and reconstruction can be 
done by ( digital) linear filtering. These filters can all be chosen causa/, bul 
they can not be all FIR-filters. The interpretation of sampling using linear 
algebra leads to alternative sampling procedures. 

1 Introduction 

The world surrounding the researcher has a continuous nature. Observed signals 
are continuous time functions and observed images are continuous spatial functions. 
Most signal and image processing procedures are designed for discrete time signals and 
discrete-place images. To process continuous time signals as discrete time signals some 
conversion is necessary. Much work dealing with thia problem was published in the 
literature during the last 65 years . Nevertheless, no practical and satisfactory solution 
has been found. 

The first publications were of E.T. and J .M. Whittaker [6,7]. The Whittakers were 
mathematicians interested in interpolation . They constructed cotabular interpolation 
functions ; i.e. functions intersecting an infinite set of equidistant samples. This corre
sponds with the reconstruction of a time-signal from samples. Naturally, there exist an 
infinite number of those functions . The cardinal function is the only cotabular function 
which is a sum of harmonie functions which possesses no harmonies with a frequency 
greater than W = 1/(2 ti.t), where ti.t is the distance between subsequent samples . 
Nowadays, this cardinal function is called Whittakers interpolation formula : 

00 

x(t) = L Xn sine (2Wt - n) where sine x 
n=-oo 

sin(7rX) 
'lfX 

(1) 

' University of Groningen , Faculty of Mathematics and Physical Sciences, Department of Computing 
Science , P.O. Box 800 , 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands 
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E.T. Whittaker introduced band filtering by stating that we can replace a given function 
by a cotabular function in such a way as to remove all the rapid osci!lations from it. 
All harmonies above a certain frequency W are eliminated in x where: 

00 

x(t) = I:: x(nL-.t)sinc(2Wt-n) (2) 
n::::-(X) 

This band-width reduction has the disadvantage of aliasing: harmonies with a frequency 
greater than W cause an additional harmonie with a frequency less than W. 

In his publication about telegraph transmission, Nyquist [3] stated: the required 
frequency band is directly proportional to the signaling speed, and the minimum band 
width required for unambiguous interpretation is substantially equal, numerically, to 
the speed of signaling and is substantially independent of the number of current values 
employed. So he introduced a link between the distance between subsequent samples 
(signaling speed) and the minimum band-width: f $ IWI. The frequency Wis called 
the Nyquist frequency . 

The landmark publication in this field is considered to be the one by Shannon [5]. 
Shannon applies the knowledge of Whittaker and Nyquist and states: if a function x 

contains no harmonies with a frequency higher than W, it is completely determined 
by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced L-.t apart. He also associates the 
representation of signals with linear algebra in the section geometrical representation of 
messages. We do not know any article in which this idea was worked out. We continue 
in this di rection and describe the sampling theorem using linear algebra. Thereafter 
we shall introduce a more genera! sampling theory using least squares fitting. 

2 Linear algebra 

In this section we formulate Shannon 's sampling method using linear algebra. We show 
that sampling is equivalent to computing the elements of a vector in an inner product 
space. 

Assume a continuous time signa! x(t), where t ER. We use a continuous time signa! 
(tempora!), hut we can also use a one or more dimensional continuous spatial signa!: 
e.g. an image. Suppose x is an element of an inner product (vector) space E with the 
inner product and norm: 

(x,y) = 2W 1: x(t)y(t)dt llxll = 2W 1: x(t)2dt (3) 

On the space E we define a basis with basis vectors 1Pn where: 

1Pn ( t) sinc(2Wt-n) ( 4) 

In the appendix we proof that this basis is orthonormal: 

( 1Pn, 1Pm) = fin,m (5) 

where li is the Kronecker symbol. The representation of x with respect to this basis is 
called sampling: 
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Xn = (x,-r/Jn) = 2w[:x(r)sinc(2Wr-n)dr (6) 

We rewrite the sampling as band-filtering with a filter with a bandwidth f ::; JWJ. 
This filtering in linear algebra is called a projection using the operator P: 

x = P{x} = 2W 1-: x(r) sine (2W(t - r)) dr (7) 

where x is the projection of x onto Ê C E and 2Wt = n. A linear transformation 
P : E ---+ Ê is called a projection if P 2 = P. Consequently, band-filtering of a band
limited signal has no effect. The equality Xn = x(n t,,t) is called the sifting-property ; 
it justifies that representation of a band-limited signal with respect to a basis of sinc
functions is equivalent to taking samples on equidistant moments. The recom · ,uction 
of a sampled signal is trivial: 

00 

Î = (8) 
n=-oo 

If x = P{ x }, the projection has no effect and x E Ê. This means that x is limited to 
the frequency band f ::; JWJ and that x can exactly be represented by a weighted sum 
of the basis vee tors. In all other cases sampling according to ( 6) will lead to a least 
squares fit of the reconstructed signal Î to the original signa! x. 

3 The practical point of view 

Although mathematically the sampling theorem has proven its value, from the practical 
point of view it has disadvantages. We have never seen a correct implementation; 
always some practical approximation is made. What are the problems we have to deal 
with? Physical signals do not always meet the mathematical requirements. They can 
contain harmonies with a frequency higher than W or they are unspecified outside 
(0, T]. So taking samples using the sifting property can not be justified and we have to 
approximate the inner product (6). Furthermore, the sinc-function behaves badly: 

1. The function is an impulse response of a (semi-) causal filter. By semi-causal we 
mean causa! after delaying the output. 

2. It has no finite support. 
3. sine (t) = 0 {1- 1 } fort---+ oo. 
4. The function possesses much structure; it has an unbounded variation. 

These properties have consequences for the implementation. The sinc-functions lead to 
non-causal filters which can not be used in hardware or for real time applications. The 
0 { t- 1 } tails lead to convergence problems of (6) and (8). Because of the not negligible 
tails, sampling and reconstruction can not be performed locally in time. 

We prefer alternative sampling and reconstruction, without using sinc-functions , 
which can easily be realised in hardware. Therefore, in the next section , we develop a 
sampling and a reconstruction without a priori specifying the form of these functions. 
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4 Sampling using least squares fitting 

If the signal contains harmonies with a frequency higher than W or if the signal is 
undefi11;ed outside a finite interval (0, Tl, no exact reconstruction of the original signal 
using Shannon's sampling theorem is possible. An obvious approximation is a method 
which leads toa minimum mean square error between the original and the reconstructed 
signal. Depending on the problem other criteria can be used: a minimum on the 
maximum absolute value of the error or visibility of the error in images by the human 
visual system. 

Assume a continuous time signa! x(t), where t E (0,T]. This interval corresponds 
with the time x is observed in an experiment. Outside the interval x is unknown and 
we assume x(t) = 0. Suppose x is an element of an inner product (vector) space E 
with the previously defined inner product and norm (3). The integration interval in the 
definition of the inner product is effectively restricted to (0, T] if one of the functions 
is zero outside the interval. We want to represent the continuous tempora] signal by 
a sequence of coefficients Xn with 1 ~ n ~ N E N. Assume we can approximate the 
continuous time signal x by the approximation x, derived from N coefficients Xn, where: 

x (9) 
n=l 

This approximation is an element of the space Ê C E. The basis functions -r/Jn( t ), whose 
shapes are unspecified, form a basis of the linear vector space Ê and are defined on 
t E (0, T] and zero elsewhere. 

In most applications, to save equipment, we want to approximate x using the same 
procedure after every period ,::,.t, the sampling interval, where N ,::,.t = T. Consequently, 
(9) must be invariant for the translation x(t) --. x(t + m ,::,.t) and Xn --. Xn+m, where 
mE Z: 

N 

x(t+m,::,.t) L Xn+m -r/Jn( t) ,;=> 

n=1 
N 

x(t) L Xn+m -r/Jn(t - m ,::,.t) ,;=> 

n=l 
N 

x( t) L Xn -r/Jn-m(t - m ,::,.t) 
n=l 

The equivalence of (9) and (10) on (0, T] implies using n = m: 

1/Jn(t) = 1/Jo(t - n ,::,.t) 
=0 

ift E (0,T] 
elsewhere 

(10) 

All basis functions have on (0, Tl, except for a translation of n ,::,.t, the same shape. 
If the approximation is good, the error e(t) = x(t) - x(t) on (0, T] wil] be small. To 
determine the coefficients we compute the mean square error, a criterion for the quality 
of the approximation: 
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where x = (x 1 ,x2 , ••• ,xNf, '11 = (1/Ji,1/J2, ... ,ij,,Nfand where 

a = (x,x) b (x, '11 0 ) C = ( '11n, '11mT) ( 13) 

The elements of b :bn are called samples. To compute the coefficients, the elements of 
x for which a 2 has a minimum, from the samples we differentiate (12) with respect to 
x and equate the result with the zero vector: 

X c-1 b (14) 

We denote the vector of partial derivatives of a 2 with respect to Xn by 88x a 2• With 
(14) we can compute the coefficients Xn from the samples bn. The mean square error 
follows by substi tution of ( 14) into ( 12): 

(15) 

The matrix C and, as a consequence, its inverse C -l are positive definite. As a result 
bT C -l b is positive and O ~ a 2 ~ a/N. We want to compute the coefficients directly; 
without the intermediate step of first computing the samples. Therefore we define the 
vector 4> = (</>1,</!2,•• .,</!Nf and we rewrite (14): 

X c-1 b (16) 

where 4> = C -l 1l1 and 1l1 = C 4>. We conclude that for any basis function 1Pn we 
can derive a unique and signal independent projection function IPn which leads to a 
minimum mean square error and vice versa. Does the result we have obtained differ 
from the sampling theorem of Shannon? Shannon and we agree, except for the number 
of samples, with respect to the approximation formula: (8) versus (9). The essential 
difference between Shannon's sampling formula (6) and ours (16) is the use of IPn instead 
of 1Pn· If we choose: 

1Pn ( t) 
sin(1r(2Wt - n)) 

N sin( 1r(2Wt - n)N-1) 
0 

if t E (0, T] 

elsewhere 

we can argue that this 1Pn implies </in = 1/Jn and that 

]. sin(n) 
!ID . 

N-oo Nsm(1rxN- 1) 
sine (x) 

( 17) 

(18) 

then Shannon's approach is a special case of ours. The proof of limit (18) is trivial. In 
the appendix we prove that (17) forms an orthogonal basis on (0, T]. So the matrix 
C wil! be the identity matrix, which leads to equal projection and basis functions. It 
is an extension to Shannon's sampling theorem that projection and basis functions are 
not necessarily the same. 

We prove that 1Pn and IPm are orthogonal if n :/: m: 

( q,' q,T) = ( ,i,' q,T) C -1 = C C -1 = I (19) 

Consequently, the convolution of 1/Jn( t) and </!n(-t) fort = ( m - n) 6t is the Kronecker 
delta function Ón,m· So 1/Jn(t) is approximately the inverse filter of </!n(-t) and vice 
versa. By substitution of (16) into (9) we obtain: 
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x (20) 

where P{ x} is the projection of x E E onto Ê C E. We prove that P is a projection 
by: 

P 2{x} = P{P{x}} 
( x, <f?T )( '1J, <l>T) '1J 

= (x,<J'?T)'ll 

( ( X, <f? T ) '1J , <l>T ) '1J 
(x,<l>T)l'll 
P{x} 

(21) 

What are the conditions for an exact reconstruction? An exact reconstruction 
means that the approximation error is zero: e(t) = 0. Owing to (9) x = xT '11; this 
means that exact reconstruction is only possible if '11 is a basis of x. This suggests that 
we have to choose '11 such that it is a basis of x or if not possible as close as possible 
toa basis of x . 

The notation used suggests that sampling is equivalent to calculating an inner 
product. There is an alternative interpretation of (16) using point measurements after 
filtering. We rewrite (16) by a convolution with the impulse response </>o(-t) followed 
by point measurements: 

2W 1_: x(t)4>n(t) dt = 2W 1_: x(t)4>o(t - n t>.t) dt 
(22) 

2W x(t) * 4>o(-t)lt=n t>.t 

and conclude that the computation of the coefficients Xn can be replaced by filtering 
followed by point measurements. There is a similar interpretation of (9). We rewrite 
(9) as: 

N 

x(t) L Xn'l/Jo(t - n t>.t) 
n=l 

= j 00 t Xn ó(r - n t>.t) 'l/Jo(t - r) dr 
-oo n=l 

(23) 

N 

= LXnó(t-nt>.t)*!f'o(t) 
n=l 

where ó is the delta-function of Dirac. The sum represents the point reconstruction 
of the signa! using delta-functions at the sampling moments with the amplitude pro
portional to the value of the coefficient. The integral represents a filtering using the 
impulse response 'l{J0 (t) to smoothen the point reconstruction. 

5 Discussion 

We have argued that sampling is an application of linear algebra. Approximation 
errors are caused by a signal which is not an element of the space Ê defined by the 
basis functions. In this case the signal, which lies in the space E, is projected onto 
Ê by a projection operator. This projection is the least square approximation of the 
original signal. If the basis functions form an orthonormal basis, the projection and the 
basis functions will be the same. Shannon's sampling theorem follows after choosing 
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sinc-functions as a basis. Our extensions to the sampling theorem enables us to treat 
finite time measurements correctly. 

Owing to (19) t/Jn(t) and <Pn(-t) are approximately each others inverse filters, this 
means that they can not be both FIR filters. Sampling corresponds with filtering 
followed by point measurements and reconstruction corresponds with point reconstruc
tions followed by inverse filtering. The filtering and the inverse filtering enclose the 
point measurements and reconstructions. They transform the signal toa domain where 
point measurements and reconstructions can fairly be used. Assume t/Jn(t) is causal, 
t/Jn(t) = 0 for t < 0, then <Pn(-t) will also be causal. Consequently both filters are 
suitable for real-time applications. 

Now remains the art of specifying appropriate basis functions. The choice of the 
functions depends on the application and is restricted by the necessity of a real-time 
or a hardware realisation. Halang [2] uses for instance spline-functions because they 
can easily be realised in hardware. We continue the research by searching for adequate 
basis functions . 

6 Appendix 

We prove the orthonormality of the basis of sinc-functions ( 4) using the Fourier trans
form and its inverse: 

X(J) 

x( t) 

F{x(t)} 

F-1 { X(J)} 

l: x(t) e-2-rrift dt l: X(J) e2-rrjft dj 
(24) 

The Fourier transform of the sinc-function is a rectangle in frequency domain [l , 
p.98]: 

F { 2W sine (2Wt)} (J) reet (J L::.t) (25) 

where reet (x) = 1 if lxl ~ 1 and reet (x) = 0 elsewhere. The inner product (3) 
can be computed by a convolution of t/Jn and t/Jm at t = 0. Convolution in time
dornain is equivalent to multiplication in frequency-dornain [1, p.110]. We prove that 
sinc-functions (5) are for integer n and m orthonormal by: 

( t/Jn, t/Jm) = 2W l: sine (2Wr) sine (m - n - 2Wr) dr 

= (2W)- 1 F-1 
{ F { 2W sine (2Wt) } F { 2W sine (2Wt)} } ( m - n) 

= (2W)- 1 F- 1 
{ reet (J L::.t) reet (J L::.t)} (m - n) 

(2W)-1 F-1 { reet (J L::.t)} (m - n) 
sine (m - n) 

We prove that ( 17) forms an orthonormal basis . Similar to the previous proof we 
use a transformation to frequency-domain using Fourier series. We have to know the 
Fourier series of (17); to compute these series we derive: 



sin(Nirx)I 
sin( 71'X) N=I 

sin(Nirx)I 
sin(1rx) N=2 

sin(Nirx) 
sin(irx) 
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2 cos( 1rx) = e-i1rx + eJ"x 

sin((N - 2)irx) + 2 sin(irx) cos((N - l)irx) 
sin(irx) 

sin((N - 2)irx) + j(I-N),rx + j(N-1),rx . e e 
sm( 1rx) 

(26) 

With separate induction for N = odd and N = even follows after replacing x by t/ N 
and dividing by N: 

sin(1rt) = 2_ t ei(N+1-2n)1rt/N 

Nsin(1rt/N) N n=l 
(27) 

This result equals for N = odd the result of Oppenheim et. al. [4, p.302) and is for 
N = even an extension to the theory. We prove that ( 17) forms an orthogonal basis by 
computing the inner products: 

{T sin(1r2Wr) sin(1r(m - n - 2Wr)) d 
(1Pn,1Pm} = 2W}0 Nsin((1r2Wr)/N)Nsin(1r(m-n-2Wr)/N) T 
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On the reduction of alias distortion 
in digital signal processing 

H.G. de Haan and C.H. Slump• 

Abstract 

Sampling analog signals will cause aliasing interference if the signa! has 
frequency components higher than the folding frequency, i. e. half the sampling 
frequency. This distortion originates in the folding of these higher frequency 
components into the lower signa! frequency spectrum and in the consequent 
interference. 
Usually aliasing artefacts are avoided by analog low-pass filtering of the signa! 
prior to digitization. However , in the area of digit izing video signals the design 
and realization of this analog filter is complicated a.o. due to the strict linear 
phase requirements. 
In FIR digital fil tering a linear phase response is easily obtained. This paper 
reports about a study devoted to digital filt ering algorithms for the reduction 
of folding distortion of digitized analog signals without anti-alias pre-filtering . 
The approach followed here is to consider the folding distortion as noise and 
to decompose t he digitized signa! into the superposition of signa! and noise. 
This noise is (partly) rernoved by the developed algorithm which is based on a 
Wiener filter analysis. 
R.esults are discussed , including comparisons with ideally pre-filtered signals. 

1 Introduction 

If aliasing artefacts are to be avoided in sampling analog signals, the sampling rate 
must be chosen accordingly, i.e. higher than twice the highest frequency component 
of the signa!. Very aften it is possible to reduce the sampling rate requirement by 
low-pass analog pre-filtering of the signal prior to digitization. 
However, in acquiring images by digitizing the video signa] from a CCD camera 
such anti-alias filtering is not possi bie. The surface of the CCD sensor consists of 
a matrix of non-overlapping rectangular cells (a typical matrix dimension is 1180 
horizontal and 575 vertical). The pixel size determines the highest frequency that 
can be imaged by the sensor as at least two pixels are required for determining a 
frequency period. Higher frequency components of object scenes will fold back in 
lower frequency parts of the spectrum and give rise to Moire patterns which can be 
rather disturbing. 

" University of Twente, Dept. Electrical Enginee ring, lab. for Network Theory, P.O. Box 217, 
7500 AE Enschede , The Netherlands 
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Video signals generated by scanning the target of a pickup-tube can be filtered, hut 
this applies in the horizontal direction only, as in vertical direction the scanning is 
line-by-line. 
In applications such as videofluorography in medica! diagnostic X-ray imaging the 
analog low-pass filter has the advantage of reducing the amount of wide band noise 
generated in the detection process. On the other hand the requirements for the 
filter are very strict with respect to the allowed amount of phase distortion and also 
bandwidth reduction is not appreciated because of the loss in resolution and thus in 
diagnostic resolving power. 
This paper reports on a study to reduce aliasing artefacts in the application area of 
medica! imaging by means of digital signa! processing. The sampling rate is assumed 
to be fixed and no analog anti-aliasing filter is applied to the the signa! prior to 
digitization. In the approach we follow we consider the aliased signa! to consist of 
a wanted signa! component plus a disturbing unwanted part, which represents the 
aliasing artefacts. The unwanted part will be filtered out following a Wiener filter 
analysis. We present some preliminary results. 
In the next section we will first discuss an example to develop more insight in the 
fundamental causes of aliasing. In section 3 we model the reduction of aliasing 
distortion as an image restoration problem, for the solution we will apply Wiener 
filtering techniques. A typical example is discussed. The final section contains a 
discussion of the results and indication of the research program to be followed on 
this topic. 

2 Analytica! example 

In order to obtain more insight into the problem of aliasing and alias distortion in 
2D imaging, this section contains an analytica! example. We define the rotational 
symmetrie function in the object domain ( -1 :S x, y :S + 1) expressed in polar 
coordinates as: 

1 2 
f(x , y) = f(r,0) = ze-ar (1 + sin(n0)) ( 1) 

The Fourier transform of (1) defined as: 

(2) 

can be expressed, exploiting the circular symmetry a.pplying the Ranke! transform, 
see e.g. Papoulis [1] chap. 5, in polar coordinates (w,<f,) in the frequency domain 
as: 

r= 2 r= 2 F(w,<f,) = 7r Jo re-•r Jo(wr)dr - 1rsin(n<f,) Jo re-ar Jn(wr)dr, (3) 

with Jn() the Bessel function of the first kind of order n. 
Applying formula 6.631.7 [2], p . 717 leads to: 
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Figure 1: Object function (1) imaged on a 64 X 64 grid, n = 20 and a = ½, near the 
origin alias distortion is visible. 

(4) 

with I½oO the modified Bessel function of the first kind. 
Sampling the continuous object (1) at the grid points (k.6x,l.6y) leads, see Pratt 
[3], chap. 4, to the following expression for the Fourier transform of the sampled 
image: 

F( iu iv) 1 ~ ~ F( u 2,rk v 2,rl) 
e ,e =--- LJ LJ -+--,-+- • 

.6x.6y k=-oo l=-oo .6x .6x l:::,y l:::,y 
(5) 

Apart from a sealing factor the effect of sampling is that the spectrum will repeat 
itsself in a grid of resolution ( i, ~ ). If .6x and .6y are not properly chosen, 
spectral components will interfere with each other causing Moire patterns. 
In Fig. 1 the object function (1) with n = 20 and a = ½ is imaged as a grey scale 
image quantized in 256 grey levels on a grid of 64 x 64 points. Near the origin 
aliasing distortion is visible. Processing in a mean square sense the image in order 
to reduce the alias interference, exploiting the knowledge of the amount of spectra 
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Figure 2: The image of Fig. 1, processed to reduce the alias distortion, higher 
frequency components are also reduced in modulation. 

overlap as given in (5) together with (4), we arrive at the result in Fig. 2. The 
amount of distortion is reduced at the expense of high frequency information. This 
result depends on the analytically known spectrum of the imaged scene. Usually, 
this information is only partially ava.ilable. Therefore, in the next section we will 
investigate the case of imaging with a priori known object power spectra only. 

3 Alias reduction by image restoration 

In this section we model the reduction of alias distortion as an image restoration 
problem. We simulate the TV signal generated by the line-by-line scanning of the 
target of a pickup tube by a constant video level plus a noise component due to the 
video pre-amplifier. We focus on the alias distortion caused by the (under) sampling 
of this wide bandwidth noise. The noisy 1282 image is simulated by a constant level 
of 0.5 on a grey scale of (0 - 1) plus a zero mean normally distributed noise with 
standard deviation equal to 0.15. 
A lowpass filter models the imaging system, we assume in this simulation a But
terworth characteristic of order 1 with a -3dB frequency of 0.5 of the normalized 
frequency scale (-,r, +ir ). Applying a digital filter with this Butterworth transfer 
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Figure 3: The 642 image obtained by decimation from the 1282 Butterworth lowpass 
filtered noise image, no aliasing components, therefore this image is the wanted signal 
in the Wiener filter image restoration. 

function on the input image we obtain an image which represents the image detected 
by the imaging system. By the Wiener-Khintchine theorem the power spectrum of 
the image is given by the squared modulus of the Butterworth transfer function. 
From this 1282 image we obtain 642 images in two ways. The first is by decimation, 
i.e. filtering the data with a lowpass filter (eighth order lowpass Chebyshev) and 
then resampling the resulting smoothed signal at the lower rate. The result of this 
process is displayed in Fig. 3. 
The second 642 image derived from the noisy input image, shown in Fig. 4, is ob
tained by sub-sampling. This image which contains alias distortion is the input data 
for the alias reduction processing. The image in Fig. 4 consists of an alias free signal 
as given by the decimation process and displayed in Fig. 3 plus the alias component 
which is the unwanted noise for the Wiener filtering. Of both components the power 
spectra are known. Applying standard Wiener filtering, see e.g. a textbook such 
as Cadzow (4], chap. 12, we obtain the result displayed in Fig. 5. For details do 
consult De Haan (5]. 
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Figure 4: The 642 image obtained by sub-sampling from the 1282 Butterworth 
lowpass filtered noise image. Aliasing is present, therefore this image is the input 
data for the Wiener filter image restoration. 

4 Discussion 

The experiments in this paper are computer simulated using the MATLAB package 
on an APOLLO DN4000 workstation. This environment proves to be very conve
nient for signal processing simulations. 
The analytica! example of section 2 shows that alias distortion can be mitigated 
at the expense of resolution at an acceptable image quality level. This could be 
achieved exploiting the complete knowledge of the analytica! structure representing 
the sampled image in the Fourier domain. In practical situations, however, the sig
nal is almost never completely known. Therefore, we study in section 3 an example 
with an object described statistically as a stationary stochastic process represented 
by its power spectrum. The result of the Wiener filter applied to the aliased image 
is promising. A good similarity has been achieved between the power spectra of the 
ideally filtered image and the alias-corrected image. The variance of the corrected 
image, however, is higher. This is probably caused by sealing effects, this has to be 
cla.rified. 
In sta.tic images such as Fig. 4 aliased noise components are ha.rdly visible, how-



Figure 5: The resulting image of applying the Wiener filter on the image of Fig. 4. 

ever, in a real-time sequence of images Moire like structures do show up. Therefore 
sequences of images should be processed. The next step in this project will be the 
processing of two-dimensional (not constant grey level) images aliased with noise 
and testing the algorithms in practical situations. 
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Optimization of service systems with deterministic polling via 
the pseudoconservation law 

N.P. Giannakouros and A. Laloux' 

Abstract 

This paper considers single-server service systems with deterministic complex polling sequences. Non

zero switch-over times of the server between consecutive stations in the polling cycle are assumed. Using the 

pseudoconservation law expression, an extremely simple genera/ formula for the optimum relative frequency 

with which different stations should be visited in a polling cycle is obtained. 

1 Introduction 

A system in which one server visits a number of queues in a cyclic order is commonly referred to as a 
polling system. Polling systems arise naturally in the modelling of many computer communication 
networks where several stations compete for access to the common transmission channel (e.g., the 
token ring LAN). The excellent surveys of Takagi [91, [10] provide detailed resu]ts, further references 
and interesting applications of these systems. 

Although the extensive research on cyclic polling systems has been useful for performance eval
uation, it has not yet led to a clear ability to control the systems under consideration and to affect 
their design. An important generalization of the cyclic polling system, which opens interesting 
possibilities of optimization, is a polling system with a genera/ service order table. In such a system 
the stations are polled according to a fixed table; a station can be given higher priority by listing 
it more than once per polling cycle; e.g., the star polling system (polling table 11, 2, 1, 3, ... , N]), see 
Giannakouros & Laloux 171. 

Polling systems with a genera] service order table have been analyzed by Eisenberg [41 and more 
recently by Baker & Rubin [l]. The main goal of the present paper is to obtain the occurrence 
frequencies /i, ... , f N of the N stations in the polling tab Ie that minimize the mean waiting workload 
in a system with exhaustive service policy- thus solving a problem posed by Boxma et al. 12]. Our 
analysis is based on the recently derived pseudoconservation ]aw for polling systems with a genera! 
service order table see 121, [6]. This law gives us an exact expression for a weighted sum of the 
mean waiting times at all the stations and, as we shall see, it provides a great help for solving the 
previous mentioned minimization problem. 

We specialize the results to the case of two classes of stations: typically high traffic and low 
traffic; the high traffic stations are allowed to be visited more than once per polling cycle while 
the low traffic stations are polled only once per polling cycle. Assuming that all the stations which 
belong to the same group, either the high traffic or the low traffic, are identical to each other, 
we derive, in an exact manner, the optimum number of polls per cycle of the high traffic stations 
which minimize the overall amount of work waiting in the system. Let us first present a detailed 
model description. 

•The authors are with Université Catholique de Louvain, Telecommunications Laboratory, B~timent Maxwell, 
Place du Levant 3, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. 
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2 Model description and the pseudoconservation law 

A continuous-time queueing system with N stations is considered; each station has infinite storage 
capacity. Messages arrive at the ith station in a Poisson stream with rate Ài, i = 1, 2, ... , N. The 
service time distribution at the ith station follows a general distribution with mean /3i and finite 

second moment /3?) . At each station the messages are served non-preemptively. Further, let Pi be 
the utilization of station i, Pi= Ài/3i and p = I:;~ 1 Pi the total utilization of the system, where for 
stability reasons p < 1. 

Polling strategy 
The stations are visited according to a polling table T = [T(l), T(2), ... , T(M)] where M is the 
length of the cycle, M 2' N . The element T(m) denotes the number of the station which is to 
be polled m th in the cycle. After station T(M) has been polled, the station T(l) is polled and 
the sequence is repeated in the same cyclic manner. The method used for the analysis of the 
defined polling system is based on the approach of Baker & Rubin [l] ; an equivalent pseudosys
tem of M pseudostations polled in a strictly cyclic order will be created. Each pseudostation m , 
m = 1, 2, ... , M is defined as a simpte entry of the station T(m) in the polling table. Thus two 
pseudostations m, n correspond to the same station if T( m) = T( n ). 

Switching process 
The switch-over times needed to switch from one pseudostation to the next are identically dis
tributed random variables characterized by their mean d, second moment d(2) and variance u 
common for all M pseudostations. 

Basic definitions and preliminary results 
The cycle time, Cm of a pseudostation m is defined as the period beginning at the time of service 
completion of the previous pseudostation corresponding to the same station and ending at the time 
when pseudostation m has completed its service. The station time, Om at a pseudostation m is 
defined as the time spent passing the con trol from the previous pseudostation plus the total service 
time of the current pseudostation. Let cI> be an M X M matrix with elements 'Pmn, 1 :S m, n :S M so 
that 'Pmn equals 1 if messages can arrive at pseudostation m during the station time of pseudostation 
n and T(m) =p T(n). In any other case 'Pmn = 0. Based on the above definitions we can write for 
the mean cycle time of pseudostation m: 

M 

ECm = L E/Jn 'Pmn + E/Jm 
n=l 

where E0n is the mean station time at pseudostation n, n = 1, 2, ... ,Mand is given by 

Combining equations (1),(2) we can get a set of M simultaneous equations for ECm , 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Summing both sides of (2) we get the mean cycle time of the priority system, EC which, as it is 
easily seen , is independent of the position index m, 

EC= Md 
1 - p 

(4) 
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The pseudoconservation law 
Recently Boxma et al.[21 derived a pseudoconservation law for service systems with a genera! polling 
table and a mixture of service disciplines at different stations; see also Giannakouros & Laloux [6J 
fora relatcd result and Boxma [3] for detailed results and further references. Considering the special 
case where all the stations are served exhaustively, we give the conservation law as it appears in 
[6] (i.e., as a function of the mean station time EfJi) : 

N l M 1-1 1-1 pd(2) "!...._ À;,8}2) 

Y;, p;EW; = ML L PT[Kl(k,i)] ~ EfJK(k,i)'PKl(k,i),K(k,j) + 2d + P L 2(1 _ p) (5) 
•-1 k=l 1=1 1=1 1=1 

where 

• EW i : the mean waiting time of messages at station i; 

• K(k,j) = (k + j + l)modM , Kl(k, i) = (k + i)modM. 

REMARK 1 

In equation (5) the pseudostation with index O is identical with pseudostation with index M. 

3 Determination of the optimum visit frequencies 

Our approach is strongly based on the assumption that the visits of the stations are evenly spaced 
around the cycle. Note that this is may be the 'best' way but is not always feasible. In either case, 
one has to choose as an optimum visit order the one in which the visits at the stations are spaced 
as evenly as possible. Then, if a station i receives k; evenly spaced visits with M = -zt 1 k; one 
can rewrite equations (3), (5) in the following simpte forms : 

Ec 
Md 

m ~ k ( ) ; 1 - p 
Vm T(m)=i 

1 N Md N (1 ) N ). a(2) 
-Lp;EW;~---LPi - p; +~+L_i,.,_;_ 
p i=l 2p(1 - p) i=l k; 2d i=l 2(1 - p) 

(6) 

(7) 

The genera! formulation of an optimization problem is in terms of a cost function. Assume that 
for each waiting time vector EW = (EW1,EW2, ... ,EWN) corresponds a cost function C(EW), 
then the objective is to minimize this function over the possible waiting time vectors. Consider, 
then, the special case where our objective is to minimize the overall average workload waiting in 
the system. Then the corresponding cost function is linear in the elements of EW: 

1 N 
C(EW) = - L p;EW; 

p i=l 
(8) 

Clearly, we seek to minimize (7) by a proper choice of a polling sequence or in other words by 
a proper choice of the number of polls of each station i per cycle, k;. Either using a Lagrange 
multiplier to handle the constraint that -Zt 1 k; = M, or by direct arguments (see the appendix in 
[8]) , it is easy to deduce that the values of k; which minimize equation (7) satisfy · 

k; proportional to [Pi ( 1 - pi)]~ (9) 
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80 

This yields our most important conclusion : The above approximate Jormula gives the optimum 
relative Jrequency of visits to each station in the polling cycle. 

Equation ( 10) leads to the following observations : 

- f; = 1/ N, for all i = 1, .. . , N when PI = P2 = ... = PN ; in deed, as one could expect, in such a 
case the strictly cyclic polling sequence is the optimum one; 

- f; depends on Ài and /3; only via their product Pi; 

- fi is independent of the switch-over time distributions as long as these distributions are all 
the same; 

- fi is given by equation (10) only in the ca.se where all the stations are served exhaustively. 
In the next section we show that f; depends on the employed service discipline at the various 
stations in the considered model; 

- /; > J1 for any i, j, 1 '.'ó i,j '.'ó N, for which Pi > p1; 

- fi takes its maximum value for Pi = 0.5, when the ether loads in the system are kept constant. 

REMARK 2 

Kruskal [8] also derives an approximate formula for the/;. However, in order to derive the optimum 
frequency he considers a nonprobabilistic queueing model with additional drastic simplifications. 
(Note at this point that the only simplification made in this study wa.s the assumption that the 
individual switch-over times between any two pseudostations have a common distribution) . lt is 
interesting to compare the ease of derivation here with that in this reference even with its highly 
simplified a.ssumptions. 

4 Special case : Two classes of stations 

We specialize the results to the case of two classes of stations : typically high traffic and low traffic. 
There are Nh high traffic and N - Nh low traffic stations ; stations belonging to the same group 
are assumed to be symmetrie. Each peiling cycle consists of kh pha.ses. In each phase all the high 
traffic stations are polled and then L low traffic stations are polled, where L = (N - Nh) / kh. Thus 
the high traffic stations are polled evenly kh times per polling cycle and each of the low priority 
stations is polled exactly once per cycle. For this special case the pseudoconservation law is given 
by the following exact expression (for ea.se of reading we use the subscript I for the low priority 
stations and the subscript h for the high priority stations) : 

[
d(N + (kh - l)Nh)] [(N _ N) (l _ ) + NhPh(l - Ph)] 

Zp( l _ p) h Pl Pl kh 

<J (N - Nh)À1/Ji2) + Nh,Xhf312
) 

+ 2d + 2(1 - p) 

Taking the first derivative of equation ( 11) with respect to kh and setting it equal to zero, we can 
find the optimum kh, 

( 12) 
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Note that kopt as given by equation (12) is not generally an integer (an explanation is given in the 
sequel). This problem can be overcome by choosing as kopt the integer nearest to the right hand 
side of equation (12) . 

Now, it follows from (12) that the optimum visit frequencies, fh, for the high priority stations 
and fi for the low priority stations are given by: 

(13) 

(14) 

These results coincide with the genera! result (10) and thus support the approximation approach 
proposed in section 3. 

REMARK 3 

Equations (13), (14) clearly expose the reason why the kopt is not generally an integer ; in genera! 
kopt is equal to the optimum visit frequency ratio: f h / !1. 
A numerical example 
As an example, consider a Token Bus LAN with 96 exhaustive nodes all identical to each other 
which generate 20 percent of the total traffic in the considered network. The other 80 percent is due 
to inbound traffic from external networks connected in the communication system. To handle the 
external traffic, one or two gateways can be used; in the second case each gateway carry 50 percent 
of the inbound traffic . The gateways operate under the exhaustive strategy and all the service 
times are exponentially distributed with mean 1 time unit . The switch-over times are constant and 
equal to 0.01. 

Since all ordinary stations are statistically identical , the optimum visit pattern for this LAN is 
the one imposed by the polling model with two priority classes : start with a visit to the gateway(s) 
followed by one visit to each of the first L ordinary stations, followed by a visit to the gateway(s) , 
followed by a visit to each of the next L ordinary stations , and so on. The only optimization 
question in this model is the determination of the parameter L which is equivalent to the selection 
of the optimum number of visits of the gateway(s) per polling cycle. Then using equation (11) , 
we plot in figure 1 the overall average waiting time 1, EW , versus the number of polls per cycle of 
the gateways , kh. lt shows that there is an optimum number of polls (kopt = 12) per cycle of the 
high priority station(s) which minimizes the overall average delay. We note that this number can 
be derived from equation (12) analytically. 

It is interesting to notice that due to the shallowness of the curves in figure 1 a value of kh = 8 
or kh = 16 yields an overall mean waiting time almost as small as the EW opt· Notice also that 
EW increases sharply only when the value of kh is too far removed from kopt• This observation 
suggests that even if the proposed approximation , described in section 3, misses the exact optimum 
frequency /i (because the construction of a perfectly symmetrie visit pattern is impossible) , it will 
still predict a point at the neighbourhood of fi which will yield a polling model with an excellent 
performance. 

A final important point to note in figure 1, is that using two gateways instead of one to handle 
the external traffic, does not generally lead to fewer visits of the gateways. Furthermore, the overall 
performance of the network becomes worse . However , arguments incurred with the utilization of 

1 Since the mea.n service tim e is identical for all the stations the term t/ p I:~=t p,EW i gives the overall average 
waiting time of the system. 
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Figure 1: The optimum number of polls per cycle of the high priority station(s) in a polling model 
with two priority cla.ases. 

two gateways can be based on the fact that the mean waiting time of the external messages can be 
essentially reduced. 

REMARK 4 

Equation ( 10) holds when all the stations are served exhaustively; because exhaustive service 
minimizes the mean waiting workload in the system, equation (10) predicts the model with the 
best performance. However, the gated service discipline is easily implemented and for this reason it 
may be used at the low priority stations even though it will result to an increase of the workload of 
the system. Does the existence of the gated low priority queues change the square assignment rnle 
described in section 3? Our intuition suggests that a gated queue should receive more visits than 
an exhaustive queue with the same traffic intensity and thus equation (10) should no more hold. 

Consider, once more, the polling model with two priority classes; this time, however, assume 
that the low priority stations are served under the gated service discipline. ln such a case, using the 
corresponding pseudoconservation law, one can easily derive that the optimum visit frequencies, 
f h, for the high priority stations and f1 for the low priority stations are naw given by: 

(15) 
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ft = VP1(l + pi} 
NhVPh(i - Ph) + N1vP1U + pi) 

{ 16) 

The above results demonstrate that the optimum visit frequencies, do indeed depend on the em
ployed service discipline at the various queues. Moreover the f h is lower in models with gated 
low priority stations than in models with exhaustive ones. As it was expected, the opposite trend 
holds for /1. Thus it obviously makes sense to combine optimization considerations with respect to 
service disciplines and to server routing strategies. For example, instead of providing exhaustive 
service at the low priority queues, use the easily implemented gated strategy and include the high 
priority queue less times in the polling sequence. 

Conclusions 

Although the pseudoconservation law does not give expressions for the individual mean wa1tmg 
times, it has several merits which have been extremely useful in the performance analysis of polling 
systems. For the strict cyclic polling sequence the usefulness of the pseudoconservation law is 
discussed by Fuhrmann [5): it provides a measure of overall system performance, it yields exact 
results for symmetrie systems, it is the basis of several approximation schemes, it provides validity 
checks for simulations, etc. 

In this paper we tried a further demonstration of the usefulness of the pseudoconservation law 
in the performance analysis of priority systems with deterministic polling. A genera! expression 
for the optimum relative frequency, with which different stations should be visited during a polling 
cycle, has been obtained via a simple pseudoconservation law based analysis. 
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SOME RESUL TS ON TIME RESOLUTION IN DELPHINID SONAR 

C. Kamminga• 

SUMMARY 

An echolocation experiment with a captive born Tursiops 

truncatus was carried out to aim at the threshold figure for time 

difference perception in echo structures. 

In a two response, forced choice procedure, two flat circular 

targets of even dimensions but different structure were 

simultaneaously presented to the anima!. 

It was found that the blindfolded anima! could differentiate at 

almost up to 8 mm in range- i.e. a time difference of 10.6 µsec -

before his accuracy level feil. This figure is in agreement with 

earlier echolocation and behavioural research findings with T. 

truncatus. Moreover, the theoretica! definition of time resolution 

applied to a sonar click legitimates the comparison with the 

experimental results. Continuing the experiment at 8 mm throughout 

six successive sessions, the anima! was again able to arrive at a 

success rate of 1007.. Decreasing the range difference to 4 mm 

lowered the score around 507.. Again the anima! managed to master 

this range difference before definitely giving up at 2 mm distance. 

This second treshold figure indicates at first sight that the anima! 

is in some way capable of breaking through a theoretica! resolution 

figure, obtained from a Gaussian wave shape. 

The anima! might thus use, when faced with extreme situations, 

another cue for time difference perception or be using another type 

of receiving mechanism. 

A detection curve is calculated on the basis of a Gabor function for 

the sonar signa! which shows a similar shape as the experimental 

results indicate. 

• De lft University of Technology, Delft, the Netherlands . 
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Frequency Estimation by Iterated Total Least Squares 

Abstract 

Wouter Beek 
TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory 

P.O. Box %864 
2509 JG The Hague, The Netherlands. 

In this paper we present an algorithm which estimates the parameters of multiple si
nusoids from a finite number of noisy discrete-time observations. The method builds 
on the wel/ known Kumaresan and Tufts algorithm and the less known Rahman and 
Yu Total Least Squares modification of it. Like both methods, the proposed algorithm 
is essential/y a variant of Prony 's method that aims at reducing the statistica/ inef
ficiencies of the latter. Identifying the three stages of Prony's procedure as 1) the 
solution of the linear prediction equations, 2) the rooting of the characteristic po/y
nomial and 3) the so/ution of a Vandermonde system of equations, the modification 
of Prony's method by the proposed algorithm is confined to the first stage. We solve 
the linear prediction equations using a modified version of the Total Least Squares 
method, in which the augmented error matrix is forced to have a Toep/itz structure. 
The requirement of Toep/itz structure is enforced in an iterative manner. 

A comparison is made to the method of Kumaresan and Tufts and the TLS method 
of Rahman and Yu. The proposed method exhibits superior performance over both 
other methods. This enhanced performance is achiet,ed at the expense of an increased 
computational load. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper we are concerned with the problem of harmonie retrieval from a fini te data sequence 
contaminated by additive white noise. This is a difficult problem when the number of samples 
is small, the signa] to noise ratio is low, and the sinusoids are closely spaced. Application of the 
maximum likelihood formalism ascertains that the prior information about the sinusoidal form 
of the signals is used in a statistically appropriate way. U nfortunately, direct application of the 
maximum likelihood method yields a difficult nonlinear fitting problem. For this reason there 
has been a tremendous research effort directed at devising alternative methods for resolving 
closely spaced sinusoids in noise. Kumaresan and Tufts [l, 2] have promoted linear prediction 
based frequency estimation methods. Essentially, these methods are all variations on Prony's 
method. Prony's method is highly sensitive to additive noise. The variance of the estimated 
parameters aften greatly exceeds the Cramer-Rao lower bound. Furthermore, it can be shown 
that in the presence of noise Prony's method yields biased estimates. The modifications proposed 
by Kumaresan and Tufts aim at reducing the statistica! inefficiencies of Prony's method. 

The method proposed by Kumaresan and Tufts uses a singular value decomposition to solve 
the overdetermined linear prediction equations. Noise sensitivity is reduced by first over esti
mating the prediction filter order, and subsequently using a reduced rank approximation to the 
data matrix thus obtained. 

Rahman and Yu [5] have proposed a further refinement of the Kumaresan-Tufts method. 
They compute the solution of the linear prediction equations by the method of total least 
squares. 

In this paper we propose a further refinement to the total least squares approach. We exploit 
the Toeplitz structure of the linear prediction equations and solve the total least squares problern 
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in a self-consistent way. The method is related to the signa! enhancement algorithms of Cadzow 
[4] and the methods of Wilkes and Hayes [6]. 

The method performs better than the Kumaresan-Tufts and Rahman-Yu methods in resolv
i ng closely spaced frequencies in terms of bath ave rage square error and bias. 

2 Iterated Total Least Squares 

Consider a sequence of N samples of a signa! consisting of a sum of complex sinusoids in complex 
valued white noise: 

M 

Xn = L hk exp(sk n) + Û!n, 

k=l 

n = 0, ... ,N -1, ( l) 

where ±n and I.Ün are the measured samples and noise samples, respectively, and Mis the number 
of complex sinusoids. A hat ,-, denotes a random variable. The problem at hand is to estimate 
the parameters h. and s. from the N data samples {xn}-

The idea that the M parameters s. can be determined from the roots of an M-th degree 
polynomial is due to Prony1 . Prony observed that the expression 

M 

:Z:n = L hk zj: 
k=l 

(2) 

is the solution to a homogeneous linear constant-coefficient difference equation. This implies 
that the complex numbers { zk} can be obtained as the roots of a characteristic polynornial. 
Once the set {zk} is determined, equation (2) can be solved for the set {hk}. If N = 2M, the 
two square linear systems derived from eq. (2) by Prony's method, can be solved exactly. In 
practice, one usually considers the case N > 2M and the systems derived from eq. (2) have 
to be solved by a least squares procedure. First one selects a number L, the prediction filter 
length , such that M :S L :S N - M. Typically L is chosen several times the number of complex 
signals, M. The data samples are arranged according to Prony's procedure in the (N - L) x L 
matrix A. 

(3) 

ZN-L-1 

or: 
Ac = b, (4) 

where {c;} is the set of coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. The set of equations (3) is 
referred to as the set of (forward) linear prediction equations. Note that the '=' sign can only 
hold in the absence of noise. The second step consists of rooting the characteristic polynornial: 

(5) 

The real part of s. (damping factor a-.) is found as Re(s.) = In lz. 1, and the imaginary part 
(circular frequency J.) as Im(sk) = arctan(Im(z.)/Re(z.)), where zk denotes the k-th root of 
the polynornial (5). The third step is to determine the complex amplitudes {hk}. If N > 2L, 
the set { hd can be determined by a least squares procedure. 

In the ordinary least squares problem it is tacitly assumed that noise is confined to the right 
hand side vector. The ill-posed problem ( 4) can in genera) not be solved because b does not lie 

1see e.g. Kay and Marple [8} for an extensive treatment of Prony's method 
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in the range of matrix A. The least squares solution cis chosen as the solution of A c = b + r, 
where r is the residual vector of minimum norm such that b + r E Range(A). 

The total least squares (TLS) method takes into account noise effects from the model matrix 
and the right hand side vector simultaneously. The TLS solution vector CTLS is chosen as the 
solution of 

(A + E) c = b + r (6) 

such that the matrix [r IE] has minimum Frobenius norm and b + r E Range(A + E). Here 
[ r JE] denotes the (N - L) x (L + 1) matrix formed by prefixing vector rasa first column to 
matrix E. Equation (6) can be rewritten as 

( [ b I A] + [ r I E]) [ --::
1 

] = 0. (7) 

This equation shows that the TLS problem involves finding a matrix D = [r J E] having minimal 
norm such that [ b J A] + [ r I E] is rank deficient. Golub and Van Loan [7) show how the SVD 
can be used for this purpose. For reasons of conciseness we only give the result: 

( VJ )i 
_n_+_l~~-- v/ (8) 

Z: l(v1)jl 2 

j=k+l 

where 

(9) 

and v; is a right singular vector of [b I A]. In eq. (8) k + l labels the largest noise related 
singular value1 . Sol ving the linear prediction equations (3) by the method of TLS as above, with 
k = M and n = L and m = N - L, yields the set of coefficients of the characteristic polynomial 
from which the frequencies can be determined. 

In the foregoing, no attention is paid to the structure of the matrix [r IE). Since eq. (7) has 
to be consistent with the underlying linear prediction model, we argue that in the case of the 
forward linear prediction equations this perturbation matrix should have a Toeplitz structure. 

Thus, the problem of determining the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial leads to 
the following TLS problem: 

minimize 

subject to 

Il[ r IE ]IIF with [ r IE l E r(N-L)x(L+l) 

b + r E Range(A + E) 

where T(N-L)x(L+I) denotes the set of (N - L) x (L + l) complex Toeplitz matrices. From 
equation (7) it was deduced that the TLS problem involves finding a matrix [ r I E] having 
minimal norm such that [ b I A] + [ r I E) is rank deficient. So, effectively we seek a reduced 

rank approximation to [ b I A,). The solution vector (-1, c~Ls) T to the TLS problem lies in 
the null space of the reduced rank approximation of [ b I A). The requirement that [ r I E] 
is a Toeplitz matrix is equivalent to the requirement that the reduced rank approximation to 
[ b I A] is a Toeplitz matrix. 

A heuristical\y appealing solution of the problem of reduced rank Toeplitz approximation is 
due to Wilkes and Hayes [6). Although they formulate their algorithm for (square) covariance 
matrices, their procedure is easily extended to rectangular matrices. 

The overall procedure to obtain the coefficients of the linear prediction polynomial is as 
follows: 

1 The singular values are ordered in descencUng order as <1 1 2'.: · · · ~ u" > uk+l = · · · = un+J. The index 
k labels the smallest singular value distinct from un+l. In practice, one considers all singular va.lues conta.ined 
in a certain interval as being equal. 
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1. Set 1 = 0 and form the Toeplitz matrix T(I) = [ b I A ]. 

2. Compute the SVD of TUl: 

(UUl)H T(I) y(I) = 
u(ll= 
y(I) = 

3. Determine a reduced rank approximation of T(ll as 

u)'l E cm 
v;'l E cn+I 

(10) 

(11) 

It is well known that the matrix R(l+i) is the closest rank M approximation of T(1) with 
respect to the spectra! norm (See [7], Corollary 2.3-3.). 

4. In genera!, R(l+I) is not Toeplitz. Make Toeplitz by replacing all entries on a diagonal 
by the mean value of a diagonal. Result: T(l+I). It is easy to see that for this choice of 
T(l+l) we have Il R(l+i) - T(l+l) llr = min. 

5. T(l+l) is not guarantueed to have rank M. Unless T(l+l) has rank M, set 1 = 1 + 1 and 
go to 2. 

6. The subspace ofT(I) pertaining to the zero singular values is used to construct the solution 
vector CTLS according to equation (8). 

It can be shown that IIT(I) - T(/+l)II goes to zero as 1-+ oo and that in fact the sequence T(I) 
generated is a Cauchy sequence. These sequences are guaranteed to converge. 

3 Experimental Results 

In this section, we present our experimental results on frequency estimation for both damped 
and undamped sinusoids. We compare the estimation performance of the Iterated Total Least 
Squares method (ITLS), the TLS method and the method of Kumaresan and Tufts (KT) to 
the Cramer-Rao (CR) bounds for unbiased estimators. Although all three methods yield biased 
estimates for low SNR's, at high SNR values the parameter estimates are essentially unbiased. 
In that case the CR bounds provide a lower bound on the variance of the parameter estimates. 

Experiment 1 

In this experiment, we consider two complex sinusoids in complex Gaussian noise. The data 
model is given by: 

n = 0, 1, · · ·, N - 1. (12) 

The sequence t.û(n) is white complex Gaussian with variance 2u2 . This is the same time series as 
that considered by Kumaresan [3] and Rahman and Yu [5]. The SNR is defined as 10 log( 1/2u2 ) 

dB. This is a peak SNR. Frequencies are given as fractions of the sampling frequency. 
We computed estimates of the damping coefficients Ó-t and frequencies Ît for 500 independent 

trials at SNR's ranging from 0 dB to 30 dB in steps of 2 dB, using N = 25 data samples in 
each trial. The sample variances of the estimates were calculated and the results are plotted in 
Fig. l(a)-(b). These plots also show the appropriate CR bounds. The length of the prediction 
filter in this case is L = 7 and the number of iterations for ITLS is 5. These results show that the 
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Figure 1: (a) The sample varia.nee of the damping coefficients à 1 and Ö2 compared to the appropriate 
CR bounds. Upper line represents a = 0.1. The data. was generated a.ccording to equa.tion (12) 500 
t rials were performed. L = 7, M = 2, number of itera.tions for ITLS is 5. (b) The sample variance of 
the frequency estimates Î1 and Î2 compared to the CR bounds. Details sa.me as in (a). (c) Bias in 
damping coefficients. Details sa.me as in (a.). (d) Bias in frequency estima.tes. Details same as in (a.) . 
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TLS, (b) result for ITLS, / 1 = .45, h = .43, data generated a.ccording to eq. (13). L = 11, M = 2, 
N = 25, SNR is -1 dB, number of iterations for ITLS is 9. 

performance of the KT method and the TLS method is fairly similar and that the ITLS method 
compares favourable to both of them. At a SNR of approximately 12 dB the ITLS estimate 
starts to depart significantly from the CR bounds. For very low SNR's Fig. l(a)-(b) appear to 
indicate that estimator efficiency improves again, even violating the CR lower bounds. Fig. l(c)
(d) however, show that at these SNR's all estimators display serious bias. At the 'treshold' SNR 
of 12 dB bias increases appreciably. Kumaresan [3] also mentions this treshold for this example. 
In terms of bias the ITLS method compares favourable with the other two methods, remaining 
virtually unbiased for SNR's > 12 dB. 

The superiority of the ITLS method over the other two methods is most significant for short 
prediction filter lengths. For Jonger filter lengths all methods become more similar at high SNR. 
The treshold SNR is lowest for the ITLS method. Choosing greater filter lengths generally 
improves the bias characteristics of all three estimators. 

Experiment 2 

In this experiment we consider the problem of resolving closely spaced sinusoids in noise. 
Fig. 2(a)-(b) show plots of the Z-transform of the complex exponential model evaluated the 
unit circle. These plots give one a feeling for the strength of the resonances pertaining to the 
roots of the linear prediction polynomial. This has nothing to do with the spectra) density of 
the original time series. In this experiment the number of samples was 25 and the data sequence 
was given by: 

y(n) = ei2,r(0.4&)n+,r/4 + ei2,r(0.43)n + w(n), n = 0, 1, ... , 25 (13) 

The SNR according to the previous definition was -1 dB. As in the previous experiment we used 
forward backward linear prediction. Fig. 2(a) shows the result for the TLS method at L = 11, 
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Fig. 2(b) shows the result for the same data sequence for the ITLS method at L = 11 and 9 
iterations. The TLS result shows evidence for the presence of one streng resonance. The ITLS 
method resolves the two resonances. Although the peak positions are somewhat off their correct 
position, the result is qui te remarkable. The peak positions for the ITLS method are .4511 and 
.4369, the TLS peak lies almost exactly in between at .4444. As might be expected, resolving 
power is greater for Jonger filter lengths. 

4 Conclusion 

We have presented an approach for solving the linear prediction equations in a self consistent 
way. This approach involves finding a reduced rank approximation of prescribed structure to the 
augmented linear prediction matrix. This procedure accounts for noise in the observed sequence 
in a self consistent way. The ITLS method performs better than the KT and TLS methods 
in terms of both average square error and bias. The improvement is most significant for low 
prediction orders. 
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STA TISTICAL ANAL YSIS OF SYNCHRONOUS RANDOM PULSE TRAINS BY MEANS OF 
HYBRID CORRElATION FUNCTIONS 

P.van der Wurf * 

Synchronous random pulse trains are produced by linear pulse modulators. A linear 
putse modulator has a discrete-time input and a continuous-time output and is 
therefore a 'hybrid' system. It is shown that concepts like impulse response and 
frequency response, known from system theo,y, are applicable to hybrid systems and 
that the output can be described as a hybrid convolution of the discrete-time input 
with the continuous-time impulse response. The cross-co"elation function of a 
random input and a random output is a hybrid convolution of the discrete-time 
autoco"elation function of the input and the continuous-time impulse response of 
the system. Similarly a hybrid autoco"elation function of the output process can be 
defined. The psd of the output process is readily obtained using the Wiener-Khinchin 
relation, without any difficulty with the cyclostationarity of the process. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The power spectra! density (psd) of a wide-sense stationary stochastic process is defined 

as the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation function. As the autocorrelation function 

E[Y(t)Y(t + r)] of the synchronous PAM process 

Y(t) - E xth(t-kT) 
k 

(1) 

is not only a function of r , but also a periodic function of t, such a process is called 

cyclostationary l1l. The fact that the psd of Y(t) of (1) seems to be undefined because 

Y(t) is not wide-sense stationary is called "a major inconvenience" l2l. We will briefly 

summarize two common approaches to this problem. 

a) Phase randomizing 

The process Y(t) of (1) is changed into 

Z(t) - E x~(t-kT+4'), 
k 

where t is a random phase, which is constant over time but chosen randomly between 

0 and T at the beginning of time. It can be shown that Z(t) is wide-sense stationary and 

because a constant shift in time does not affect the distribution of average signal power 

over the frequency axis, it is reasonable to use the psd of Z(t) as the psd of Y(t). There 

is some risk involved in replacing a cyclostationary process by a stationary equivalent. 

When for instance the interference from a synchronous random pulse train is analyzed, 

• P. van der Wurf is with the Eindhoven International Institute, 
Rekencentrum 1.88, P.O.Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven 

(2) 
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we must keep in mind that the effects of this interference can differ substantially from 

the interference from another stationary process with the same psd. For example there 

is a dramatic difference in effect when the processes are subject to non-linear operations, 

like squaring. 

b) Time averaging 

The derivation of the Wiener-Khinchin theorem produces an intermediate result which 

states that the psd and the time average of the autocorrelation function of a random 

process form a Fourier pair 111. For a so-called cyclostationary process it suffices to 

average over just one period of the periodic autocorrelation function. For wide-sense 

stationary processes time averaging is not necessary and the Fourier pair relationship 

exists between the autocorrelation function and the psd (Wiener-Khinchin). 

c) System approach 

In this paper we present a third and different approach to the problem. Synchronous 

pulse trains or PAM signals are generated by linear pulse modulators. The analysis of 

pulse modulators for a random discrete-time input produces useful expressions for what 

we will call the hybrid cross-correlations of the discrete-time input and the continuous

time output. From these we can easily derive an expression for the psd of the output. 

ll. LINEAR PULSE MODULATOR 

2.1. Hybrid convolution 

A linear pulse modulator converts a discrete-time input signa! 

x[nT] - .E xk ö[nT-kT]; ö[iT)-1 for i-0; ö[iT]-0 for i"O (3) 
k 

into a continuous-time output signa! 
y(t) - .E x[kT] h(t-kT). 

k 
(4) 

We will call an expression of the form of (4) a 'hybrid convolution'. The process that 

results from such a hybrid convolution is cyclostationary. We will interpret h(t) as the 

impulse response of the linear pulse modulator. This is justified, because if 

x[nT] = ö[nT], then y(t) = h(t). 

2.2. Frequency response of the Iinear pulse modulator 

In the familiar frequency-domain analysis of LTC systems a complex exponential function 

exp(iw;t) is applied to the input and when the system responds to it with 
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y(t) = H(c.:i;) exp(jw;t), 

then the complex function of frequency H( w) is adopted as the frequency response of the 

system. A similar approach to the frequency response of the pulse modulator is slightly 

more complicated, but gives a useful result. 

The discrete-time complex exponential function exp(jw;nT), when applied to the input 

of the pulse modulator, produces a continuous-time response consisting of many complex 

exponential functions with frequencies 

(5) 

When the response to exp(jw;nT) can be described as 

y(t) - T-1E H(w;+nw0 ) exp{j(w;+nw0 )t}, (6) 
n 

then we will consider the complex function of frequency H( w) as the frequency response 

of the pulse modulator. 

2.3. Response of the pulse modulator toa complex exponential input function 

With x[kT] = exp(jw;kT) and the hybrid convolution (4), we find for the output 

y(t) - E exp ( jw 1kT).h(t-kT) . 
k 

Using a well-known property of the delta function, we can rewrite (7) to obtain 

y(t) - E f ö(,+kT) exp(-jw 1,).h(t+,)d,. 
k -• 

Interchanging summation and integration and using 

E ö(,+kT) - T-1 E exp(-jw0n,) 
k n 

we arrive at 

y(t) - T- 1 f E exp (-jw0m).exp(-jw 1,).h(tn) d, . 
-• n 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Interchanging again summation and integration and introducing H( w) as the Fourier 

transform of h(t), we obtain the desired result (6). 
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III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 The discrete-time autocorrelation function Rxxinil 

For a random discrete process 

X[n] - I: xk ö [n-k] , 
k 

the discrete autocorrelation function [31 is given by 

(11) 

(12) 

Obviously it has been assumed here that the digits xk are produced by a stationary 

discrete information source, so that the expected value (12) does not depend on the 

discrete variable i. 

For the purpose of our application we have to modify this common definition of discrete 

autocorrelation function. The reason is that the dimension 'time' is not involved in the 

ordered sequence of digits xk of (11). Power, if we insist to use this physical term in a 

non-physical environment, can only be defined as energy per digit. However, as soon as 

we are reading, processing or transmitting these digits at a rate of 1 1 digits per second, 

time is involved and power can be defined as energy per second as we use to do. The 

difference is a factor 1 1
. 

So we define the discrete-time autocorrelation function R""[ nT] of the random input 

process X[nT] as 

(13) 

With this definition we have obtained that for n = 0 expression (13) represents the 

average power of the input process X[nT] in energy per second. 

3.2. The hybrid crosscorrelation function RrxW 
The crosscorrelation function of the random input process X[nT] and the corresponding 

output process Y(t) cannot be written as 

E[X[t].Y(t + r)], 

because X[t] does not exist for t " nT. 

We define a hybrid crosscorrelation function 

~(t) = r 1 E[X[nT]. Y(nT+ ,)]. 

Tuis can be written as 

l\,x(-r) - T- 1 E[X[nT] I: X[nT+kT] h(-r-kT)]. 
k 

(14) 

(15) 
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Using (13) it takes only a few steps to demonstrate that the hybrid crosscorrelation 

function (15) can be written as 

~(i:) - I: J\x[kT] h(i: -kT). 
k 

(16) 

~( r) can be written as a hybrid convolution of Rx,JnT] and h( r) and this justifies the 

name hybrid crosscorrelation. A system interpretation of the type as used by Papoulis 141 

for expression (16) is illustrated in figure 1. There we see how a linear pulse modulator 

with impulse response h(r) converts the discrete-time input Rxx[nT] into a continuous-

time hybrid output ~( r ). 

Rxx[nT] 

linear pulse 
modulator 

h(r) 

Figure 1. System interpretation of expression (16) 

3.3. The hybrid crosscorrelation function RxyW 

The expected value E[Y(t).X[t + r ]] exists only fort + r = nT, ort = nT - r . So we 

define a hybrid crosscorrelation function as follows: 

(17) 

Tuis can be written as 

Rx/i:) - r 1 E[L X[nT-kT] h(kT-i:).X[nT]]. 
I< 

(18) 

From (18) we can easily derive, using (13), 

¾,(i:) - I: J\x[k:T] h(-i:+k:T). 
k 

(19) 

Again, just as for Ryx( r ), we find a hybrid convolution to describe Rxy( r) in terms of the 

input autocorrelation function Rxx[nT] and the impulse response of the pulse modulator. 

The adjective 'hybrid' is thus justified. The difference with ~( r) is that (19) represents 

a hybrid convolution of Rxx[nT] and h(- r ). Tuis is illustrated in figure 2, which gives a 

system interpretation of (19). 

3.4.The hybrid autocorrelation function RyyW-

The reason for the adjective 'hybrid' is less obvious for Ryy( r) than it is for the 

crosscorrelation functions Ryx( 1) and Rxy( r ). Nevertheless we will use the name 'hybrid 
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linear pulse 
modulator 

h(-r) 
R,cy(r) 

Figure 2. System interpretation of expression (19) 

autocorrelation function' for Rl'Y( r) and we will find a justification for the adjective 

'hybrid' in expression (24) by which ~( r) is described as a hybrid convolution. 

In the discrete-time signa! x[nT] information about the digit xk is available only at 

t = kT, while in the continuous signa! y(t) the digit is 'dispersed' over a continuous time 

interval about t = kT. As a result the crosscorrelations Ryx( r) and R,cy( r) exist not only 

for r = kT, but also in continuous intervals about r = kT. 

Now that we are considering the autocorrelaton function Rl'Y( r) of the output process 

Y(t), we are dealing with two 'dispersed' digits. At t = nT + À the digit x
0 

is multiplied 

with h(.l), while at t = nT + À + r the digit xn+k is multiplied with a factor h(.l + r-kT). 

Of all the crossproducts of Y(t).Y(t+ r) we consider the crossproduct of the dispersed 

digits x
0 

and x0 +k and their multiplication factors and write 

T-1 X[nTI h(.l).X[nT+kT] h(.l +t -kT). (20) 

(The reason for the factor T 1 has been discussed in paragraph 3.1.) For a fixed value 

of r we have contributions to this crossproduct for all values of À for which h(.l) ,;, 0. 

To add up all contributions we write 

T-1 f X[nTJ h(.l).X[nT+kT] h(.l+t-kT) d.l (21) 

and this can be written as 

T-1 X[nT].X[nT+k.T].g(t -kT) (22) 

with 

g(t) - f h(.l).h(.l+t) d.l - f h(-1) h(t-.l) d.l. 

The expected value of the crossproduct (22) can thus be written as 

T- 1 E[x".x,,. 11) g(t -kT). (23) 

As we have to consider all possible crossproducts x0 .~+k• we have to sum over all values 
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of k and so we obtain the following expression for the hybrid autocorrelation funtion: 

(24) 

Because g( r) can be described as a convolution of h( r) and h(-r ), we arrive at the 

system interpretation of (24) as illustrated in figure 3. 

Rx,JnT] 

linear pulse 
modulator 

LTC 
system 

Figure 3. System interpretation of expression (24) 

We see in figure 3 a cascade of a linear pulse modulator with impulse response h( r) and 

a linear, time-invariant, continuous (LTC) system with impulse response h(-r ). 

3.5. The psd of a c_yclostationary process 

Using the system interpretation of figure 3 we can write for the Fourier transform Wy( w) 

of RY)'(r) 

(25) 

where 

W
1

(ei"'T) - :E ~[k:T]exp(-jwk:T), 
n 

can be considered as the discrete-time version of the Wiener-Khinchin theorem 131_ 

Using (13) we find for the psd of the synchronous random pulse train Y(t) 

W
1
(w) - r 1 :E E[x1x1.k:] exp(jwk:T) IH(w)j2. 

k: 
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ANOTHER 0.63056 

* J .P .M. Schalkwijk 

In 1982 Schalkwijk showed that the capacity region of the binary 
multiplying channel ( BMC) exceeds the Shannon inner bound 
region. For the case of equal rates in both directions the 
constuctive coding strategy achieves 0.6191-. in excess of 
Shannon's inner bound rate 0.61695. In 1989 by bootstrapping 
the above strategy, the achievable rate region was extended. 
Symmetrie operation of the BMC now yields a common rate 
0. 69056. As, in retrospect, the 1989 strategy was quite simple 
and seven years of effort by several people did not yield higher 
rates, I initiaUy assumed that this strategy was optimum. 
Accurate calculation yields a rate of 0.6905552557 in ten decimal 
places. However, repeated trials to find a converse did not 
succeed and suspicion regarding optimality arose. This 
controversion wiU now be resolved by showing that 0. 6905552986 
is achievable. Thus, the capacity of the BMC is once more an 
open problem! 

INTRODUCTION 

Blackweil's BMC is a deterministic two-way channel (TWC) defined [1] 

by Y 1 = Y 2= Y =X1 X2, where x1 and x2 are the binary input varia bles, and 

Y 1 = Y 2= Y is the common binary output variable. The BMC is thus an 

AND-gate. In [2] it is shown that each coding strategy for the BMC is 

equivalent to a progressive resolution on the unit square. In this resolution the 

current subregion is divided into two parts, i.e. its intersection with a 

generalized rectangle (GR) and the complement of this intersection w.r.t. the 

subregion in question. The GR is the Cartesian product of a union of vertical 

intervals (e1) and a union of horizontal intervals (e2), respectively, see Fig.1. 

* Eindhoven University of Technology, Dept. of Electrical Engineering, 
P .0. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 
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a, 

a, 

Fig.1. Resolving the complement of one GR. 

In the sequel we consider progressive resolutions that are symmetrical w.r.t. 

the main diagonal of the unit square. These symmetrie resolutions yield coding 

strategies with equal rates R1 =J½=R in bath directions. 

In Fig.l the first GR to be removed is the lower right hand subsquare with 

sides of length a1. According to [2] the corresponding reduction of uncertainty 

equals 

(la) 

where h(x):=-x log2x -{1-x) log2(1-x), O~x$1, is the binary entropy function. 
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As this resolution pertains to the whole of the unit square, the corresponding 

transmission occurs with probability 

(lb) 

Naw, before continuing our progressive resolution, in the complement of the 

initial GR in Fig.l we remove (bootstrapping) the shaded [3] horizontal and 

vertical strips, respectively. According to [3] and [4] this can be done without 

loss of rate for the corresponding coding strategy. In the remainder of the 

initial complementary region the upper right hand side subsquare with sides of 

length 1-a1 is naw extracted. According to [3] the corresponding reduction of 

uncertainty equals 

(2a) 

As this resolution pertairu to the non shaded remainder of the initial 

complement, the corresponding transmission occurs with probability 

(2b) 

According to [3] and [4] there naw exists a corresponding coding strategy with 

rates 

(3) 

Optimizing w.r.t . parameters a1 and a2, where ai==a1 and ~:=a2a1, 

0$a1,a2$1, one obtains 

a1 =0.69070, a2=0.32060, 

R1 =R2=R=0.6305552557. (4) 

This result [3] was obtained in 1983. Because subsequent modifications yielded 
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no better rates, and because of the relative simplicity of the strategy I 

erroneously believed [5] for the Jonger time that (4) represented the equal rate 

capacity of the BMC. 

TRANSPARENCY 

The second resolution corresponding to eqns.(2) in the lntroduction is now 

postponed, i.e. resolution 3 and 4 to be described will preceed resolution 2. In 

b 

a , 

Fig.2. Resolving the remainder of two GR's . 

order to still realize the yield (2a) for resolution 2, the resolution products of 

resolutions 3 and 4 have to satisfy the transparency conditions (6). First defi.ne 
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the transparency factor, f, as 

(5) 

Now, with reference to Fig.2, we can state the four transparency conditions. 

To wit, 

a4/a3~f, 

(b-a4)/(1-aca3)~f, 
a6/a5~f, 

(ara6)/(a3-a5)~f. 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

(6d) 

Calculations similar to those for resolutions 1 and 2, yield for resolution 3 

and for resolution 4 

i4 =( 1-a1-a3)(1-a1-a3+ b-a4 +a5+a6). 

l-a1-a3+b-a4 
h( i-aca

3
+h-a 

4 
+a

5
+a

6
)+ 

1-aca 3 
(b-a4)-(l-aCa3+a5)h(l-aCa3+a5), (Sa) 

Accord.ing to [3] and [4] the rate 

is achlevable. 
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Let b:=,6a1, a3:=a3(1-a1), a4:=a4b, a5:=a5a3, and a6:=a6a4, 

0${3,a3, ... ,a651, then 

yields for R1 =R2=R in (9) the value 

(10) 

irrespective of the value of .6, 0.32060$,6$1. The value as given by (10) is what 

we previously [5] assumed to be the equal rate capacity of the BMC. However, 

for 

we obtain 

/3=0.33999, and 

a1 =0.69070, °2=0.32058, a3=0.69553, 

04=0.67950, 05=0.31352, 06=0.33745, 

Note that this Jatter value for R is larger than the value as given by (10) that 

was originally obtained [3] in 1983. The best upper bounds 0.64891 and 

0.64628 to the equal rate capacity of the BMC where derived in [6] and [7], 

respectively. 
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An Achievability Proof for \Vrite Unidirertional ~fornoriC'S 
with U ninforrnecl Encoder and DcroclC'r 

W.M.C.J. van Overveld• F.~f..J. Willems• 

Abstract 

lt is shown that the period-2 average-error capacity of the WUM in case IV is 0.54588 • • · 
bit. Uniform complete fi.xed composition codes turn out to be crucial in the random coding 
argument that is used to prove this fact. 

1 Introduction 

At the Impromptu Session of the 1987 Information Theory Workshop in Bellagio, Italy, Berger, 
Cohen, Godlewski, and Simonyi [2] reported about the, at that time, known results for Write
Unidirectional memories (WUM's). According to Simonyi [5] they considered four different 
cases, depending on whether the encoder and the decoder are informed or not informed about 
the previous state of the memory. For case IV, which is the case where both the encoder and 
the decoder are uninformed, they sketched a proof of the fact that the average-error capacity 
is not smaller than 0.545 bit. 

During a visit at the University of Bielefeld in December 1987, Willems [6] proved that 
indeed, for a so called period-1 code, the average-error capacity could not exceed 0.54588 · · ·. 
Shortly after that, van Overveld [4] was able to generalize Willems' result to a period-2 c.ode. 
Independently Wyner and Ozarow [7] found similar results for case IV. 

Now that the converse, at least for period-1 and period-2 codes was established, the interest 
in the Bellagio-achievability proof for case-IV rose , and one noticed that this proof was not as 
simple as it originally seemed to be. In this article we show that indeed the period-2 capacity of 
the case-VI WUM is 0.54588 · · •· During a Workshop at the University of Bielefeld in December 
1989, where one of the authors reported about this research, it appeared that also Ahlswede 
and Simonyi [1] had addressed the achievability for the case-IV WUM. 

2 Definitions of Case-IV WUM's 

Let N E {l, 2, ·· ·}. A WUM of blocklength N consists of N components (z1 ,z2 , · ·· ,ZN). Each 
of these components may assume values from {O, 1 }. A decoder can in speet the components of 
the WUM. An encoder is a device that can alter them. 

A cycle, indexed by k E {1, 2, · · ·},is a time interval that starts when the k-th 'message' is 
stored in the WUM , and ends when message k + 1 is about to be stored. At the beginning of 
cycle k we denote the state of the WUM by zN (k-1) = (z1 (k- l), z2(k- l), · · ·, zN(k- 1). An 
information source generales the message w(k) E {1, 2, · · ·, M} . We assume that Pr{W(k) = 
m} = 1/M form E {1,2, .. . ,Af}. Ina case-IV WUM the encoder is uninformed . This 
encoder maps the message w(k) onto a ' prescription' gN(k) = (g 1(k), g1(k), · · ·, 9N(k)), hence 
gN(k) = E(W(k), k) . Each component in this prescription can assume either the value i, 

•Eindhoven Univcrsity of Tcchnology, Dcpartmcnt of Elcctrical Engineering, P .O. Box 513, 
5600 MB Eindhoven. 
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1.e. invert, or the value r, from reset. With this prescription the state zN (k - 1) is altered 
componentwise. If 9n(k) = r then Zn(k) = 0, if 9n(k) = i then z,.(k) = 1 - zn(k - 1), , for 
all components n E {1, 2, • • •, N}. (This symmetrized version of the odd/even-cycle WUM was 
first described in [6]). A prescription will hereafter be called a codeword. In a case-IV WUM 
also the decoder is uninformed. Therefore this decoder .maps the state zN(k) of the WUM into 
the message set {1, 2, • • •, M}, we write w(k) = D(zN(k), k). 

Note that the encoder-mapping E(·, k) and decoder-mapping D(,, k) depend on the cycle 
index k. lt is assumed however that E(·, k) = E(·, k mod T) and D(·, k) = D(·, k mod T). T is 
called the period of the code ( see Willems [ 6]). 

We define the error probability P, as P, = maxkE{l ,2, .. )Pr{W(k) # W(k)}, where it is 
assumed that the initia) state zN (0) is distributed according to some distribution -ir( z"" (0)) 
which can be chosen by the designer of the encoder and the decoder. 

A rate R is said to be T-achievable if for every 6 > 0 there exist for all N large enough 
period-T codes with log M ~ N(R - 6) and P, '.'=: 6. (We assume that the base of the log 
and the exp is 2 throughout this article.) The capacity C(T) is defined as the maximum of all 
T-achievable rates. 

3 Statement of Result 

Van Overveld [4] proved that for a case-IV WUM the period-2 capacity, just like the period-1 
capacity, can not exceed 0.54588 · · ·. Here we show that a rate of 0.54588 · · · is 2-achievable. 
Consequently our result can be stated as : 

Theorem 1 For the WUM with uninformed encoder and uninformed decoder, i.e. a eau-IV 
WUM, the (average-error) period-2 capacity C(2) = maxf!(l - /3) · h( m) = 0.54588 · • • bit. 

Here h(p) := -plog p - (l - p) log(l - p) is the binary entropy function. 

4 Achievability Proof 

Fix small enough f > 0 and large enough B and L in {1, 2, · · ·}. Choose t E {2, 3, · · ·, L - 2} 
such that /3 := t/ L is as close as possible to 13• := 0.2886 · · ·. 

The codewords in our WUM-code naw consist of B blocks (subcodewords) of length L 
preceded by a block which has length L0 • Therefore the total codewordlength N = Lo+ BL. 

We start our proof by describing the encoder : Assume that M0 is a divisor of (~). In 
each cycle k in black O a timesharing code with rate 0.5 is used to store the message w0 E 
{1, 2, .. ·, Mo}, hence Lo= 2flog Mol In each of the blocks b E {l, 2, · · · , B} a complete fized 
composition code is used. Such a code consists of all the (~) codewords [ = (9 1 , 91, · · ·, 9L) 
that have t components which are equal to i and L - t components equal to r. Label all 
these codewords [(i) , i E {1, 2, · · ·, (~)}. In each cycle k the message-pair (w0 , wh) surh that 

wb E {1,2, ... ,Mb} with Mb= (~)/Mn is mapped onto the codeword [(4>(wn,wh)) . The one

to-one mapping ,p : {1, 2, .. · , Mo} x {1, 2, ···,Mb} >-< {!, 2, .. ·, (~)} is randomly chosen. We 
assume that all possible mappings are equally likely. The messages wo, w 1 , · · ·, wn are uniformly 
distributed. 

After this description of the (randomly chosen) encoder, we will now describe the corre
sponding decoder : In each cycle k the decoder first uses black zLo to decade (without errors) 
the message wo. After that, in each black b E {1, 2, · · ·, B} the decoder determines the message 
indices wb such that (9( 4>( wo, wb) ), f(b)) E T., where f = ( z1, z2, · · · , zL) and T. is a set of jointly 
typical sequences, which is defined as 

IN(a,Q) - LQ(a)I '.'=: Lf for all 

(a,Q) E {(0,f),(1,f), ((r,0),([,f)).((i,0),([, f )),((i,1),([,f))}}, (1) 
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where 

1 /3 . /32 
. /3 

Q(0)= /3+l'Q(l)= /3+ 1,Q(r,0)=1-/3,Q(i,0)= /3+l andQ(i,1)= /3+l' (2) 

and where N( a, Q) is the number of a's in Q. If Wb is the only index then the decoder sets 
Û!b = Wb, otherwise an error is declared. 

The initia! state distribution 1r(&(0)) will be specified in the appendix. The choice of this 
initia! state distribution in combination with the fact that for each mapping ~. in each bloeit 
b, all (~) codewords are equiprobable, guarantees that Pr{W(k) fc W(k)} does not depend on 
the cycle index k. Consequently, for all 1:, the error probability, averaged over all choices of the 
mapping ~. 

p:• = Pr { LJ (E~, U ( LJ Et))}, with Et := fü(~(Wo, w)), b) ET;}. (3) 
b=l,B w;éWt, 

If we choose for L large enough M0 such that 

exp(L[h(/3')-(1-/3") -h(/3?~ l )+(c+l)f]) '.S: M0 '.S: exp(L[h(/3')-(1-/3")-h(/3?~ 
1 

)+(c+2)t]), 

( 4) 
where cis a constant depending on /3", and apply the union bound to (3) and substituting the 
results found in Appendices Band C, yields, for any small enough f and fixed B, and any 6 > 0, 
that 

P:• '.S: 6 for L large enough. (5) 

Choosing an M 0 satisfying (4) is possible for L large enough, since the expansion of(~) contains 
only primes that are at most equal to L. 

From (5) we may conclude that for any 6 > 0, for all L large enough there erist mappings 
~ such that Pr{W(k) fc W(k)} '.S: 6. 

What is the rate of these codes ? For L large enough (see properties of types in [3]) 

(~) 2'. L: l •exp(Lh(/3")) 2'. exp(L[h(/3'))-t]). (6) 

lf we substitute this in 

it appears that 

log M log Mo ITb-l B Mb B log Mb B /3" 
~= Lo+BL 2'. Lo/L+B--L-2'. L

0
/L+B·[(l-f3')•h(f3•+1)-(c+ 3)t]. 

(8) 
We now first remark that, by (4), there erists a constant -r such that L 0 / L '.S: -r for large enough 
L. Therefore, by choosing B large and t small, it is possible to find, for any 6 > 0, codes with 

1 /3' 
-log M > (1 - /3') · h(--) - 6 = 0.54588 · · · for L large enough. (9) 
N - /3'+1 

This concludes our random coding argument. 
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5 Concluding Remarks 

As can be seen from the proof, it is necessary that the initial state of the WUM is distributed 
correctly. However, since the Markov model imposed by the uniform fixed composition code is 
irreducible and aperiodic, all other initial distributions converge to the correct one when the 
cycle index k increases. 

Since we have demonstrated the achievability of 0.54588 · · · for period-2 codes, the question 
whether or not there exist reliable period-1 codes of the same rate, remains open. We did not 
succeed in our efforts to find such codes, because we were not able to construct a simple zero
error period-1 code with a positive rate. Such a code could be used to replace our time-sharing 
code in block 0 (the codes in all other blocks are period-1 codes already). It can be shown 
however that these zero-error codes do not exist. 

It is quite possible to generalize the above achievability proof to the other WUM-case where 
the en co der is uninformed ( case III). 

A Uniform Complete Fixed Composition Codes 

Consider any block b fc 0. Recall that our complete fixed composition code consists of all (~) 
(sub)codewords with t components i and L-t components r. Ina uniform complete fixed com
position code each codeword is chosen with probabitity 1/(~). Note that by construction our 
code is uniform. It defines a Markov chain with statespace {0, 1 }L. The transition probability 
from state !_( k - 1) to state !_( k) is equal to ! / ( ~) if there are exactly ! codewords that can 
change !_(k - 1) into !_(k). We assume throughout this article that the initia) state r(0) of the 
WUM is chosen at random, in accordance with the stationary state-distribution ..-(r(0)) of this 
(irreducible) Markov chain. Therefore the relevant statistics do not depend on the cycle index 
k. In this appendix we are interested in the statistics of one and two components out of L. 

A.l One-component distribution 

The number of codewords with ani in the first component is(~~;). Therefore the probability 
that the first component of the chosen codeword is equal to i is t/ L = {3. Let ..-0 and ..-1 be the 
marginals of the (stationary) state-distribution ,r corresponding to the first component, then 

L- t 
1<0 = 1<0 • -

1
- + 1<1 = 1<0 • ( 1 - /3) + "'1. (10) 

This implies that 
1 f3 

,ro = -/3- = Q(0) and ,r1 = -- = Q(l). 
+1 /3+1 

Now we find for ,r9"g E {r,i},z E {0, l} defined as the first-component marginals of the 
(stationary) distribution of the (codeword,next state)-pair ([(k), !_(k)) that 

,r,o = 1-{3 = Q(r,0),,r,0 = {3~ 
1 

= Q(i,0) and ,r, 1 = {3~ 
1 

= Q(i, 1). (12) 

Note that, if we are looking at the first ( or any other) component only, the system acts as like 
a system in which a codeword with ! components i is chosen with probability (1 - fJ)L-,13•. 

A.2 Two-components distribution 

The number of codewords with (i, i) in the first two positions is equal to (~~;). Consequently 
the probability that the first two components of the codeword appear to be i is equal to 
t(t- 1)/ L(L-1), which is only roughly equal to {3 2 • Similarly we find that the probability that 
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the first component of the codeword is rand the second is i, or vice versa, is (L-t)t/ L(L-1) and 
that the probability that the first two components are equal tor is (L-t)(L-t - 1)/ L(L-1). 
Using this, we solve the marginals 1roo, 1ro1, 1r10, 1r11 of the (stationary) state-distribution 'lf 
relative to the first two components from 'lfoo + 1ro1 + 'lf10 + 'lfu = 1 and 

(L-t)t (L-1)t t(L-t) t(L-1) t(t-1) 
1roi = L(L - 1) 1roo + L(L - 1) 1rrn, ,..10 = L(L - 1) 1roo + L(L - 1) 1roi, 1ru = L(L - 1) 1roo. 

(13) 
This yields 

L(L-1) Lt d t(t-1) ( ) 
1roo= (L+t)(L+t-1)',..01 =,..10 = (L+t)(L+t-1) an 1ru= (L+t)(L+t-1)" 14 

It now easily follows that 

(L-t)(L-t-1) (L-t)t t 
1r"oo = L(L-1) ',..,,oo = 1r;.oo = L(L-1). L + t' 

(L-t)t L t(t-1) t(t-1) 
,..,,oi = 1r;,io = L(L-1). L +t' 1r;;oo = L(L-1). (L+t)(L+t- l)' 

t(t-1) Lt t(t-1) L(L-1) 
'lfiiOl = 'lriilO = L(L - 1) . (L + t)(L + t - 1)' 'lfiill = L(L - 1) . (L + t)(L + t - 1)' (l 5) 

where ,r919,, 1,, is the (stationary) joint probability that in the first two (or any other pair of) 
components the quadruple g1g2z1z2 occurs. Inspection of (14) and (15) finally shows that 

L 
?ra,a, :S L _ l · Q(a:i)Q(a:2) with 0:1, 0:2 E {0, 1} or 0:1, 0'.3 E {(r, 0), (i, 0), (i, l)}. (16) 

B Evaluation of Pr{EtfJ 

Again consider any block: b i O (and any cycle k). It now follows from (11) and (12) in 
Appendix A that for (a:,!!) E {(0,~),(1,~),((r,0),(g,~)),((i,0),(g,;.)),((i,1),(g,f))} we have 
that t"[N(a:, !!)] = LQ(a:). Here t"[·] denotes expectation. Therefo~e we can appÎy Chebyshev's 
inequality to obtain the upperbound 

Prfa: IN(a:,!!)- LQ(a:)1 > Lf} :S t"[(N(a:,!!1
2
~/Q(a:))

7
] . 

When 1(·) is the indicator function, we find using (16) in Appendix A that 

t"[(N(a:,!!) - LQ(a:)) 2
] = L L t"((l(a; = a:)- Q(a:))(l(a; = a:)- Q(a:))] 

(17) 

U[(l(a1 = a:) - Q(a:))2] + L(L- l)t"[(l(a1 = a:) - Q(a:))(l(a2 = a:) - Q(a:))] 

LQ(a:)(1 - Q(a:)) + L(L - 1) (t"[l(a1 = a:)l(a2 = a:)] - Q2(a:)) 

:S LQ(a:)(1 - Q(a:)) + L(L - 1) (-
1
-Q2 (a:) - Q2(a:)) = LQ(a:). (18) 

L-1 

Therefore we may conclude that 

Prfa: IN(a:,!!)- LQ(a:)I > Le} :S ~~~). (19) 

Combining (19) with the union bound, we obtain for the probability that in bloc!< b the actually 
'transmitted' codeword is not typical with the 'received' state (averaged over all choices of rp) 
that 

(20) 
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C Evaluation of Pr{Et} for w =/ Wb 

Again consider any blocli: b -1 0 (and any cycle k) . Now for w -1 Wb 

Pr{f}. (21) 

To find an upper bound for Pr{û first note that for reasons of symmetry all f sequences 
of the same type are equally likely. Let sequences with weight w have the highest probability, 
then for any typical f, we have for L large enough that 

Pr{û 
1 /3 

S (;;) ::,(L+l)•exp(-Lh(w/L)) S (L+l)•exp(-Lh(/3+l -f)) 

13· 
S exp(-L[h(/3. + 1) - à]), (22) 

fora certain constant c' depending on 13• . We remark that the second inequality in (23) follows 
from a property of types (see Csiszár and Körner [3]) . 

For the number of typical pairs (g', f), using continuity of the binary entropy function, it 
can be shown that there e:rists a con~tant c11 depending on 13• only such that for all L large 
enough 

(23) 

Combining (21), (22), and (23), we obtain that there e:rists a constant c depending on 13• such 
that for all L large enough 

Pr{E~} :5 (;) exp(L(h(/3") - (1 - t3•) · h(/3?~ l) + a)), for w -:/c Wb . (24) 
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IDENTIFICATION VIA A STOCHASTICALLY VARYING CHANNEL 

B. Verboven • 

In this contribution we show, by an example for the 
stochastically varying channel, how the solution of a classica! 
source-channel coding problem for information transmission can 
be used to obtain a result in the theory of identification. 

I. INTRODUCTI ON 

Let us briefly restate the problem of identification, which was 
introduced by Ahlswede and Dueck. Rather than requiring the 
receiver at the channel output to decode whichever message was sent, 
as in Shannon' s early paper [ ll, in ( 2) the receiver is only 
required to decide for one message whether or not this was the 
sender' s one. To distinguish these two forms of communication, one 
refers to them as transmission <TR) and identification <ID) 
respect i vely. 

Since obviously the decoder's task for identification is 
simpler, one may expect a better performance, i.e., a higher optima! 
rate of communicat ion. The surprising fact of [ 2] was that for a 
discrete memoryless (d. m.) channel w: x-Y this increase in capacity 
is exponential compared to the capacity for transmission, requiring 
identification rates to be defined as a double logarithm of the 
message set size, divided by the blocklength of coding. ID-rates 
are therefore usually referred to as second order rates. Theorem 2 
in ( 2] states that the (second order) ID-capacity equals the (first 
order) TR-capacity. The example in (3] for the deterministic 
broadcast channel shows that f or mult i-user channels, the second 
order ID-capacity region can be even larger than the first order 
TR-capacity region. 

II. THE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM FORA STOCHASTICALLY VARYING CHANNEL 

In (4), Shannon considered a channel, in which the transmission 
probabilities can vary in time, according toa known probability law 
q. To model the situation, he introduced the channel state as an 
extra input to the channel. The state sequence <s,, s,, ... ) then 
determines the transmission probabilities at time t=l, 2, . .. This 
state sequence is generated by a d.m. source 5 with generic 
distribution q. Shannon distinguished four cases, depending on 
whether or not the sen der or receiver have knowledge about the 
states, and presented the solution of the transmission problem for 
each of these cases. 

• Bart Verboven is currently with the Universität Bielefeld, Sonder
forschungsbereich 343 "Diskrete Strukturen in der Mathematik", 
Postfach 8640, D-4800 Bielefeld 1, West Germany. 
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For brevity, we consider in this contribution only one case: 
the sender is informed on the channel state, the receiver is not. 
We furthermore assume that the sender learns the state s, only at 
time t+l (in contrast to ( 41 where knowledge of s, is instant at 
time tl. We consider deterministic encoding only. In that case, an 
<n,M, À) ID-code is given by a system 

where 

and 

{(fn, -,i ): m=l, ... , M} , 
m m 

f ml E X , 

satisfy for all m=l, ... , M, 

~ 
n n -1 n n 

q <s J w <'V m < {0} J I f m' s ) < À , 
s 

and for all k=l, ... , M , k;tm , 

~ 
n n -1 n n 

q <s J w (\fik < {1) J I f m's ) < À , 
s 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where w:XxS-Y denotes the channel 
varying channel <SVCJ and 

matrix of the d. m. stochastically 

n n n n n-1 
w <y lfm,s) = w<y lfm

1
,s

1
Jw<y

2
1fm

2
<s

1
>,s

2
) .. ,w<ynlfmn(s ),sn). (6) 

The expression in (4J bounds the error probability of the first 
kind, i.e., the probability of the receiver to decide negatively 
upon identifying the sender' s message. In (5), the bound is on the 
error probability of second kind, 1. e., the probability of the 
receiver deciding in the affirmative upon identifying a message 
which differs from the sender' s one. We define the quantity 

ID 1 
CSVC(ÀJ = Àifil max ~ log log M 

<n, M, À) 

(7) 

ID-code 
as the À-capacity for identification via the d.m. SVC in the present 
situation. Taking the limit À+O in (!OJ defines the ID-capacity of 
this channel: 

ID ID 
csvc = HB csvc (À) ' (BJ 

The problem is to characterize this number. 
sent the following partial solution. 

THEOREM 1 

In this paper, we pre-

If the d. m. source S generating the state sequence can be 
transmitted over the channel with arbitrary small probability 
of error, then for all À, O(À(ij : 

ID 
CSVC <À) = H(SJ . (9) 

The discussion of the proof is deferred to the end of this section. 
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This theorem provides a computable characterization of the 
ID-capacity of the SVC, under the condition of transmittability of 
the state source S. However, the statement of the theorem can only 
be completely satisfactory if this condition itself can be 
formulated in a computable expression. This will be discussed in 
the next section. 

Remark 1: Notice that the channel matrix in the expression for the 
ID-capacity only appears in the condition of transmittability. The 
ID-capacity itself can then be expressed by a number independent of 
w. In particular, this implies that all SVC' s via which a given 
state source S is transmittable, have the same ID-capaci ty. Af ter 
the feedback results for identification of (5] and especially (6), 
this shows once more that ID-capacity seems to depend heavily on the 
specific communication system as a whole (of which the channel is 
only one component), rat her t han on merely the t ransmission 
pro ba bil i ties. 

We will describe the direct part of the proof of Theorem 1, 
using the arguments of previous proofs of identification results. 
The idea of the direct proofs in ( 2) and ( 51 was to assure both 
users (sender and receiver) of common knowledge about a random 
experiment. An ID-code could then be defined achieving an ID-rate 
equal to the information rate of this random experiment. The 
construction of the ID-code is as fellows: the output of the random 
experiment is used as a key to encrypt the sender' s message, where 
the encryption can be transmitted via the channel at some positive 
rate and with a blocklength which is negligible in comparison with 
the blocklength needed to perform and communicate the random 
experiment <e.g. ffi as compared to n). In ( 6J, this procedure was 
referred to as the "ffi trick". The proof for the existence of 
sui table ciphers was given in ( 5) and extracted from there into 
Lemma 1 of ( 31 Cwhere a colouring t erminology was used, rat her t han 
a cryptographical one). 

Since the sender, by our premisses, can only act 
deterministically, the random experiment should be created by 
another component of the communication system. Cin feedback 
situations, the channel is used for this purpose.) In our present 
situation of the stochastically varying channel, randomization is 
produced freely by the state source. However, the receiver is not 
informed about the outcome of this source. To be able to use this 
random experiment anyhow, the sender has to transmit the state 
sequence to the receiver. This will clarify the transmittability 
condition in the theorem. 

After the transmission of the state sequence in blocklength n, 
both users have obtained a random key to encrypt their message. One 
can then apply the "fft trick". 

The receiver, only interested in knowing whether or not his 
message j equals the sender' s message i, will compare his own 
encryption with the sender' s encryption, transmitted to him during 
the final ffi bits of communication. Only if both encryptions are 
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equal, the receiver will decide his identification problem in the 
affirmative. 

As in the previous work on identification, it can be shown that 
this ID-code has arbitrary small probabilities of error. The 
ID-rate of the code is essentially equal to 
1 1 1 { state sequences that can be generated by S } 1 
~ og according to an (almost) uniform distribution ~ H<S)' 
as is well-known from the standard properties of S-typical 
sequences. This completes the argument for the direct part of 
Theorem 1. 

Proof of the converse part of Theorem 1: Conversely, let us 
artificially assume that the sender has more knowledge about the 
state sequence than we have permitted in the statement of the 
problem. We will then upperbound a possibly higher ID-rate than the 
one we have achieved above. So, let us assume the sender knows all 
fut ure states s" s 2 ,... before communication starts. Rather than 
encoding strategies of the form (2), the sender can then use an 
encoding function F of the form 

F: sn- Xn . <10) 

Let now an (n,M,À) ID-code be given for the SVC with À(ll! and enco
ding functions F mof the form (10), m=l, ... , M. Let n be sufficiently 

large such that the state sequence Sn is S-typical with probability 
lHÀ , i.e., 

Pr { Sn E t~ Sl } > ~+À , 
n 

where t[SJ denotes the set of S-typical sequences. 

( 11) 

Now, assume that for two different messages i;,!j , the restriction of 
n 

the corresponding coding functions F1 and Fj to t[Sl are equal. 

Considering the error probability of the first kind, we then have 
) n n -1 n n 1-À < L-n q<s) w <\fj ({l})IF/s ),s )) 
s 

n n -1 n n 
n L n q (s ) w <'!' j < {1}) 1 F /s ) , s ) ) 

s E t [ SJ 
( US i ng ( 11 ) ) 

n n -1 n n 
n L n q(s) w ('fj ({l})IFi (s ), s )) 

s E t [ SJ 
1 

< 2 ' 

+ 

+ 

1 
2 

1 

2 

where the last inequality follows from the bound on the probability 
of second-kind errors. The sequence of inequalities however 
contradicts our assumption that À(ll!. Therefore, coding functions 
for different messages necessarily differ on the set of S-typical 
sequences. Since one can define only 

exp I t~Sl 1 
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different binary-valued functions on this 
messages should be upperbounded by the 
establishes the converse of our result. 1 

set, the number of 
same amount, which 

Remark 2: 
the SVC, 
SVC. 

Since the converse result will apply to any situation of 
H(S) is an absolute upperbound to the ID-capacity for any 

III. TRANSMITTING THE STATE SEQUENCE VIA THE SVC 

The following theorem gives the desired computable expression to 
verify whether or not Sis transmittable over the SVC w. 

THEOREM 2 
The state source S which governs a SVC wis transmittable over 
w if there exists a RV X on X , independent of S, such that 

H(S) < I <XS,Y) , (12) 
where Y is the channel output of <X, 5) via w. Conversely, if S 
is transmittable via w, then there exists a RV X independent of 
S such that (12) holds with 11

\
11 instead of"<". 

Space does not permit detailed proofs. We therefore confine 
ourselves to heuristic arguments. 

Proof of direct part: We use Markov block encoding in B blocks of 
n le"lgth n. The state sequence Sb which is produced in block br {1, ... , 8} 

pro ba bil it y (cf. < 11)). will be S-typical with large 
n 

Let us now partition i[SJ into 
nR M=2 bins, for some non-negative R. 

n n Xn. Also choose suitable codewords x
1
, ... , xM r 

n Encoding in block b: the sender transmits codeword xi , where i is 
n the bin number of Sb_ 

1 
, the state sequence in the previ ous block. 

Backward decoding is used: the decoder first decades the bin number 
n n 

i of Sb-l from the b-th received signal Yb. After having located 
n n 

Sb-l in this way, he can then decode it exactly from Yb-l 

This encoding and decoding procedure can be maid precise using a 
random coding argument which establishes the existence of both the 

n partition and the codewords xi, provided the following conditions 

are sat isfied: 
R < I <X, YI S) , 

H(S) < R+I (S,YI X) 
H<S> < r cxs,y> . 

Choosing R=I(XsY)-E satisfies the first condition. The second 
condition is then, as well as the last one, satisfied by assumption 
(12) for sufficiently small E . 1 
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Proof of the converse part of Theorem 2: This follows from an easy 
application of Fano' s inequality, in which the necessary 
independence between S and X follows from the assumption that the 
sender learns s. only at time t+l. 1 
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An Information Theoretic Approach to 
Timing Jitter 

C.P.M.J. Baggen1 J.K. Wolf2 

Abstract 

In communication and in/ormation theory, one usually assumes that 
timing is perfect and that {additive) noise is the basic communications lim
iting /actor. It appears that f or instance in the optica/ and magnetic record
ing environment, uncertainty of time may be at least as important. 

On hardlimiting channels like for instance magnetic saturation record
ing, information is essentially conveyed by the location of transitions be
tween the two possible states of the channel. Various disturbances of the 
transmitted signa/ may lead to a wrong determination of the location of 
transitions, i.e., jitter, at the receiver side. We therefore present a new 
information theoretic channel model exhibiting timing jitter of transitions 
on hardlimiting channels. We define a discrete memoryless jitter chan
nel {DMJC ), for which we are able to obtain bounds on the channel ca
pacity under certain constraints /or JÏtter distributions and allowable input 
sequences. We also obtain results for memoryless jitter channels ha ving 
continuous input and output timeaxes and corresponding continuous time 
JÏtter probability density functions. We will specifically apply the results to 
a memoryless jitter channel having a truncated Gaussian JÏtter pdf. 

Preliminary results indicate that timming JÏtter may have a drastic effect 
on channel capacity. 
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